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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.
For sale—Shingles.
Foreclosure of mortgage of real estate—
Charles H Hart.
Notice of Foreclosure
Broadway Trust
Company, Trustee.
Libel for Divorce—Wesley H Cousins.
Lost—Bank books
Eden Fair.
For Sale—Land.
Notice of Foreclosure—Horace B Estes.
To let—House.
Notice for petition for partition.
Admr notice—Robert Ash.
Bangor, Mb:
Eastern Trust & Banking Co.

Tie Barrlll National Bank
OF

—

ELLSWORTH

2 per cent, interest on all balances of §500
Is YOUR account workover subject to check.

; Allows

!

or

ing

for YOU

the other fellow?

or

If you can’t

CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
6.55, 7.18, 11.16, 11.68 a. m., 4.21, 0.18 p. m.
Sundays, 6.56 a. m., 7.18, 9.11,11.16 a.m., 6.40
p. m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 7 87 a.
m., 12.23, 4.11,5.85. 10.21, 10.87 p. m. Sundays,
6.39 a. m., 4.11. 5.35, 10.21, 10.87 p. m.

call,

to-day—NOW.

;

write

j

Full Particulars
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on

8CHEDULE OF MAILS
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effect June 23% 1914

AT ELLSWORTH
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MAILS RECEIVED.
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From West—*6.56. *11.16 a m; 4.21, §6.18 p
From East—12.*3, 5.86, and 10.87 p m.

----

MAIL CLOSES AT

D

Going

■
B

We extend a cordial invitation to Bangor’s Fair-week guests to visit this bank,
and see fo- themselves what a thor-

B

B

Bangor Fair Week ?

to

Going West—11.65
Going East—6.80 a

*3.46, *5 and *9
8.45 and 5 45 p m.

p

m.

Registered mail Bhould be at postoffice half
hour before mail closes.
•Daily, (Sunday included. §Daily, except
Sunday; Sunday at 6.40.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays.
an

j

oughly up-to-date banking institution it
Our massive vault is an especial
is.
object of interest.

B
B

POSTOPP1CB

a m;
m;

m.

street last Wednesday afternoon.
The
afternoon was pleasantly spent with
games. Refreshments were served under
the trees on the lawn.

‘Sbbniatmente.

Ernest F. Osgood, with his wife and
little daughter Stanton, of Berlin, N. H.,
is visiting his mother, Mrs. Irving Osgood, making the trip here by automobile,
Embert C. Osgood, wife and little daughter returning with them.

John A. Peters, Pres.

by

subscription

dance has been

M. Gallert, Sec'y.

_

Upiop Trust Gopipapy

The many friends of Rev. Albert J.
Lord, pastor of the Congregational church
in Meriden, Conn., will be glad to learn
that he is to preach at the Baptist church
next Sunday evening. This is 'a privilege
that all are invited to share.
A

Henry H. Higgins, Tress.

OF

ELLSWORTH

We invite yonr attention to the following reasons for yon to do
business at this bank:
Because it is a strong sate institution, and our aim ie to make this
the Peoples Bank.
Because its officers and directors are among the safest and most
conservative business men in this community. Its officers have had
years of experience in the Banking business.
Because this Bank studies the needs of its customers, and properly
takes care of them, whether their business ib large or small.
Because systematic savings pay; we receive deposits from |1 up.
Because this Bank is intereBted in the development of this

arranged

of the young people of Ellsworth
evening in Hancock hall. Those
called upon have responded generously.
Higgins’ orchestra of seven pieces will
play. Punch and ice-cream will be served.
Harry E. Walker, who, with his wife,
has been spending two weeks
at the
Walker homestead, left Sunday to attend
a school convention at
Plymouth, N. H.
Mrs. Walker will remain a week longer,
the guest of her mother, Mrs. Emma Mcsome

for this

county.
Call

on us

way and at any

whenever

you

are

in town and let

us

you in any

serve

time.

Farland.
The firemen were called out Sunday
forenoon for a slight fire on the roof of
Mrs. Amanda Young’s house on Pine

street,

started, evidently,

by

Union Trust Company

spark

a

the chimney.
The fire was extinguished with chemicals. The damage
from

1

slight.

’3

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Buckley, of Sum- !
“If the young man ever expects to succeed in busiGeorge R. Lowell, who has been seri- mit, N. J., and Herbert L. Buckley, of
ously ill, is better.
Philadelphia, who have been guests of Dr.
ness he must be economical.
No matter how small
Mrs. Walter L. Smith, of Allston, Mass., H. L. D. Woodruff and wife at their Green
the
sum
the
man
or
is receiving, he should
Lake
have
returned
home.
Mrs.
is visiting relatives here.
cottage,
boy young
Arthur I. Studer, of Brooklyn, N. Y., reEvan Lindsay, wife and daughter Ella
a
save
of
his
income.”
always
portion
mains for a longer visit.
have returned to New York.
William E. Whiting left Saturday for
Mrs. Fred S. Smith, of Gardiner, is the
Hancock
Montreal, to meet C. P. Dorr, intending to
guest of Mrs. Elmer E. Rowe.
drive home his car, coming by way of the
Mrs. Whitney B. Lowe, of Deer Isle, is
Established 1873.
White Mountains.
Ellsworth, Me.
His father, S. K.
visiting her sister, Mrs. B. T. Sowle.
Whiting, accompanied him. At Fabyans, 1
Mrs. W. A. Alexander is visiting her in the White
Mountains, the car broke
sister, Mrs. George H. Grant, at Hancock down necessitating repairs which will ocCOMING EVENTS.
requests all who have a spare room or two
Point.
cupy a week or more. The party returned
to cheerfully and generously respond, so
home
rail.
ELLSWORTH.
I.
Grant
and
yesterday by
George
family, of Boston,
that there shall not he any lack of accomare at camp Aiken, Patten
pond, for two
Friday evening, Aug. 28, at Society
The first republican rally of the cam- modations. It is expected that a charge

County Savings Bank,

The

Object of this

Advertisement
is to inf.irn. every reader of The

American,

policies combine
lowest possible rates.

that ail our

lorance

ments with the

C.

W.

&

F.

weeks.

Miss Helen

who has need of any kind of in-

broad

protection

and

prompt

settle-

I_MASON,

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE

Nealley was the week-end
Tompkins and wife in

guest of Oscar A.

Bangor.
Henry Dorgan, Arthur Abram, Irving
Jordan and their families spent Sunday at
Cape Sharp.
Mrs. E. M. Gordon and daughter Emily,
of Melrose, Mass., are guests of Mrs. LaCord ia Lord.
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Real Estate in Bluehill

X

the “Johnson Place”; modern cottage house and stable in fine rep ir.
ard wood floors throughout, steam-heated.
Lot eight rods square.
Term- reasonable.
l you want to buy or sell real estate in any place in the county, call and

|

5
P

S

for
known

Iwt

Icquir*

sale

as

in

11

|
1

•»*?:■■ BXte
of all kinds
to rates.

mi ranee
as

written in the largest and strongest companies.

William E. Whiting, Ellsworth, Me.

headquarters.
Mrs. Harry O. Tracy and
daughter
Dorothy, of New York, are guests of Mrs.
Thomas O. Tracy.
Q
Dr. R. H. Greene and wife, of New
<3
are guests of Dr. Greene’s
sister,
3 York,

§
X
6
Q

|
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P.optny

owners

will be protected from fire by

Fire

The democrats have rented the hall over
E. G. Moore’s drug store as campaign

Mrs. A. P. W is well.

Miss Pearl Frost, of Mars Hill, is spending a month with her aunt, Mrs. John

Clough,

at

Bayside.

MrB. George Young, of Hancock, and
Mrs. Maud Young, of Boston, were guests
of Stella Shaw recently.

Henry Michaelis,
Saturday for a two

placing their

of

New York, arrived
stay with his

weeks’

wife at the Tower homestead.

Insurance

Mrs. Charles F. Cook, of Worcester
Mass., with two sons, Philip and Kenneth,
is visiting her parents, James Farrell and
wife.

with E. J. WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

Fred L. Davis, of South Hamilton,
Mass., with her daughter, Miss Vera
Jones, is at Contention Cove for a few
Mrs.

weeks.

Automobile Parties
receive prompt

There will be
cock

and efficient service at the restaurant con-

hall

the

speakers.

Mrs.

HOTEL Cl RONE

George W. Dunn and daughters

Frances and

Special arrangements may be made fcy telephone for meals at
any hour day or night.

Famous

Improved,

Cjl. BURRILL

Productive Real Estate;

& SON,

•

on

•

^
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Ellsworth band to play at the North Ellsworth fair to be held Sept. 23 and 24.
Monaghan’s orchestra has also been en-

gaged to play

LOAN

Collateral and Commercial Paper.

16 State St, Ellsworth, Me.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN I
JVlntnr Rrmt
DOai Auxiliary Sloop Sale

TT^l0r
LET by day

Apply

to AI RP1JT V

or

W86k.

riTsHMAN

m.,».

Yacht for

jgft. long, 6hp
Mu.t be sold at

eDgtne, complete equipment.
Will eecrlfloe for

once.

JOHN BLOOD,

•

Another meeting of the stockholders of
the Russell Shoe Co. will be held at the
office of the company next Saturday evening at 7.30 o’clock, to take further action
for the continuance of the business. It is
expected to start up the factory in about
two weeks. Mr. Russell has two practical
shoe men interested with him, and the

of schools.

State

reluctantly

a

late hour when the party

started

the return

on

trip.

Those in the party from out of town were
Misses Margaret Ford and Catherine
Willett, of Boston, and Miss Pauline McKennon, of Bangor.

Demonstration Field Day.
department of the University of Maine will hold a farm demonstration field day meeting in the orchard
of Dr. George A. Phillips at Nicoiin next
Farm

The extension

Friday.

of

Mrs. Harry Austin, with two children,
Bucksport who has been visiting Mr.
Austin’s parents, A. W. Austin and wife,
left for her home to-day. Word was re-

will commence at 10
The meeting
o’clock. Dr. Phillips’ orchard of twenty
acres, interplanted with potatoes, offers

ceived last

an

is engineer

modern

week, from Harry Austin, who
on a largo private
yacht, that
he was safe in Norway, detained there
for want of oil fuel because of the war
conditions. Williams. Cousins, of Ellsworth, who is on the same yacht, writes
under date of Aug. 13 that they had procured

some

oil

and

hoped

to

obtain

enough to start for the United States
bittern

The American

is not

—

Clark reunion at

West Franklin.

Saturday, Aug. 29—Giles family at town
hall, Waltham.
Wilbur family at
Thursday, Sept. 3
grange ball, East brook.
of Hancock
Saturday, Sept. 5
Tracy family at

Monday.
They
chaperoned by Miss Helen Nealley. The the program will make a strong appeal to
trip to the beach was made in a hayrack teachers. Already a number of superingorgeously decorated w*ith golden glow. tendents have arranged to attend, bringThe day at the beach was a beautiful one, ing their teaching corps in a body.
w*as

Thursday, Aug. 27

days beginning Tuesday, Sept. 11.
The institute will be planned especially
for the assistance of rural teachers, and

will be open to teachers
county and the neighboring towns of adjoining counties. Competent instructors
factory will be started up for larger pro- will be employed to give lectures on
duction than heretofore.
It is hoped methods of teaching common school subthere will be a large attendance of stock- jects.
The problems
of rural
school
holders at the meeting Saturday evening. management will receive prominent conMiss Gertrude Dorgan entertained twenty sideration.
The only expense to teachers will be for
of her girl friends at “The Birches”,
travel and board. The practical nature of
Pleasant beach,
w*ere

and it

teachers’ institute.
FAMILY REUNIONS.

Teachers* Institute in Kllsworth.
An institute for teachers under the direction of the State department of education, will be held at Ellsworth for four

exceptional opportunity

Prof.

for

a

study

—

—

Gouldsboro Point.

Saturday, Sept. 5

—

Saunders family at

West Surry.
FAIR

DATES.

Aug. 26, 26, 27, 28—Bangor fair.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
Sept. 1, 2 and 3—Bluehill fair.
Sept. 1, 2, 3, 4—Calais fair.
Sept. 16—Highland grange fair, North
Penobscot.

Wednesday

and

Thursday, Sept.

9 and

10—Eden fair.

Wednesday, Sept. 23—Orland fair.
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 23 and
—North

24

Ellsworth fair.

Tuesday, Sept.

29—Pamola

Grange fair—

Hancock.

Wednesday, Oct. 7—Mariaville grange
fair.

of

farming methods.
R.

Redman, Prof. George E.
Prof. B. S. Brown will be

W.

Simmons and

speakers.
Opportunity

the

given to visit
the potato demonstration of S. L. Burns,
and the orchard of H. Fremont Maddocks»will also

be

soon.

15 Inch ill Fair Next

an

un-

Week.

Isle

Mrs. Earl

Ob

ways in demand in political campaigns.
The Ellsworth band will furnish music.

Conley, superintendent

W.

10% Discount
FOR CASH

for

one

LADIES’,

month

only

on

!

SHOES

Public Auto

Reliable Clothing Co.

MONEY

conversant with national and State affairs.
Mr. Robinson is an eloquent speaker, al-

Wednesday, Aug. 26, at Hancock ball—
Subscription dance, beginning at 8.30.
Subscriptions may be given this evening.
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
Sept. 8, 9, 10 and 11, at Hancbck hall—

S&?

FOR SALE BY

to

Bridgeport, Conn.,

j

ball

—Dance.

)
common bird about the lakes and woods
The fair season in Hancock county will
Saturday.
Master Robert Day was assisted in cele- of Maine, but it is not often they are seen open next week, with the annual exhibrating his third birthday Monday by about the haunts of men. Last Friday bition of the Hancock Counjty Agriculone of these birds spent the greater
several of his young friends, who were
part tural society at Mountain park, Bluehili.
of the day about the liwn and shrubbery
The society offers its usual complete list
accompanied by their mothers.
HAROLD P. CARTER,
at the Mulian place at the corner of Main of premiums, while summer residents
Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Plummer, of Phila120 Main St., Ellsworth.
street and Beal avenue. The bird seemed have swelled the list by many special preand
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
delphia,
loath to leave, and when people ap- miums. A tine exhibition is assured.
and
of
Plummer
family,
Ardmore, Pa.,
too close, simply sought shelter
There will be the usual amusement feawere guests of Miss J.
A. Thompson at proached
in the shrubbery. Mr. Walsh called into tures, with dances each night at the town
dinner Friday.
consultation his brother lawyer, L. F. hall. Ball games have been scheduled for
Ralph Brooks has resigned as clerk in Giles, the local authority on
ornithology, the three days of fair as follows: Tues- PAIGE TOURING CAR for HIRE
C. L. .Morang’s department store, and, who named the
strange visitor.
day, Bluehili vs. East Orland; Wednes- Apply to Ell EX WHITCOMB at Elwith his brother-in-law, will engage in
day, East Holden vs. East Orland; Thurs- lsworth
Zachariah|Jellisou, esq., at the request
l'oumlry & Machine Works
farming at North Btuehill, where they
Bluehili vs. East Holden.
of the library trustees, has presented to day,
have purchased a farm.
Garage. Ees. tel. 35-21; Garage, 55.
the Ellsworth city library two interesting
Arrangements have been made for the
Presque

Ilamson Shubbard
^^&ATISFIED'VV’feARERS"^\1
f Have Made Them

of

Albert A. Joy and wife, with infant son,
who have been visiting Mr. Joy’s parents,
Austin H. Joy and wife, returned
to

Meals, 35c

HATS

Laura,

visiting Mr. Dunn’s parents, U. W.
Dunn and wife.

are

Room and Board, $1.50 per day.
Single

democratic rally at Hanevening. W. R.

Pattangall and F. Wade Halliday will be

nected with the

Special Rates by Week.

a

to-morrow

paign in Ellsworth will be held at Hancock will be made for the use of the rooms, and
hall Friday evening.
The speakers will be ! if meals also can be served, even if only
Col. C. E. Plummer, of Bath, and Hon* breakfasts, the committee will be glad to
Reuel Robinson, of Camden. Col. Plummer ! know.
Members of the committee will
has been prominently connected with the ! make a personal canvass, or persons havshipping interests of the country, and is ing accommodations may notify Henry

caeh.

Ellsworth, Me.

for the dance.

Fisher,

of

Astoria, Oregon,

with her little son, w’ho has been visiting
relatives and friends in Ellsworth and
vicinity, has gone to Portland to visit her
mother, Mrs. Eunice G. Swett.
Samuel T. White and wife, of Bangor,
the guests, the past week, of
Harry L. Crabtree and wife. Mrs. Charles
Libby and Master Vernon, of Pittsfield,
are now guests of Mr. and Mrs. Crabtree
for a few days.

bavejbeen

Harry J. Silvy, wife and two daughters,
Sylvia and Blanche, of Bridgton, R. I.,
who have*been visiting Mr. Silvy’s parents, John Silvy and wife, have returned
home. This was Mr. Silvy’s first visit
home in twelve years.

Miss Doris Wardwell entertained her
friends at her home on Hancock

girl

documents.

One

is the commission

Buren.

as

The other bears the

Ellsworth Falls.
Ellsworth Falls
broken into early last Friday mornBreak at

to

the first postmaster at
North Ellsworth, dated May 3, 1836, and
bearing the autograph of Amos Keudall,
postmaster general under President Van
William Jellison

The railroad station at
was

ing, the thieves gaining entrance by removing a pane of glass. Articles to the
value of $40 or $50 were taken, but the
ticket cabinet and money drawer were

Auto

Livery

F. H. Osgood’s Stable.

autograph of
To let for long or short trips.
Lincoln, it being Mr. Jellison’s
phone 29 2.
commission as appraiser for the port of not disturbed.
The articles stolen included a Stevens
March
Boston, dated
The
30, 1861.
and a watch belonging to Station
trustees of the library would be glad to shotgun
receive for preservation and exhibition in Agent A. E. Foster, and a mackintosh,
razors and razor strops belonging to
the library any papers of h istoric interest two
President

Tele-

Auto for Hire

Cochrane.
the thieves.
Edward

It is expected there will be in attendance
upon the teachers’ institute in Ellsworth
for four days beginning Tuesday, Sept. S,
100 teachers. Ellsworth is asked to fur-

opportunities for lodging and meals
low price as possible. It is necessary
to appeal for places to lodge, at least, in
private hofhes, in addition to accommodations provided by those who make a
nish

at

as

of letting rooms and furnishing
meals. A few Ellsworth teachers are soliciting places, and Superintendent Conley
business

There is

no

clue to

Unitarian Services.
Rev. J. W. Tickle will preach at East
Caraoine next Sunday.
Rev. D. M. Wilson will preach at West Gouldsboro at 10
a. m. and at Winter Harbor at 3 p. m.
Will any one having a sampler of early days
please send the name of the maker and date
of making to Miss Alice H. Scott, Ellsworth, Maine, for historical purposes?—Advt.

Chalmers Touring Car

Alley’s Stable,
Franklin St.,

Telephone

Ellsworth.
61-5.

Linnehan’s Auto Livery
Overland Car
Water Street,

Ellsworth, Me.

TELEPHONE 117-2

jHutual tinufit Column.

SUNDAY_SCHOOL.

EDITED BT

Its Motto:

"SUET MADGE”.

“Helpful and HopefuL”

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, It Is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given it la this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be prluted except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
re’ectlon by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The American,
Ell-worth, Me.

Lesson IX.—Third Quarter, For
Aug. 30, 1914.
THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
of tho Lesson, Matt, xxii, 15-22.
Memory Vereea, 16, 17—Golden Text,

fsxt

Matt, xxii, 21—Commentary Prepared
by Rev. D. M. Stearns.
This lesson of questions by Pharisees
and Hero-lians and Sadducees, feigning themselves just men, but seeking

We bad a pretty
for a black borae.
little colt here, but it died when it waa about
a week old.
They say everythin* in the eating line ia
going up. Jnat think! Egga are thirty centa
a dozen. I can remember when in the spring
they were eight centa a dozen. I pity tboae
P.
who have to bay everything they eat.

like the name of Lollard for the borae,
it ia new to me. Pansy, your
mentioning gooseberries reminds me how
interested my grandmother used to be in
getting all the gooseberries picked that
grew on bushes about an old cellar on the
home place, and quarts and quarts of
them used to be hulled and preserved every
year. That was before the days of canning and glass jars with patent tops.
Great stone jars of preserves were in every
cellar—highland cranberries, blueberries,
wild strawberries,
and
gooseberries,
I

to entangle Him In His talk that they
might catch Him in His words and so
deliver Him unto the power and au-

thority of the governor, is found in
Matthew. Mark and Luke (Mark xii.
13; Luke xx, 20). His warning to the
disciples to beware of the leaven or
false teaching of the same three
classes of people is found in Matt, xvi,

Nigh all the jobs that don't get done
Are those that never.are begun;
Comparatively mighty few
We see begun and not put through.
And therefore I may further say.
You’ll always^find the likeliest way
To get your rightful recompense
For bein’ done,’is—to commence.
—Farm and Home.

<J; Mark viii. 15. The Pharisees were
the most religious people of that day,
but were mere formalists. Everything
Dear Mol:
was outward to obtain praise of men;
My conscience has thumped me, too, when I
nothing real before God. Tbe Herodi- saw
how much dear; Aunt Madge was left
ans, judging from Herod, conld enjoy alone. She
surely has. had the “waiting time”,
sinful
a good talk, but preferred the
and I suppore the busy time, too, as well as
pleasures of this world to things real her nieces.
With picking and 'preparing dinners from
and eternal. The Sadducees were religious, but had no use for things su- the garden, pickling and preserving, enterpernatural, angels or spirits, and did taining company, etc., her country contributors are pretty busy, though a labor of love
not believe in any resurrection. None
with many. I often think of the things I will
of them bad any use for Jesus Christ do
by and by. I Jsend you a part of a little
or His doctrine.
Although they could poem that I read'last night in the Farm and
not deny His wonderful works. His Home.
There are many good recipes, some of
teaching was to them foolish and impractical and impossible. The light of which I will send yon when I get time.
Sister E.
His pure, holy life was too great a
contrast to their selfish sinfulness.
The poem is line—a good selection for
Even Daniel's enemies had to con- the lazy weather some iof these “humid”
fess that he was faithful and that days bring to us.
Most of us hesitate
there was neither error nor fault in some time before we attack some tasks we
him and that it would be impossible know we should! commence, and 1 really
to find occasion against him unless in think if there^is ever a time for procrastisome way concerning the law of his nation, it is during'dog days.
God (Dan. vi, 4, 5i.
I see some of|mjJ|good friends showing
These enemies of Christ were in a disapproval in their countenances, as they
similar difficulty, but they would not say, gravely, “How can she encourage
cease from their purpose.
Tbe Phari- anything of that kind!”
sees and Herodians unite in a scheme
Sister E., wejjshall be glad of those
which they think will surely enable
ecipes. We took the Farm and Home *
them to find occasion against Him. long time, and its contributions are always
and so they come with flattering words reliable.
concerning His being a teacher of Dear Aunt Madge:
truth and caring not for what people
I want to say totMol. asj she mentions havthink or say of Him (verse 16). They ing met me lately, that* I am sure she will
propound a question which it seems to agree with SisterfS. J. T. and me, that that
them will bring from Him an en- was a good day for us all at that picnic of
snaring reply: "Is it lawful to give over a huadredlfriends (from near and far—
from ocean to ocean—gathered at that little
tribute unto Caesar or not?”
"Shall
spot on the shore road on “The Neck”.
we give, or sball we not give?” (Verse
O, how I did enjoy that occasion! We had
Mark
17,
xii, 15.)
plenty of good basket lunch, and 1 ate of it
They probably thought that He like a pig, it tasted so good; bnt that was of
would advise not to give to Caesar minor importance compared with meeting
and thus find Him guilty of teaching friends, many offwhom I had not seen, nor
against Caesar. They did not begin had I forgotten, for forty years. Here is
to know Him, nor that He could read where the real worth, the intrinsic value, of
that picnic ties, and that 1 had a chance to
their hearts, nor that they were dealparticipate in^it, I'must, and most sincerely*
ing with one who knew what was in thank my friend|Joe, of Lamoinc.
Scban.
man (Jer. xvli, 10; John li. 25).
How
Malden, Mass.,JAug. 17.
scathing His reply, "Why tempt ye
It seems here was something of a coinHow surprising
me, ye hypocrites?"
His request “Show me the tribute cidence. I had just made use of Susan's
money.” or as it is in Mark xii. 15, description of a picnic in the early days
“Bring me a penny that 1 may see it” of California, and here comes a report
When they had brought it and in re- of a modern one with all its wealth of enply to His question told Him whose joyment, where Susan greets friends of
image it bore, then He saith unto other days. It was*sort of an M. B. rethem. "Render therefore unto Caesar union, i infer, from the names of those
the things which are Caesar’s and present.
unto God the things that are God's"
I occasionally bear^discussions on ways
(verse 21). So they could not take of doing different kinds ofAwork as well as
hold of His words, marveled at His of cooking different articles of food.
;
Here is one under the first heading:
answer, held their peace, left Him
mid went their way (verse 22; Luke How do you do your weekly wash? Do
you boil your clothes? Do you use soap or
"xx, 26).
It was true on all occasions, “Nevei powder of some kind?
Under the second:
How do yon bake
man spake like this man.”
He Himself said, “The words that I speak your beans? Do you parboil them? Do
unto you 1 speak not of myself, but you soak them over night? Do you fill
the Father that dwelleth in me He them up with cold water? How flavored?

pumpkin
were quite

tamarinds

for

tute

j

I

1

j

doeth the works.”
“He gave me a i
Dear M. B. fYiend$:
commandment what I should say and
Well, Mol, let me tell you another way to
what 1 should speak” (John xiv, 10;
A little cornstarch
keep your salt good.
lit 49). if we were as fully yielded mixed with the salt will keep the
dampness
to Him as He was to the Father it away. Another thing, when you are fixing
would be true of us, “It is not ye that gooseberries or strawberries,'use one of those
speak, but the Spirit of your Father little tongs that come in candy to take the
which speaketh in you” (Matt, s, 20). blossoms or hulls off. I let some of my gooseHe was the image of the invisible berries get ripe so I am just getting them
to preserve. Oh, isn’t it a job, and a
God (II. Cor. iv, 4; Heb. i. 3; Col. i, 15). ready
tiresome on&, too!
vv nen we become Ins
by redemption
I am alone now for a little while, for the
we
begin to bear His image and folks are away haying. I was told that if you
should day by day be increasingly have ducks, to take a little lard and put some
conformed to that image, for to that sulphur in it and rub it on their heads, and it
end all things are intended to work will kill that worm that gets in their beads
them. We lpst three, and we have
(Rom. viii. 28. 29). If we by faith be- and kills
fourteen now.
hold His glory it will be so until when
Most every time I look out I see an autowe see Him we shall be like Him
(II mobile going past. It makes me want to go
Cor. iii, 38: I John iii, 3, 2i. By crea- too.
tion they belouged to God.' for He
You would have smiled if you could have
gave them life and breath and all been here this morning and seen the cat and
things, but by choice they denied God kittens (we have three) and my pet chicken
in their works through professing to eating together. Itjseems nice to see the sun
once more.
know Him (Tit i. HP.
God wants
W'ell, I must say good-by and go to work,
from
those who will not ac- for there is much
nothing
to^do and someone may
His
cept
mercy in Christ Jesus.
He come. I suppose Aunt Maria has lots of
must first forgive us as sinners and green stuff. We have peas aud potatoes. I
give us Himself in Christ and make put up one jar for Thanksgiving.
Oh, by the way, I met “Aunt Sue’s” husus His children before we can render
Him anything, but when we become band yesterday at one of my neighbor’s
meet again.
Pansy.
His our song should be “ever only for Goodby untillwe
P. 8.—Oh, by the way, I have a name for “N.
Thee." The words “went their way"
L. H.’s” horse—Lollard. Prince is a pretty
(verse 22) remind us of the same in
verse 5 and that all who are not with
Infection and Insect Bites Dangerous.
Christ in the way are still going tbelr
Mosquitoes, fiies and other insects, which
breed quickly in garbage pails, ponds of
own way to everlasting destruction.
stagnant water, barns, musty places, etc., are
The same day came the Sadducees carriers of disease.
Every time they bite
with their question about the seven you, they inject poison into your syatem
from which some dread disease may result.
brethren who. one after the otber, had Get a bottle of Moan’s Liniment. It is antithe same woman to wife. “If there be septic and a few drops will neutralize the
infection caused by insect bites or rusty
a resurrection, then whose wife shall
nails.
Sloan’s Liniment disinfects Cate,
and Sores.
You cannot afford to ba
she be of the seven?" (Verses 23-28.) Braise*
without it in your home.
Money back if not
Thus they thought they had shown satisfied. Only 26c. at your Druggist.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Sores.
the impossibility of a life after this
one.
Note His reply, “Ye do err, not I
knowing the Scriptures nor the power
of God” (verse 29). What a farreacbing. comprehensive word and in a
sense applying to all error, for it all
comes from not knowing the Scriptures
The only way to be free from
er ^r is
to know the truth, which
makes us free indeed (John viii, 32-36).

!

and

quince,

common as a

Tell* How Lydia E. Pinkham’s

Vegetable Compound Restored Her Daughter's Health.
Plover, Iowa. —“From a small child
my 13 year old daughter had female
weasness.

substi-

Then
preserves.
home-made cheese
an

Vegetable Compound had been of

there was the
occasional herb one among them, with a
flavor of sage or tansy.
Those were the
—

days

that

great benefit to me,
so I decided to have

are no more.

give

her

This column is devoted to the Grange, esto the granges of Hancock county
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will he subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

pecially

reason.

Thursday, Aug. 27—Field day of Hancock Pomona at Bluehiil mineral spring.
Friday, Sept.

4
Meeting of Hancock
Highland grange, North
—

Pomona with
Penobscot.

_

HANCOCK POMONA.

The field meeting of Hancock Pomona
will be held at Bluehiil mineral
spring to-morrow. With fair weather the
usual large attendande is assured.
National Master Oliver Wilson and State
Master Stetson will be the principal
grange

speakers.
The program for the meeting of Hancock
Pomona with Highland grange, North
Penobscot, Friday, Sept. 4, is as follows:
Grange

Response.George Grindle
Modern methods

the

on

farm,

E. W. Burrill,
Music.Host grange
Recess
Call to order
Conferring fifth degree
Topic: Modern Methods in the House.
Sadie Dunbar
Topic: Which could be better spared from
the rural borne—the daily newspaper
or the telephone?.A. T. Gillis
Program of host grange.

Ciosiug.

table Compound acto directions on the bottle and
she is cured of this trouble. Sbe was
all ran down when she started taking
the Compound and her periods did not
come

was

so

poorly and

Martin Helvig, Plover, Iowa.
Hundreds of such letters expressing
gratitude for the good Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has accomplished are constantly being received,
proving the reliability of this grand old
remedy.
If yon are ill do not drag along and
continue to suffer day in and day out hut
at once take Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound, a woman’s remedy for
woman’s ills.

If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Plnkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held In strict confidence,

THREE MEALS A DAY.
[Dorothea Beach, Instructor in Home Economics.

Farmer's Week Coarse, Univer-

at

“What shall we have to eat to-day?*’
of us have had this thought, even if
we have never
expressed It in words.

All

Perhaps

250.

Aug. 15,

the

chairs

furnishing

a

pleasing

a

fine program.

freshments

were

served

Fifty-eight

were

present.

HARVEST HOME,
20

manner, also

there

Some business

At

reoeas re-

by the brothers.

403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
was

came

a

small

before

Preparations are being
grange hall repainted.

attendance.

the

meeting.

made to have

the

ought

which

to
our

a

weary

one

can

be.

Why are we
body is a
work only when supplied

human

do its

BLUEH1LL, 252.

Beeolved, That we. the members of East
Bluehill grange, extend oar heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved family in their
affliction.
Beeolved, That a page of oar records be set
apart for these resolutions, a copy sent to the
bereaved family, also a copy sent to Tub
Ellsworth American for publication.
William H.;Mason,
John E. Horton,
Elinor Howard,
Committee.

451, HAPPYTOWN.
the third and fourth
degrees were conferred on two candidates.
Harvest sapper was served.
LAKE VIEW,

Saturday, Aug. 22,

RAINBOW, 203.

NORTH

BROOK3VILLE.

Rainbow grange held an interesting
meeting Aug. 20. Miss Beach, of Orono,
gave an instructive lecture on the “Housekeepers Problems”. Ice-cream was served.
It was voted to hold a grange picnic at
!
West Sedgwick, Sept. 12,
i Gray’s grove,
and invite other granges.
It is hoped
that a large number will attend.
NEW CENTURY, 356, DEDHAM.
New Century grange has completed the
new: stable begun in June.
The building
will accommodate thirty horses.
Improvements are now being made in the

dining

Century grange will
Hancock Pomona Sept. 19. It is

hall.

entertain

expected
present.

New

that State

Master Stetson will be

_

EAST BLUEHILL.
Mrs. A. E. Webber is ill.
Mrs. H. P. Long is
Sabattus.

spending

a

few

weeks in

H. W.

Binder

and

wife, of Council

Bluffs, Iowa, are here for a few weeks.
Mrs. Harry WTright and daughter Erneline are visiting Mrs. Wright’s sister, Mrs.
R. B. Long.
Aug. 20.

1914.]

_

The very heading of this subject presupposes that business methods are more or
less lacking in the general field of agriand
specifically as applied
growing and marketing of fruit.
Bo, before entering upon a general discussion of this subject, let us first get a
is
common understanding of just what
meant by “business methods”.
At tbe^outset, 1 wisn to disabuse your

culture,
to the

R.
SUN8HINE.

Mrs. Olive Conary, of Portland, is here.
Ethel Stinson has returned to Salem,

sary for the formation of tissues.

supplies

Carbohydrates

energy.

It also
—

sugar

starches—contain
nitrogen and are
fuel foods. Fats contain uo nitrogen and
are useful chiefly as fuel.
Mineral salts
are found principally in green vegetables,
and

no

fruits, milk and eggs. They are very
necessary to tbe body for they help make
bone and tissue, aid digestion and keep
body fluids alkaline. Water is found
in all food.
An all-round diet—that i9, one which
contains these food materials in the right
proportion—is the best diet for a normal,
healthy, human being. No rule can be
laid down about the proportion between
vegetable and auimal foods because this
the

proportion

must

which the

vegetable food is taken and
individual. Tbe approximate

with

the

proportion
food to

is

vary

with tbe

form

io

uncooked animal

part
three parts uncooked vegetable
one

food.
In

planning and preparing food, certain
general principles should be followed:
1. A mixed diet is the
best for a

healthy

person.

Avoid overfeeding and underfeeding.
3.
Have variety in the diet, because
variety and surprise stimulate the digestive juices to their best work.
4. Food must be well cooked so that
the digestive organs may get from the food
all the nourishment which is in the food.
5. There must be conditions of cleanliness in connection with the care,
preparation and serving of meals.
It is essential that housekeepers should
have a knowledge of food substances, food
values, and the best ways in which to cook
foods for ease in digestion and for obtaining the greatest amount of nourishment
from the foods.
The department of agriculture in Washington and our agricultural department in
2.

this university are
bulletins to help

constantly publishing

women

to

this know-

ledge. There are also many fine books
which are published by authorities on
these subjects. There is no reason why
woman should not gain this knowledge

which is absolutely necessary for the
health and efficiency of herself and her

family.

Mass.

Any skin itching is a temper-tester. The
Charles Ames and wife, of Portland, are more
yon scratch the worse it itches. Doan’s
at
W.
W.
guests
Conary’a.
Ointment cures piles, eczema—any skin itch17.
C.
Aug.
i iug. At all drug stores.—Adel.

b"*'
!!'

been

moved.

"•

Figure, do not always
represent t„.
truth, but are ter more dependable
the average judgment and
minds of the fact that business methods
vastly
•*“* iu summing up sctusi
do not consist In making shrewd barthen the average
memory. Making «
gains or trading horses and getting a
ure. is. good
pastime, snd even thousk
little money “to boot”. It has nothing to
they show nothing, they are v,|u,bl. ,,
do with discounting notes, collecting a
a mental stimulus.
high rate of interest on forced loans, or
We hear much of the
wonderful ,Dni,
taking advantage of straitened circum-

ti-

expert"

brother farmer. Our court
too replete with such
shrewdness, and the helping hand that
first reaches for the pocket-book is far
stances

of

records

are

a

first principles of good business.
Business methods, then, should apply
to the broader principles in the economy
of production. It means to estimate the
oast of a barrel of apples or a quart of
berries in terms of cost of production. As
the dollar is the unit b7 which we measure
labor, so should labor be the unit by
from the

which

tojmeasure

the cost of

Many

farmers in

Maine

are

production.
producing a

barrel of apples at a cost of ft and selling
it for |3, and, all unconscious of the facts of
the case, are continuing the same practice
year after year, making slaves of themselve*,;drudges ofjtbeir wives, and instilling into their children a lasting hatred for
the pursuit of agriculture.
A little study, a few figures made daily,
a little reflection
upon the why and
wherefore of it all, would reverse the
above conditions, and then the individual
becomes prosperous, and country life becomes

a

delight.

The time has long since passed when
manufacturers figure their costs at the
end of the year,
man

the

country grocerypencils his accounts on top of the
or

country of some of the western states
.ns
no effort is spared in
telling us how
same apples have made their
suit, ,,
mous.
We know, as a painful
if we go to oar local store to
buy a f,v
apples, we have to get some of tbi*.
famous western kinds, yet
figures show
that the State of Maine
purchases over
twice as many bushels of apples
annually
aa Oregon, tbe state whenoe
the famous
Hood River apples come.
According to the 1910 census, w. had
4,500,000 tree* with 78 per cent, of bearing
age. Oregon had 4,250,000 trees with
«
per cent, of bearing age. The yield in
Mains for 1909 was 3,838,000 bushels
it
an
value of f2,121,000.
estimated
hi
Oregon the yield was 1,930,000 bushels
with a value of fl,856,000.
This means that Maine averaged
forty
bushels per acre, with a value of *23
acre; while Oregon bad an average yield of
thirty-eight bushels per acre w,)rtb fsi.
It also means that It doea not pay to be an
If Oregon produced
average producer.
leas apples than Maine and, after
paying

t'hos.

far

I

fl per

can

sell

this

box transportation
charges,
its fruit on the local markets of
State, displacing borne products, it is
deed time to pay attention to
figures
better business methods.

Banking firms, trust companies,
wholesaling bouses, and even the commis-

inand

counter.

whom you send your fruit
know at the close of each day whether he
has made a profit or run behind.
Yet
nine-tenths of the producers do not know
at the end of the year whether their farm
has paid them auy interest on the money
invested or given them a fair wage tor
their own time.
Manufacturers divide their cost accounts into various subheads; they have
an account for the raw material; one for
the cost of labor in converting that material into
manufactured goods;
another for the cost of machinery, buildHe has another
ing, up-keep, etc.
for the selling of manufactured goods;
still another for the delivery of the masion

man

terial to the

of every article manufactured is calculated
to about the fifth decimal place. When
all

MAINE AGRICCLTliiK.

to

this is done, they hire an efHciency
to look for the leaks.
Many

engineer

pay such efficiency men {100 a
week, to study for lost motion and eliminate unnecessary movements.
Yet how many on the producing side
know what a barrel of apples costs, not
to mention the apportioning of this coat
among the various branches, such as
concerns

of meals

Aug. 22, twenty members and five visiFood has three important functions—
tors were present. Grange was called to
order by the
worthy steward, John first, to supply energy to the body; second,1
Horton, who called Past Master Charles to supply new substances so that the body
Yontman to the chair to confer the third can grow and can repair body tissues
and fourth degrees.
At recess refresh- which have become depleted; third, to
ments were served.
Selections on the regulate body processes.
Food is made up of proteins, carbophonograph were enjoyed.
hydrates, fata, mineral salts and water.
memorial resolutions.
Protein food, such as meat, fish, milk,j
Whereat. Death has entered our grange
and taken from us our brother, Thomas Bis- eggs, cheese, nuts aud lentils, contains a
high per cent of nitrogen which is neces- |
sett, therefore be it

success

| BUM 8. Brown. Professor of Horticulture. In
Ftrmer'l Week Course, University of Maine,

interesting spraying, pruning, culture,
ing, etc.?
is to study the relation between the needs
Every producer has a certain
of the body and the composition of food.
planning

*>•»*•' *r*ument oan be
of fruit growing.
t!»
My third problem is , uwle
more
thetical, bat nevertheless cover,
ation that is common.
Given s
“'J'
flve-aors trect of good
orchard l,Dd
average price, could anyone on s
year lease put that are. into
orch.rd .M
*“d
pay interest on the first cosy
pla9 th,
cumnisted investment
represented bv
sctaal labor iuvolved? II this
csn be do
then the last straw of
opposition t0
ueaa metbods in
agriculture he,

BUSINESS METHODS IN
HANDLING ORCHARDS.

purchaser, and the collecting
of accounts. Every cent that is expended
hungry?
machine or received is itemized, and then the cost

with the right kind of fuel.
The desire
for fuel shows itself in hunger.
Tbe body is made up of tiny living ceils
in which chemical changes are constantly
taking place. Old, worthless material is
thrown out to be replaced by new material
which must be obtained from food. This
food must be of the right kind to give
back to the body the chemical compounds
Which it needs. One of tbe things which
makes the

BAST

has been

purpose in planning meals, tbe subject is
full of interest.
Let us think back a bit.
Why do we
eat? We eat because we are hungry or
Because

brothers of the grange filled

in

thought

the

because, after planning meals for a long
time in an aimless way, the process is
monotonous. But if one has an aim and

or

Aug.

She

right

weak that 1 often had to help her dress
herself, but now she is regular and is
growing strong and healthy.”—Mrs.

_

CASTINB,

the

trial.

sity of Maine, 19U.

Business

Topic:

a

cording

Opening exercises
Address of welcome.Master Host

it

She has taken five
bottles of the Vege-

Itmong tl)t ©rangers.

good

gpuse

to three doctors
about it and they did
not help her any.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s

while

home-made

_

_____

MOTHER OF
SCHOOL GIRL

because

sometimes
The only way beneath the sun
To get a piece o’ labor done
To build a fortune or a fence,
Or tear ’em down, is—to commence.

assert i arm mt»

name

harvest-

amount of
money invested in land or personal property. On this he should receive a certain
rate of int crest, at least equal to what he
would have to pay if his holdings were represented by a mortgage. Tools are con-

Government Report* Give Some Interesting Figures.
Did you know that even tbe government
report* give definite figures indicating
that Maine farmers raise about (60,000.000
worth of crops and products every yesrf
Less than ten years ago it was commonly
stated that the agriculture! products oi
the State were worth (30,000,000,
indicstj
Ing that their value has doubled in less
than a decade*
Here ie tbe way the products sre divided:
Corn, (180,000; wheat, (72,000;

(2,347,000; barley, (81,000; buckwheat, (288,000; potatoes, (12,741.000; h«y

oats,

(19,564,000; beans, (275,344; pca». (10,131;
vegetables (other than potatoes- (-77,341;
maple suger and syrup, (52.137; small
fruits, (233,124; apples, (2,121,Mt), peaches,
(3,206; pears, (43,624; plums, (31,951;
cherries, (7,164; grapes, (8,951; flowers,
(301,006; nursery products, (23.244; lores!
products of the farm, (5,573,763; domestic
animals sold, (6,531,033; domestic animals
slaughtered, (1,888,888; butter. (3.786,061;
cheese, (18,872; eggs, (2,038,225; fowls,
(056,468; and honey, (20,686.
Of course these figures are partly tbe
esult* of more^or less accurate -stimates,
it is aale to assume that tbe total is
large. Maine’s agricultural wealth
la spread among to many people and has
so many subdivisions that it is impossible
to calculate all of it. But these figures
ut

ot too

conclusively that yisine it
exceedingly rich agricultural State.
Intensive
farming, coupled with coorperative buying and selling, will make
it far richer.
Co-operation is rapidly
coming to tbe front as the farmer's best
demonstrate
an

stantly wearing out, buildings and fences
are always in need of repairs, and to cover
this depreciation a certain sum (usually weapon to enable him to get bis share ol
10 par cent, ot their cost value) should be the price of what he raises.
deducted and cannot properly be included
Co-operation is the foundation of tbe
in net receipts. If the owner does a part, Develop Maine Movement, that organiration
now
or all of the work, he ehonld receive a
dotug its best to bring new
farmers, new factories, and new financial
wage commensurate with his knowledge
end ability to earn. There are legitimate backing into Maine. Every farmer ought
expenditures which the orchardist does to join this movement, and become active
in its work.
not usually take into account.
Hoy F. Leach, of Penobscot, is in
Let me state some problems, and if
of the movement’s affairs in Hancharge
these can be anawered in tbe affirmative, cock
county.
then orcharding can be ligitimalaly included in tbe “Boost Maine” enterprises.
NORTH DEER ISLE.
First, I would ask, is there an orchard in
Capt. F. A. Haskell is at home. His
the State that (or a period ot five years
vessel is at Stoning!on.
coaid be properly handled, with all the
Mrs. William Ellis and three children
labor or work, including manager, paid for
are at J. M. Ellis’ lor a visit.
out ot the revenues ot the place, and still
James C. Rogers and wile, of Washingreturn a net dividend ot 7 per cent, on tbe
ton, D. C., are at F. E. Hardy's.
actual money invested? This presupposes
that the teams, tools and buildings will be
Leroy Hutchingson and wife are visitas good at the end of the five
years’ period ing his grandmother, Mrs. D. C. Hatch.
uas they were at the
Aug. 17.
beginning. It there is
euch an orchard, it will be
ample proof
_

that there may be more.
For what has
been done can be done again.

My second problem would be this:
Could anyone take over an orchard in any
condition, for any period ot time, and
give a mortgage tor its lull (ace value at
6 per cent, and hope ever to pay it off? It
this is possible, and at the same time the
place can be kept in good condition, no

8EAYTLLE.
Allan Cleveland, of Brighton, Maas., is
visiting his uncle, Samuel Moore.
John
of Bangor, with
and

friends,

wife,
Mooney
are spending their vacation

here.

Mrs. Fields, of Bangor,
with R. E. Newman.
They were joined
by frieuds Sunday.
Mr. and

Aug.

17._

T.

flbbmiatnunta.

You Should Worry If

it were difficult to find a safe and reliable remedy for the
ailments due to irregular or defective action of the stomach,
liver or boweis.
These ailments are likely to attack
anyone; Lkely, too, to lead to worse sickness if not relieved.

Beeepa/%’s Pills
famous the world over, for their
power to correcf these
Uoub es certainly and
safely. They cleanse the system, purify
tne blood and act as a
general tonic upon body, bram and nerves,
indigestion, biliousness, constipation might, indeed, cause you prolonged suffering and expose you to danger if Beecham’s rills
are

Were Not On Hand
htSF*
Tfc*

Sold

la tke World.
***.1„Medicine
everywhere.
bo»oe. 10c.. 2Sc.

A HARD

diamond
By EVERETT P. CLARKE
the Rainsley diamond
The history of
It received its name from
Is unique.
Joseph Hainaley. who was lts first and
while its only possessor, lie
tor a long
went to South Africa with his wife
end two little children to make his forsome land and began to
tune. leased

Fie picked up
hunt for diamonds.
nothing but very small stones for
awhi'e till one day he found ohe of
extraordinary size. It was as big as
an acorn.

Rainsley was unwise enough to show
a neighbor.
the stone to John Bradner.
Indeed, he was not sure it waa a diamond until Bradner told him so.
The next day Rainsley was surpris
ed at a visit of Bradner with a constable who had a search warrant for the
diamond. Bradner having put in a
claim that the stone had been found
on his land and he was the rightful
Mrs. Rainsley. taking in the
owner.
situation and knowing that what they
sought waa in her own bureau drawer,
took it w hen the searching party was
at another part of the house SDd dropped it in a chink between two logs of
which the house was built.
The diamond was not found.
Joe Italnsley and his wire now bed
a problem before them. The stone was
a fortune in itself, but unless they
could get it away it would be of no
ose to them.
After considering many ways they
hit upon one which they hoped would
They determined to
be successful.
leare their home, taking with them
the scanty supply of household goods
they possessed. Their living room
was decorated with a rough plaster
Mrs.
head and shoulders of a child.
Rainsley, who had some artistic skill,
made a replica of this and while the
plaster v as soft embedded the diaThen she broke
mond In Its center.
the original into fragments, which she
burled In the ground.
Though Bradner and his officials
knew of the Kainsleys’ departure, they
made no effort to recover the diamond.
The family went to the coast whence
they sailed tor America. They would
have been willing to pay the duty on
the diamond, but feared that Bradner
had sent an agent with them to at
tach it if they did so and to inform
the customs officers that they were
smuggling it Into the country if they
didn't
On the steamer with them was a
young Englishman named Cutts, who
won Mrs, ltalnsley's good will by [laying especial attention to little Tommy
Rolnsley, aged four years, and In this
way became Intimate with the family.
Cutts talked a great deal about bow
to outwit customs officers. Mrs. Rainsley placed such confidence in his methods and experience In smuggling that
she asked him If he had ever thought
of concealing small dutiable articles
In plaster ornaments. Cutts said that
he had not. but thought it would be a
Then he began to talk
good way.
about plaster casts, harping on the subject till Mrs. Raiusley grew suspicious,
and, ber suspicions once being aroused,
she was soon sure that Cutts was
Bradner's agent and would Inform
the customs officers that they were
smuggling a diamond concealed In a
plaster image.
The night before reaching port they
smashed the linage, and Itainsley concluded to carry it in his mouth. As he
and his wife and children stcpiied
ashore they were invited into a room,
where all their baggage was taken.
The baggage havlug been carefully examined. they were all searched, but
nothing discovered. Itainsley bad the
stone well tucked away far back on
one side of his mouth and gave np evidence in speech or otherwise of its being there. lie was congratulating him
self that he had got his fortune safely
through when he was arrested on a
charge made by Cntts that he had
stolen money from him. Cutts declar
«d that he had lost bank bills, the numbers of which be gave.
One of the
bills was found In ltalnsley’s pocketbook. Cutts had put tt there. Raiusley was taken to Jail.
Mrs. Ralnsley followed ber husband
the Jail and went with him to his
cell. After he was locked In she asked
leave to kiss him goodby. This was
Scanted, and the lips of husband and
wife were glued together nnd the diamond passed from the husband’s mouth
to the wife's.
xue next
day Cutts secured a private
Interview with Raiusley. telling him
that he was sure of conviction and
would be sent to state prison for a
term of years. Cutts admitted that he
was Braduer’s
agent and for a half Interest In the diamond would withdraw
the charge against him. Rainsley refused. Later Mrs. Rainsley called to
®ee her husband and told him that she
had burled the diamond where no one
hut herself could ever find it.
When Cutts came again to the jail
Rainsley told him that Mrs. Rainsley
had put the diamond where no one
could find It and after he had served
his term In state prison for the
ofTense he had not committed be
would be rich.
The day before the
trial Cutts, feeling sure that he could
hut get the stone by prosecuting, offer»ot to appear against Rainsley If
h» would give him $1,000. Rainsley
•greed to do this as soon as he could
•*11 the diamond and the next day
Went forth a free man.
The diamond Is now the property of
®n American
multimillionaire, and the
Ralnsleys are rich.

Quaint Old W.I.h Custom.
One of the quaintest
of all Welah
roatoms la the
unsheathing of the
•word of Tal'esln that
takes place
every year on the shores of
Gel-

Llyn
nonydd, near Trefrlw, north Wales.
A short distance
from the lake la a
large, flat topped bowlder, supposed to
have been Taliesin’s
pulpit On this
rock the old bard
(who Is said to have
flourished about 540 A. D.) performed
bis weird religious
rites, and ever since
the rock has been known as
the “Court
of Taliesin.” Once a
year, In August
a

group

of

bards

assemble

at

“court"—the chief bard standing

the
on

the rock and the others on
a circle of
white stones
surrounding it. Hers the
rites are performed
solemnly and
quaintly in the presence of a large
crowd. The naked sword Is returned
to Its sheath when the chief bard
has
ascertained from the people that there
la peace In the land. The sword remained unsheathed
during the three
years of the Boer war. The ancient
Is
ceremony
followed by witty and humorous bardic
addresses, recitations
and songs.
Mansfield's Manner,
“Richard Mansfield possessed a dominance that never failed him, I believe.
The strange thing about this Is that
he didn’t need 1L He had ’fascination’
enough without It
"That fine, dry old manager and good
man, A. M. Palmer, and I were once
visiting Mansfield at Southampton, and
late at night Mr. Palmer would come
I
* Into my room, and we would talk an
hour or so.
It was always about
Mansfield; that was always the way If
you were near him; It was Inevitable
that you could think or speak of little
else. One night I said:
T think you understand him as well
as any man could.’
“‘Understand him? The old man
laughed In his quiet way. *Thero's
only one man on earth who understands
Richard
Mansfield.
That's
Richard Mansfield.'
Then, after a
pause, he added with sudden vehe’And
he
mence,
doesn't!* ”—Booth
Tarklngton In Bellman.

Hatching Eggs In Rlo«.
Certain of the Chinese In the Interior districts adjacent to Amoy employ
a somewhat unusual method for batching both bens' and ducks' eggs. The
breeder first takes a quantity of unhusked rice and rousts It, cooling It
down by fanning or allowing the wind
to blow through until It Is lukewarm.
He then spreads a three Inch layer of
the rice In a wooden tub and places
about 100 eggs thereon; another layer
of rice, this second and subsequent layers being but two Inches In thickness.
Is spread over the eggs. Each tub has
six layers of rice and live layers of
eggs, so that there are 500 eggs In each
tub.
The rice Is heated once every
twenty-four hours, the eggs being takThe chicks and
en out at such times.
ducklings are produced In twenty to
thirty days.—London Globe.
Slaves In Abyssinia.
In the Gemira country of Abyssinia'
the Inhabitants are pagans. They appear to believe In a divinity Inhabiting
the sky and also In secondary genii
dwelling on earth. Slavery Is not officially recognized, but exists In fact
though with some extenuation In form.
The slave Is not free to change his
master. He Is put In chains If suspected of an Intention of escaping. He Is
beaten If he does not work or march
at the will of his master, and he receives no pay. On the other hand, if
he can be "presented" he cannot be
openly sold and must be designated
gabare (“subject”), not b«ria (“slave").
Even these differences disappear in distant provinces and in times of disorder. Those who will not submit live
as

fugitives in the forests.

Discusses Intricate Questions.
Few citizens have even heard of the
American Mathematical society, to say
nothing of the fact that its drivings In
the science of figures have been of
And yet
value to European savants.
the society has been in existence for
many years, has a membership of 710.
Including sixty-six life members, publishes essays and textbooks on mathematics and haR a library of 4.902 volumes. The society discusses with ease
such complex problems ns the restricted problem of three bodies, the fourth
dimension, the Fredholm determinant,
covariant curves of the plane rational
qulntlc and cyclic systems of osculating circles of curves on a surface. The
last subject does not refer to kissing
—Washington Star.

Refreshing Candor.
For commercial candor and

uncon

ing

Apartment House Ethioe.
"Lady? She ain't no lady!" declared

the chatelaine of the fourth floor front.
“Nor’
“No. She'll borrow your card table
and then not Invite you to the party
That ain’t etiquette In my circle.”—
__

A Fighting Chanoe.
Mlsa Passee—Ob, Mr. Plunks, are you
married or unmarried? Mr. Plunks—
Married, generally. But if you would
me
call every day you might strike
some time when 1 wasn't.—Judge.

Responsibility

_'

By LOUISE

B. CUMMINGS

Tom Gregory won a girl’s heart by
She was not a witness to It,
bat sbe beard all about it, and Tom

bravery.
was

her.

from that moment a little god to
This Is the story of how Tom

distinguished

himself. One night, hearing something In bis room, be jumped
over the footboard right into a man’s
arms.
Tom clinched with the robber,
who dragged blm out of the room,
downstairs and through the door Into
the yard. During this moving scuffle
the burglar made several attempts to
put hts hand to his blp pocket to get
his revolver, but Gregory anticipated
his design and foiled It. At last Gregory got his antagonist into a position
where be could himself draw the revolver. He did so. cocked It and held
the muscle against his enemy's ear.
The feeling it the cold steel In that position had a soothing effect on the burglar. and be ceased to struggle. Gregory shouted for a policeman.
One
came and took the catch to the station.
who
was In his nightshirt,
Gregory,
went back to bed.
The next morning all the papers contained accounts of the capture, and
Gregory, who had gone to sleep after
the affair was over, woke up to find
himself a hero. Indeed, he was a hero
before breakfast It isn’t every man
who can sit down to his morning meal
with a newspaper before him commending him for his marvelous pluck.
It Is questionable If such acts are the
result of pluck or the result of Im-

pulse.
nut wnen ne went downtown to business he was Surprised that every one

he met took the same view of the matter as the newspaper.
That evening, having an engagement
with Jennie Oglesby, who had been
hesitating whether to bestow ber affection* on him or a rival of hls, she
lionized the hero. Tom, taking advantage of the situation, proposed and was
accepted then and there.
Jennie was very proud of herself In
winning so noble a man. She talked
to everybody about her lover’s prowess,
telling the story ngaln and again. Then
when Tom fell 111 and it was feared he
would die she vowed that If he did
she would never marry, for she could
not expect to find a man who had
shown such evidence of bravery.
But Tom recovered, and the two were
married.
Mrs. Gregory appeared to
have but one pride In her husband, and
that was hls bravery. While other romantic features of matrimony were
worn away by tbe hard flint of fact.
Tom Gregory's display of courage
seemed to grow In luster In the eyes
of hls wife. Tom was not much of a
money maker, nor did he occupy any
prominent position In the affairs of the
But there was one thing in
nation.
him to be proud of—bis bravery. True,
hls tackling a burglar was gradually
forgotten by tbe community, or, rather, In the constant change of its members those who had heard of It were
being replnced by those who had not
One person was not likely ever to undervalue It—hls wife.
One evening when Tom was going
home from business he heard cries In
lie listened, and
a house he Isissed.
they were repeated. Some one was
begging piteously for mercy. Tbe door
stood open, and Tom went In. A man
Tom told
was beating a crippled boy.
the man to desist und received only a
cursing for hls pains, whereupon Tom
struck him with hls flst landing him
upon the floor. Then he told the brute
that he would look in occasionally as
he passed and If he ever caught him
111 treating the cripple again he would
give him what he gave the hoy. He
also said that he would be back during
the evening to investigate the case.
Tom told the story to hls wife at
the dinner table. He wus uot Interested in hls wife’s valuation of his prowess and did not look at her to learn
how she received the account of hls
protection of the cripple. Shortly after dinner be took up his hat to go out.
"Where are you going?” asked his
wife.
"To find out all about the case or
that poor little cripple boy,” was the
reply. “It may be necessary for me
to separate the child from the man.
At any rate, I don’t propose that the
boy shall suffer any more of his bru-

tality.”

sclous telling of the truth it is hard
to beat some of the circulars received
here from various European resorts.
Often they are translated literally
from the foreign languages into English, and the results are a delight. One
of these advertisements of a Hungarian summer resort tells us that it
charges "Moderate prices, except durthe height of the season !*•

Judge.

She Loved Him
For His Courage

alone drives man to

tell and brings out bis best gifts.—
Newell Dwight Hlllis.

"Before you go." said Mrs. Gregory,
"1 want to show you something upstairs."
"What Is It?”
"Come and see.”
She led him to a room on the third

Itory.
“There’s something In the closet 1
don’t know If It Is a cat or a rat or
what It Is." she said.
Tom went to the closet and looked
In.
Hearing the door shut behind
him and a click, he turned and pulled
He was locked In.
on the knob.
“What the dickens are you doing?"
No answer.
“Jennie, let me out!"
“Not unless you’ll promise some-

thing.”
“What is Itr’
•*I want you to promise me you won’t
|o back to quarrel with that horrid
man.”
“Good gracious! What’s the matter
with yon?"
“Tou might get hurt”
Half an hour later the hero of the
burglar episode was released after
what was a virtual promise to let the
little cripple suffer.
But be broke his promise.

Sbbntutnuitfa.

r -T
Story of ■ Picture,
f & picture which attracts everybody's
attention at the Tate gallery by Its position, Its sise and Its striking beauty
la that of a lady rldlug on a white
horse through an archway Into a court
yard. She Is dressed In a green velvet
riding habit of the time of Charles IIwith a long red feather In her gray

Children Cry for Fletcher’s

hat. On her left stands a page In an
old gold velvet suit, with a dog by his
side. This picture has a remarkable
history, as well as numerous titles.
The catalogue calls It "Equestrian Portrait.” but It Is also known as “Nell
Gwynne,” the name given It by Millais, and also sometimes as “Diana
Vernon.” The fact is that Sir Edwin
Landseer left this picture unfinished.
He painted the horse and Its trappings. intending It for an equestrian
portrait of Queen Victoria.
But he
died find left the picture unfinished,
and it was sent to Blr John Millais,
who painted bis own daughter in this
old riding costume, together with the
page, the dog and the background.
Tlie picture was begun In 1870 and
finished twelve years later.—London

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over SO years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
/x
Allow no one to deceive yon in this.
L~,ry3:
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good ” are bat
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

What is CASTORIA
Castoria Is a harmless substitute for Castor OH, Paregoric, Props and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Sareotio
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
For more than thirty years it
and allays Feverishness.
has been in constant use for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency, Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and
Piarrhoea.
It regulates the Stomach and Bowels,
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

Citizen.
Habits of the Cuckoo.
It is quite a mistake to suppose that
the cuckoo neglects her egg after she
has deposited It In the nest of another
bird, declared Oliver G. Pike, In a lecture at the Camera club. The cuckoo
kept a watchful eye upon her treasure
and should any accident befall it she
laid another egg in another nest Mr.
Pike said he believed, although It was
Impossible to prove It, that the cuckoo
laid Its eggs In the nest of a bird of the
same species as that by which It had
itself been reared.
Thus a cuckoo
reared by a sedge warbler laid Its egg
in turn in a sedge warbler’s nest. So
wonderful was the spell which the
young cuckoo exercised over other
birds that he bad seen birds other than
its foster parents pause In their flight
to feed It, giving It the food which was
intended for their own young, and once
he saw a young cuckoo fed by birds of
five different species In succession.—
London Spectator.
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King Grasshoppers.
The champion aeronaut Is the king
grasshopper, which has the ability to
jump 100 times Its length. It can also
sail for 1,000 miles before the wind.
These grasshoppers sometimes go in
such numbers that they make a cloud
2,000 miles In extent. Its great front
lip hides a pair of jaws as effective as
a hay chopper, and it has an appetite
as voracious as that of a hippopotamus.
A young chick finds Itself Bhut
inside the eggshell and must work its
way out alone, but the young grasshoppers find themselves—the whole
nestful—shut in a hardened case in the
ground made by their mother, and It
takes a half dozen of them working
together to dislodge the lid which
shuts them in.—National Geographical
Society Bulletin.

Judging Distance.
Most people are unaware that the
apparent distance of an object depends
upon the use of both eyes. This fact,
however, can be strikingly Bhown.
Place a pencil so that two or three
inches project over the edge of a table.
Then Btand alongside the table, close
one eye and attempt to knock the pencil off by quickly hitting the projecting
end with the tip of the forefinger. Almost Invariably the person making
the attempt underestimates the distance by an inch or more and, much
to his surprise, misses the pencil entirely. One eyed people, accustomed
to estimating distances with only one
eye, of course have no trouble in hitting the pencil at the first trial.—St.
Nicholas.
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Makes Cakes Like This!

1

I

Light, tender, mouth-melting cake, the
kind that you are proud to serve, whether
it is just a cake you stirred up for the
family or a splendid big rich one for
ihe birthday party.
Wonderful for pastry, too, and just as good
for biscuits, hot rolls and bread.
Goes farther—a help in household economy
—because it is milled by a special process
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from Ohio Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will have it. Good grocers like
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William Tell Flour

WHITCOMB,

C. W. GRINDAL.

HAYNES & CO.

Straight Talk a Virtue.
Everybody respects the man who
talks without circumlocution and who
means what he says, whose tongue is
not twisted and who goes right to the
mark, never seeking to mislead or to
misrepresent. Straight talk Is a virtue that la practiced all too little. Imagine what a different world this would
be if there were no other kind in business, In domestic affairs. In society, In
between employers and
diplomacy
workers, politicians nnd people, government and governed nnd In the professional and the business world! How
large a part of many men’s occupations
would be gone if there was never anything but perfectly straight talk between man and man!—Christian Herald.

Clarion

Equipment

is

completely up-to-date, comprising everything needed to
make Clarion operation convenient and economical.

—

Funeral Festivals.
The Greeks and the Romans never
prescribed chilling silence at funerals.
On the contrary, they regarded them
as festivals
and entertainments and
chose these occurrences for the productions of their great plays. Every comedy of Plautus was first produced at
a funeral celebration.

Our ipecial constructions
in fire box fixtures, oven

dampers,glass oven doors,gas
attachments, ash chutes,
cooking a pleasure.
Complete control of
fire and oven is assured.
etc., make

2/
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Lord, of South Addison, was inMaking Uo.
stantly killed Thursday by the premature
“Going to the dansant tonight, Ciar- | explosion of a blast while dynamiting
Ice?”
pollock in Eastern harbor. He was forty
“I haven't made up my mind yet.
years old, and leaves a family.
Reg.”
H. B. Crowell,
aged Bixty-flve, of
Aren’t you
“For the love of Pete!
Hyannis, Mass., a retired merchant, was
satisfied with what you do to your
drowned last Thursday at lake Maranaface?"—Cornell Widow.
cook, Head held, where he had a camp.
He was out in a motor boat with his.wife,
when he fell overboard.
Stationary.
Mrs. Crowell
Pessimist—Board going up. room rent succeeded in stopping the engine, but before she could paddle the boat back to her
Is
there
fee
going
up.
anyup,
going
husband he had disappeared.
thing In this blooming university that
Isn’t going up?
Optimist—Sure, my
Hlibmuwrmu*,
Jradeel—Wisconsin Sphinx.

The fool wanders; the wise travel.—
Proverb.

Spanish

patterns.

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me. "“W*

ft HIGHEST

S PILLS

TUB DIAMOND BRAND.
a.
s! Ask ymr UrucrUl for A'
| ('It i-o heavier’h Uliunona Ttros Jz/kX
A Pill* in Red and Lold u
v> boxes, seated witit Rtne Kit-lion.
V/
*J Tako no other. liny of vovr

Ladk

Archie

Vary Particular.
“You should launch out on the ocean
of matrimony, my boy.”
“I might If 1 were sure of its being
• pacific ocean."—Boston Transcript

our new

.uluc'^^X

f DIAMOND
DruaglHt- AskforCLI-i "i'Es-TER#
LRAXD PILLS, for
years known as Best, safest, Always Reliable

SOID BY DRUGGISTS FVERYWHERE

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Bile*
for those who
worth to support and
HAVING
five
need assistance during the
care

next
may
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth, I
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and sccom*
modations to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. Dbdmmit.
bouse.

mistake of local advertisers
estimate the value of advertising
space of one newspaper by the amount
asked by some other publication.
It is a
mistake of judgment for a business man
to estimate the value of space in a reputable newspaper with a good circulation
by that of some other publication which
will accept business at any price and be
pleased to get if.—Leavenworth (Kansas)
Times.
A
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at

of the government at Washington, is
that of shipbuilding and the shipping
trade. Now that the necessity for the

and advise tariff rates proper for the
various schedules in the light of their
finding*. No better plan has ever

proposed, and the proposition is
decidedly a republican proposition for
which the republican party should be
been

the

rate

of $2 pei

year.

advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
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»ole to The Hancock County Publishing
Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

the fact that the
law that will establish such a merchant marine and the policy that will

ambition—except

maintain it

are

shaped by

cratic Congress and a
President.
And
the

demo-

a

democratic

nre

For the first time in thirty years
there will be no Labor day parade in
New York city this fall.
The labor

In order to establish and have paid
by this government millions of dollars

edition

of

Tfce

unions

have

decided

to

take

For Governor,
WILLIAM T. HAINES, of Waterville.
For State Auditor,
TIMOTHY F. CALLAHAN, of Lewiston.

For Representative to Congress,
(Third District)
JOHN A. PETERS, of Ellsworth.
COUNTY TICKET.
For Senators:
MELVIN D. CHATTO, of Brookaville.
SHERMAN S. SCAMMON, of Franklin.

The

trade.

actually

Boston

Pont in an impartial
news report of the political situation
in Maine, says: “The interest centres
chiefly in the strength which the pro-

gressives will be able to master. The
possibility of progressive victory is
very remote, and the leaders of the
party frankly state that the best they
can hope for is to poll enough votes
to defeat the republicans and perhaps

County Attorney,
FRED L. MASON, of Ellsworth.
relegate the G. O. P. to third place.
For Clerk of Courts,
TIMOTHY F. MAHONEY,of Ellsworth. It is largely on the strength which the
progressives will poll that the demoFor Judge of Probate,
crats base their hope of
BERTRAND E CLARK, of Eden.
electing their
nominee for governor. All politics in
For Register of Deeds,
Maine center around the prohibition
WILLIAM O. EMERY, of Sullivan.
issue. The enforcement of the law
For Sheriff,
under the administration of Governor
FORREST O. SILSBY, of Ellsworth.
Haines has been more strict than ever
For County Commissioner,
MELVILLE L. ALLEN, of Mt. Desert. before, and it has had the effect of
bringing the issue to the front stronger
For County Treasurer,
than ever.
The progressives have
BOYD A. BLAISDELL, of Franklin.
practically straddled the prohibition
FOR REPRESENTATIVES.
issue. The republicans are standing
Class 1—E. J. Morrison, Bar Harbor.
on their record of enforcement.
2— W. A. Ricker, Castine.
The
3— Milton Beckwith, Ellsworth.
democrats are
standing for what
4— Panl W. Scott, Deer Isle.
amounts to high license, or local
op5— A. B. Holt, Gouldsboro.
tion, which contemplates resubmis6— Ward W. Wescott, Bluehill.
sion of the entire question to the
7— Loren W. Rumill, Tremont.
For

people.”

It Won’t Go Here.
If
Col.
Roosevelt
is correctly
quoted, in his speech last week at
Lewiston he said:

Hon. John A.
of
at

Roberts, commissioner
of Maine, in a speech
republican rally in Warren last

agriculture
a

week, said: “I voted for Col. Roose“Two years ago a good many honest people, velt in 19X2, and I did it because of his
honest progressives, were deceived into sup- stand for a
protective tariff. Taft’s
porting

gentlemen like

Mr.

Burleigh and
Mr. Peters because these gentlemen assured
the voters that they were really progressives
and would stand for progressive policies.
But as a matter of fact, in Congress they have
stood absolutely with the Bourbon reactionaries of the stamp of Mr. Oallinger and the

reciprocity

treatment

with Canada
had set me against him.
Wilson I
considered a square and sincere man,
but I did not believe in his policy. I
am not a progressive, as
progressives

known to-day.
The republican
party has been the most progressive
j party the nation has ever known. It
has advanced step by step, and fast
The apparent misapprehension that
enough. I saw voters, who are op-

other men who two years ago took part in the
theft from the rank and file of the republican
party of its right to make its own platform
and declare for its own policies.”

are

Ool. Roosevelt was

posed to free trade,
fighting each other,

under that Mr.
candidate (or congressman two years ago is immaterial except as indicating that be was equally
as unin(ormed or misinlormed as to
Mr. Peters’ political attitude.
This

out iu the open
instead of facing
the common enemy, and I came to
the conclusion that the best way to
fight it out was in the ranks of the re-

kind o( talk will act as a
(or the progressives or

out

Peters

Was

ESTABLISHED

a

boomerang
democrats

making it in Mr. Peters’ own town or
county; in (act, throughout the third
congressional district, or wherever
Mr. Peters is well known.
A prominent Hancock county progressive expressed himBelt (reely to
the editor o( The American recently
as opposed to this kind ot an attack
on Mr. Peters.
“It’s a mistake,” he

said,

“and won’t go here in Ellsworth
where we know John Peters.”
Delicate Proposition.
Edouard Cluuet, former head of the
Institute of International
Law at
Paris, and one of the world’s recognized authorities on
international
A

law,

Bays the purchase of German
by the United States after
hostilities have begun would be a violation of neutrality, and cites many
steamers

farmers do not have to compete with
the potatoes of Germany which are
raised for 15 or 20 cents a bushel.”
The war news from Europe does
not tend to strengthen the hope that
the war will be of short duration.
The early success of the magnificent
German fighting machine is not sur-

prising,

but the

victory

in this first

great battle is not conclusive.
It is
inconceivable that the allies should
agree to a truce or a cessation of
hostilities while the advantage rests
with the Germans. With the Russian
army pouring down upon
from the north and west,
look

Germany
the Ger-

defensive
operations on a more extensive scale
in that quarter, as Prussia has already
been compelled to do, abandoning
her campaign in Her via, where the
first blow was struck.
The declaramans

must

soon

to

upon Germany by Japan
is one of the features of the week.
Japan is setting up a Monroe docwar

trine of her own in the far East.
The

republican party by platform
declarations is pledged absolutely for

very object in view.
The proposition is a delicate one, yet
there has been no indication that the administration at Washington or the southern democrats in control of Congress have
shown any appreciation of the fact.
that

Paint
Every gallon

a

painter’s day’s

work.
Poor paint,
less

gallons; good paint,

gallons.

Every

extra

price and
far

more

painter’s day’s

the

from |6

There

gallon adds to your job,
work:

not

good paints

and

gallon.

a

are

hundreds

its

a

dozen

of poor

ones.

The chances

another in this town.
MORRISON-JOY Co.

Devoe is
are

one

of

there isn’t
DEVOE.
Sell it.

>Y

AirAOON-One two trerse lumber wagon.
W Inquire of U. F. NxWMANor Joan H.
Bsimmkr. Ellsworth.
_

contrary,

bis speeches but emphasized the fact
that the progressives and republicans
allied in principles if not in party
organization, and the only way the
are

above party.

Titantic

struggle

across

the

seas makes a fine
cloud of battle
smoke to obscure democratic incomThe
petency just before election.
question for the thoughtful voter to
answer
for himself,
however, has

nothing to do with the war. It is,
simply, what was happening to the
country in the way of business and
financial depression as the result of
democratic
for
misgovernment
months before the war broke out?

June* 1914,

sented
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs

A.

the

imports of this
exports by $457,406.

by

following

the

cast:

Rice.Miss Isabel J McGee
Doolittle.Miss Jessie N Bigelow
Green.Miss Marion II White
Snow. .Miss Amy L Philips

“"wbui.!
Mrs Teykir! |

.Ml-M.y T Bigelow
.“»« ElU.betb S Clle«on

After the performance a portion of the
first number was repeated by request.
Harold W. Gleason made the announcements of the

program, but was unable to
render cornet selectionsowing to an accident to his instrument before the performance.
The evening ended with a supper and
dance.

BANK

IRKILL.
6lease

Catarrh Cannot Be Cnre
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, aa they cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is
a blood or
constitutional disease, and in
order to cure it you must take internal remHall’s Catarrh Cnre is taken interedies.
nally, and acts directly upon the blood and
surfaces.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is
mucous
It was prescribed by
not a quack medicine.
one of the best physicians in this
country for
It is
years and is a regular prescription.
composed of the best tonics known, comthe
best
blood purifiers, acting dibined with
rectly on the raucoui surfaces. The perfect
combination of the two ingredients is what
produces such wonderful results in curing
catarrh. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Prop., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, price 76c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

__

No. 4996 issued by the HanFinder
cock County Savings Bank.
return to its treasurer, Chaus* C.
BOOK

BANK
tlease

crrill.

BOOK No. 171 issued by th» Saving*
National
of the Burrlll
Me. Finder please return
said bask.

BANK
department
Hank, Ellsworth,
to

Co Itt.
ME NTS—Three nice
rpiENE
JL families in Pond avenue

rents
near

for small
hardwood

factory and away from the dust and dirt of
streets; shade tree* cover the grounds about
the buildings, and the location Is healthful.
A. F. Burnham

Moore's drug store, vacated
by Dr. Uibbs. Hot water beataud toilet.
K.
O.
Moore.
EUaworth.
to
Apply

OFFICES

over

SIMONTON house on Hancock street.
re of Jams* Murphy. Pine street.

THEInqu

&priial Koiuti.

AJramMmnu*.

Attention, Land Buyers.
following lots

of real estate be-

lousing to estate of Oapt. S. L. Lord
will be sold to the h ghest bidder regardless of value:

|
I

ONR UOT situate 1 on Surry road opposite
residence of Howard Moor known aa John
Black !qt, well wooded, containing 9i acre*
more let*.
ALSO LOT on river front known as .Shepard's wharf valuable as cottage lots. Must
be seen to be appreciated.
ONE LOT situated in Lamoine, formerly
owned by Charles P. Hodgkins, of Hancock,
containing six acres more or less; see reg of
creeds book 9H, page »4 for exact boundaries.
ONE 1XJT situated in Lamoine, containing
seven acr* s more or less, formerly owned by
K. Tyler Hodgkiu*. of Hancock. Deeded by
hi of to Samuel L. (x>rd Jan. 11, 1906.
Recorded registry of deeds book 428, page 12.
ONE LOT situated in
Lamoine. formerly
owned Charles P. Hodgkins adjoining homestead of
John F.
Hodgkins, containing
twenty-four acres more or less. For further
description see registry of deeds vol. 413,

page

sc.

ONE LOT situated in
Lamoine formerly
owned bv Barron K. Martin adjoining lot of
C. P. Hodgkins near Lamoine and Hancock
line containing thirty-tive aert * more or
leas; see registry of deeds book 4W, page 319.
ONE LOT aituate<l in
Franklin, formerly
owned by Thomas A. Crabtree, containing
thirteen acres more or less, heavily wooded,
bara wood.
For description see book 317,
page 94.

The undersigned will be in Ellsworth the last week of Aug. 1914
and
shall sell ail the above property to the
highest bidder, cash or approved paper.
Any inquiries address Lyman L. Lord,

F. il. Osgood, Ellsworth, Maine.
Pitts SL, Boston,

WHY HE DOES IT.

sons

G.

for

A. Parcher Gives

Selling

ut Half

Kea-

Price.

It iBD’t often that I have faith enough
medicines put up by other people to

in the

For Sale!
Several
lett's

acres

Island,

of land

on

Bart-

of the group

one

of beautiful Mt. Desert islands

Apply

to

E. E.

Stuart, 10
Wareham St., Boston, Mass.

NOTICE

or FORECLOSURE.
Charles H. Estes, of Dedham,
in the
county of Hancock, in the
State of Maine, by hU mortgage deed
dsted
the twenty-second day of
1902, and recorded in the Hancock July,
regtsty of deeds
book
page 40, conveyed to ine the undersigntd a certain parcel of real estate situated
in said Dedham being lot numbered one
(l).
containing two acres, mors or less, being the
same lot numbered one
(l) conveyed to Arthur
A. Colby by Elisha 8wett by his
warranty deed
July 21. 1899, said lot being on the east
side of road leading from Dedham village
to East Holden, and recorded in
Hancock
registry of deeds in vol. 340, page 62.
Above mentioned lot bouoded on the north
by road
leading from Dedham to East
Holden; east by land of D. 8. Burrili: west bv
land of H. P Burrili at a cedar
mill
by
poDd.
Whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken; now therefore, bv reason of the
breach of condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
Hobao« B. Estes.
r,ber *>• Hailey, his A tty.
3
Dsted August 24, 1914.

WHEREAS,

.tike; sout£

rrH.’l.,Uv.D*cr.iber 1er.el>y
7

lives

tnUrix^of the estate of

ASH. iste of
Of

notice that
»<»«“>■»-

MOUNT DESEBT.

.tbv.cou.ntI
deceased,
bonds as the law direct*.
given
Alt perb»’inK demands sgalnst the estate
Hancock,

and

of said deceased are desired to
present
the same for settlement, and all
Indebted
requested to make payment Immediately.
MaBTHA A.
A Ala
MABTBA
ASH.
July 21, 1914.

*b“rr.t5>

lie'll 2Solitre.
V.

t~

v-

STATE OF
!
MAINE
Hascwa a.:-To the
Honor.bl.
the Supreme Judicial
»
eourl
boldeu at Kll.wnrih, uitrtn
1
county ot Hancock, on Be
'b
C0M Te«S
of October. ». <1. wu.
J YOUNu. Of Fr„,v„
COan,-V' rMFcctfutly

th^Accoeu1 Jw

ptLABBHCE

,Vfo;?:'d
Theodore

r,p”^j>

Bragdon, of »M Franks.

a

deed fath, u,ua, !„. »
m°rt|»Ke
r.
1887. end recorded iu Hancock V.?.
Baj
iatry of dceda. t>o .k 13, page £» 'l 7'*!
morigaae to John P. uordon of 25

lln, certain real „„t,

d.JSl&'J****

A certain iot or pare,I of land .u
Franklin and bounded »nd
Iowa, beginning on the north
roael leading to t herryfield
lour rod* aomhea.t ,,f the corner
don'a Tavern Houee. at a ,uke
„d "
thence north 7' ea.t ten
■ tone, corner: thruce
north it! ....
roda. to corner atake and atonea:
7J areal ten rods to the aforeaaid
eaal aoulheny by ..Id road t„
tb,

dwelled0*"
aX
aotS

!»
*"

of JuS *

S
T
ib«ac,2fi!
roado!?**
Mir

Being the aame premlaea convrvrd in
John P. Uordon. by hi. warrant,
May 27. a. d. 1887. and
county regiatry ot dteda. boo. 1B
The conaideration atated in a»,d
deed waa right hundred dollara and
leaaaoce clauae of aaid mortg.gr deed
aa follows. vie
“Provided nevrrthricM
If the
Theodore Bragdon, hi» he,,,
utoraor aMlgna abaH pay nnio the uild
jou
P. Uordon, iheir belra. executor.,
tratortor aaaigoa, the aum of
eight haadau
dollara, four hundred In one year and tear
hundred In two year., from the date of iw.
preaenu. then thia deed and t«o
able by the aaid Theodore Bragdon to the .a t
John P. Uordou. in one and i»o rear, true
the date of three preaents, abail both he
hail
ami void.”
j
On the 15ih day of November, a. d. ub: u.d
John P. Gordon, by hit deed of
dated on that day and recorded in
sfor^
regiatry. book 129, page 147, in coosUmtwn
aa therein set forth, of five hundred
dolltn
paid by John West, the receipt whereof he
therein acknowledges, assigned to said Mb
Weat af! Ihe right, title and interest that 1m
then had to the aforeaaid mortgage deed
tsd
the uotra described therein, and the
record
title of all said real estate is now encumhend
by said mortgage deed
Haid mortgagor. Theodore Bragdon, tad
those having hta estate in the premise* hit*
been in uninterrupted possessi >u of said .tw
estate from May 27, 1*S». the date of the *|.
rat ton of the time limited in «sld
mortgage
or the full
performance of the coadtuou
thereof, to the date ol this petitioa, being
more than twentv years from the date o! ta*
expiration of said time limited to »* d mortgsgefor the full perform »nc* of theconditkn*
thereof, and have had during said period of
lime, and now have, a vested estate in fee
simple in aaid real estate.
On May 22. a. d. 1912, this petitioner by a
direct chain of title from said Theodor* Bragdou and by, through and under said Theodore
Bragdon nad acquire*! title in fre simp!* to
one-half and undivided of said re&i estate, iad |
on the 22nd day of October, a. d. I9lt thia
petitioner acquired title in fee simple to til
ot aaid real estate by direct thain of title it
aforeaaid, and now owns the tame is Ik
simple and ia in posse-eion thereof
The petit! ner states upon his best Infori mation and belief that said John Wj# it
dead, and that, if be be living, tbe petitioner
has been utterly unable to ascertain aarthiaf
wnatever of bis whereabouts; aud the petitioner alleges under oath that the residents
or whereabouts of said John West, if liviaf,
is utterly unknown to this petit, uer. sad If
dead. Fannie BUisdell, Lu/ie HUiadeilaod
Mary West, all of aaid Frankiiu sod Geaitrr
West Campbell, of Hangerville, in the county
of Piscataquis, in said rttate, are r*,eoniybfin
of the said John Weat known to this pe5;.ioorr,
and that if there are any oth*-r person* ia
existence claiming by, through or under aid
John Weat. then tne name or n wuev sod tbs
residence or residences of all such persoa*
are utterly unknown to this petitioner.
And if,after due notice by your Honorable
Court to said John West, an I said isnoie
Blaisdeil, Llxxie Bla-sdell. .Mary West
Oenteve Weat Campbell aud t<» al peras aforesaid, s*
sons unknown
interest*
provided by law, aud up< u oesr ng byU
evidence
no
Honorable
Court,
your
offered
of
upon to*
any
payment
above named mortgage within twenty itvt
j prior to the date of this petition, or of say
other act within said twenty years in recognition of the existence of said mortgage « •
valid mortgage, this petitioner prays ib»
your Honorable Court may enter a *i*cre*
setting forth such facta aud tue tindiag* «
your Houorabl Court in relation thereto,
aaid decree to be recorded iu Hancock rtf’
iatry of deeds, within thirty days Mwrit
shall be made, aud that thereafter 00 •**»■
at law or
proceedings in equity
brought by any persons to enforce %
under said mortgage, the decree of
Court determining the 'Slidity.
w
nature or extent of such encumbrance
operate directly on said land as n proceeuuii
in rem, and to be effectual to bsr all o' **
; respondents and any and all person*
known claiming by, through or under “*
John West or his heirs, as aforesaid,
8UC“
any claim thereunder contrary to
termination, and such decree so barring •**
respondents to have the sane force
effect aa a release of said mortgage
a
executed by aaid respondents known ana
known, in due form of law.
“
And this petitioner further pr*'«
“
John West. Fannie Blaisdeil. Mary VSeSl
Uenicve Weat Campbell aud all otb*r Per
unknown claiming by, tbrou-tb or1uD“.frftf!..r
o
or them, as above set forth, and a-1
•»
persona interested, if any, may be dniv
as
p*<>
moned by your Honorable Court,
rt
c
by law. to appear to your
.{.
and show cause why the prayer of
ae
tioner should not be granted and such
entered.
,n3»«t
Uat^l at Franklin, thia I5ih
a. d. 1914
CLakkSCE J- iocs*-

dLES

recorded tVitlZS
“g!

TStau,
rhJS

r^Jl

nS

aaid

Mol,“

noteio.7

assirnneTi

Honorabjjp

WJ

|I>,J

STATE OF MAINE.
d

B

Hancock as.
August 24, a.
Thee personally appeared Clareoct
Young above named and made
does not know the residence or w h- rea
of said John West, if he be no* living.
that if there are any persons in
cept the respondents named aforesaid.«*
inf by, through or under said John
then the name or names and the
!iu.
residences of any or all such pr80n
11
terly unknown and that all the afore***
be
«
gallons in the aforesaid petition^
residence or whereabouts of said
rear«
i«
and
if living, is utterly un.uowu
*
any persons, escept tho>e named

osf'^4vlrtatf

exi5-.*,ni,I<«.

SLtgai Notices.

HOBBBT

—

f>i

lirB wish to eipress our sincere apprecialion and thanks to our friends, for the
IT
kindness and assistance rendered u* dur ng
our sad
bereavement; also for the many
floral offerings, beautiful thougu silent tributes of love and sympathy.
CHaRLKN 1. STAPLRS.
Mr*. Horace F. Wmrcott.
Mrs. Frro W. Phillips.

The

BETTER MAh E
DESIRED

beginning; containing eighty

HosUin address, 75
Mass.

given the endorsement of the pro- be willing to offer to refund the
money if
gressives of his district for re-election. it does not
cure, said Druggist Parcher to
This is just another little indication
one of bis many
customers, but I am glad
of how close together the republicans
to sell Dr. Howard’s remedy for
constipaand progressives really are, in spite of
what a few self-elevated progressive tion and dyspepsia on that plan.
The Dr. Howard Company, in order to
leaders in Maine may say about it.
get a quick introductory sale, authorized
If this country bad been enjoying me to sell the
regular fifty cent bottle of
the benefits of a republican protectheir remedy for half-price, 25 cents, and
tive tariff for the past year and a half,
although 1 have sold a lot of it, and
instead of being under the democratic
guaranteed every package, not one has
makeshift, it would not now be con- been brought back as unsatisfactory.
fronted with the necessity for impos1 am still selling the specific at halfing an internal revenue war tax In price, although I cannot tell how long 1
order to meet the expenses of gov- shall be able to do so. Any person who is
ernment, and that,'too, all because of subject to constipation, sick headache,
dizziness, liver trouble, indigestion or a
a war in which we have no
part.
general played out condition, ought to
take advantage of this opportunity.
If
These are busy days for Secretary
the remedy does not cure them, they can
Metcalf of the department of comcome right back to ray store, and I will
merce, who is having a hard time cheerfully refund their
money.
“boom” statements
reconciling
with the cold figures in his reports,

Eh-

BOOK No. 4131 issued bv the Hancock
County Savings Bank. Finder
its treasurer, lha&lks C.
return
to

care

zUfomtstmauf

Druggist

Congressman Kahn, of California,
who is now taking part in the republican campaign in Maine, has just been

Shingles.

of

Address

Kllsaoitb. Me.
M Post
SHINOLKS—Carload

j

—

Salt.

lost.
In

IF

j.clementT^-»

S.

AITOOD ASHES mixed with I.lroe. For
prior snd other particular* address J.
F. Hcllitan, soeces-or to Knox Fertiliser Co.,
Box 553. Rockland. Me.

way.”

If there is ever another Hague conference one of the matters to which our
imports by $32,159*039.
it should address itself without delay
is the definition of the “true spirit of
COUNTY GOSSIP.
neutrality”. In discountenancing the
placing of a French loan in the United
Among some sweet peas grown by Mrs.
States by a firm of private bankers
Oaten Osgood, of Bluebill* a freak of
our government takes
the ground
that the proposed flotation would be a nature produced six perfect blossoms on
violation of the “true spirit of neu- one stem.
trality”. The phases is Bryanesque
P. T. Clarke* of Franklin and Bangor,
and invites the question where the
will open a law office in Stonington the
aforesaid “true spirit” begins and
Mr. Clarke is & member of
ends. If it is a violation of the “true coming week.
spirit” for Americans to subscribe for the Hancock county bar, and has for some
time been conducting offices at Bangor
a French loan, is it a similar violation
for Americans to purchase for #20,- and Franklin.
He will discontinue his
000,000 Uerman liners now interned in Bangor office, but will be at his Franklin
our ports?
The gold paid for these office
Saturdays.
steamers will go to the coffers of Germany just as sorely as that paid for
POLITICAL NOTES.
French bonds would find its way to
France.—Boston Transcript.
Andrew J. Babbage has been named by
The republican party here is en- the democratic town cotamittee of Eden
gaged in a splendid fight against a as candidate for representative to the
rum-controlled democracy at home legislature, to fill the vacancy on the
and the ruinous policies of the na- ticket caused by the withdrawal of John
tional democracy.
A little band of H. Stalford, who had not been a citizen of
self-constituted progressive leaders the United States long enough to be
are desperately
endeavoring to lend eligible for the office, he having been
help to the democrats. The most that naturalized only recently.
they could, under the best of circumstances, hope to do is to defeat their
old republican friends and put their
Shady Nook Party.
The entertainment given at Bayside
enemies, the democrats, into power.
Evidences multiply that the sober- grange hall, August 20. by the young
minded voters who have called thempeople of Shady Nook* was well attended.
selves progressives are not going to I
First on the program was a group of
set back the welfare of Maine by any I
folk dances, the Irish jig, Hungarian
such foolish wasting of her political
Rockland Courier-Gazette. dance, and Highland schottische* which
strength.
were danced by Miss Margaret Johnson
and Misses Rachel and Alice Haynes.
Col. Roosevelt has made good his
The second number on the program was
promise to speak in Maine during a reading by Miss Marion White* “The
this campaign.
He
received the Third Man From the End.” This was
greeting due an ex-President of this followed by beautifully rendered violin
great country of ours, but there is no solos by Miss Isabel McGee.
The last part of the program* a playindication that his coming made any
let, “How the Story Grew,” was well preprogressive votes. On the

his

the dozen.

Among the many and diversified
Maine that
of
business interests
largely depend for existence, to say

costs

other

NONE
TERMS

PIOH—

country exceeded
In June* 1913* our exports exceeded

The

the establishment of a permanent
authority, and, in fact, voiced the same
non-partisan tariff board wbose funcopinion at Winnipeg three weeks ago.
Col. Plummer is himself a recognized tion it shall be to examine conditions
authority on this subject,and as one of the sanely and without prejudice in every
leading admiralty lawyers of the'country
has represented the coastwise shipping
interests in Washington for fifteen years.
He is even now under urgent call to reto Washington on business conturn
nected with the shipping bill.
Col. Plummer goes even further than
Dr. Clunet, and Bays the purchase of German steamers under existing conditions
will inevitably lead to Btrained relations,
if not So war, with England, and it is his
belief that German interests are actively
promoting the bill at Washington with

longer content with his generosity
in long ago removing all civil disabilities that they justly incurred by their
rebellion against him.
no

GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.
EASY PAYMENT

■*

returned an Indiana business man
Washington the other day. “It’s
flat on its back and can’t look any

a

Always Reliable, Always Up-to-date, Always Alive to Custom
s,om'‘rs’ Interests. Always Guarantee Satisfaction.

Jot

in

*

Brand Piano to a if
*****
Munir nnd Mueic Hook", Motocvrles, Bicycle* s.
Edison
nnd
Victor
Talking Machine*. Tvti»,nID*
Meebinea,
^Pewritej,,
Vacuum Cleaner*. Poet Card* of local view*.

Nearly 300 Bred Sows for August and
September farrow, Including O, I. C„
Yorkshires, Poland Chinas, Essex. Chesters.
Berkshires, and Mutefeet. About 135 xoang
hoara, two to six months old. O. I. C, Poland
Chinas. Essex. Yorkshires. Chester*, and
Berkshires. Pigs shipped at two month* old
in lots to suit purchaser from one to a carload.
We do not get fancy prices, and we guarantee
shipment of nice stock. We hare approximately 6.000 head to select from. Nnw Kao*
land Lien Htock Comcast. Peabody, Mass.

ly

to a money premium
of men who are

disloyalty

publican party. We should vote with- progressives of Maine can make their
prejudice, and so vote that our votes effective is by setting principles

prize court decisions to this effect.
President Wilson, however, is going tion of
ahead with his program, and a bill
with this object in view has already
been introduced in the House.
Col. E. C. Plummer, of Bath, who is in
Ellsworth to-day, and is scheduled to
address a republican rally here Friday
evening, agrees fully with this French

amounts

upon the

STOrT
'

IB8B

Ewrythinf in lbs Music lint from

Sheet

the

republican party
with claims from every cross-roads
Congress this year are thoroughly in south of Mason and Dixon’s
“Business is looking up*” say the
line, and
touch with the interests of Maine that
Uncle Sam will be forced to pay what democrats. “Of course it is,” promptare involved in the

shipping

|"|..1-M-M.HM-1 I H-l I I I I 1 | |

Oldest and Bast in Eastern Mala*.

!l

%

anything but the estabpolicies of republicanism?

policies
lished

:—

Old Reliable MUSIC

building of a merchant marine is be;
ing brought home to this country as
If the administration’s declared
never before, through the paralysis of
given full credit. On the other baud' policy of filling fourth-class postmastrade due to the war in Europe. Maine
it is acknowledged that republican terships only with men who could ;;
finds her opportunity almost within
tariff schedules as enacted by Con- pass a civil service examination was
grasp, finds a united public eentimen,
;
gress in past years are the best tariff meant to mean what it says, why are
all over the country behind her in it,
measures the country has ever had. so many of these offices in places ;;
for
the
and everything right
achieve
Why attempt to tool Maine voters where republicans stood first in that
ment of her long-cherished hope and
into the belief that progressiva tariff examination still unfilled?

democracy of Civil war claims in the
Booth, the money the parade would cost and use
is and has been for all time hopelessly
leader of the democratic .majority in it to relieve unemployed union men.
American is 2.400 copies.
incompetent to lay a solitary feature the House of
Representatives has pro2,677 of business development in the land.
Average per week (or 1913,
Boss Mad docks and his two demoposed that it shall not be necessary to
Maine’s fight for a merchant marine,
prove the “loyalty” of the claimant cratic colleagues on the board of
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 26, 1914.
therefore, must begin by taking hold to the government at the time of the aldermen* in their frantic efforts to
with singleness of purpose to help the
war.
This is the entering wedge. pluck that republican thorn from the
REPUBLICAN NOMINEES. nation elect a republican House of Once this proposition passes Con- flesh democratic* are making them*
Representatives. The four splendid
gress, the treasury will be swamped selves ridiculous.
STATE ELECTION, SEPT. 14, 1914.
candidates of the
for
This week’s

I I i I I I I

1

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
W. H.

astonishing falling off'
in the amount of goods we sell to foreign countries and an equally astonishing increase In the goods foreign
countries are selling to us.
which show an

policy industry touched by tariff schedules,

“>e

Kbbrrtiarmtnts.

reeideLent-

or uu

aforesaid, claiming by, through
tj,e
John West, then the name or
n-rtoai
residence or residences of all such P*
are utterly unknown, are true.
Before me,
PKHCV T. < LABSE,
<
Justice of the
STATE OP MAINE.
County of Hancock b»:
d
August *>cial Court. In Vacation.
1814.
Atrrd th*l
Upon the foregoing petition
>fld
personal service By a copy of the pew
gttP.
thisbiderof notice be made
W
kb
pc-sed claimants whose names are
^
wit: Fannie Biarsdell, Ltizie Blaisae*
>
Oenieve West Campbell
t g.
leaat before the October term of this
O0|
d. 1914, and that notice upon other f
^
unknown.claiming as heirs,
b.v
signs of John West, or claiming by*
West,
or under the said John
g0d
publishing a like copy of said P*c ic0n for
order of notice in the Ellsworth
three successive weeks, the first
to be at least thirty days before
term uf said court, that the aaid re P®
$Da
and all peisons interested m*y
d gbo*
there appear before said court
cause against aaid petition.
A*NO w. King.
o(
Joatice Supreme Judicial ora
A true copy of the petition and
court thereon.
Atteat:—Johm E. Bcaaaa,
Clerk 8. J. Court.

Supreme

JJJn

uPoulf_owDl

fourteen

deV.lfethroug^
JLen
bec

PJ1°QCtobet

#**JVideBt*

LOIJer

¥

r"

^ITY

meeting.

fatal

accident.

democratic members of the
of aldermen had things all their
the
meeting of the city
way at
l»*t
Wednesday
night.
Hagertby and the two republican

*d

“°*D

!Lrnment
*, vor
aldermen

not

were

present.

arose as to whether three
of them of necessity acting
officer, constituted a quorum.
M presiding
went ahead on tb“ assumpThe aldermen
it did. and Aid. Maddocks called
tion that
to order.
tbe meeting
that he had notiThe city Clerk reported
of the democratic
fied Harvard C. Jordan,
and Byron Jameson,
county committee,
of Hancock hall,
is acting as Janitor

The

question

aldermen,

one

who
at the meeting, to report on
to be
to the booking of Hantbe facts in regard
12. Mr. Jordan
cock had ,or September
but Mr. Jameson was not.

present

present,
Mr, Jordaj

was

he could

said

not tell

the

some time last January he
exact date, but
hall on Septemhad spoken for Hancock
then Janitor, Schuyler F.
ber 12, to the
had set down the
Higgins. Mr. Higgins
memoranda book.
Mr.
fi,t5 in a small
for the hail
Jordan said he offered to pay
but Mr. Higgins would not
at that time,
Later he had spoken to
take the money.
the booking had
Mr. Jameson, who said
him. He alao refused
been turned over to
for the hall from Mr. Jorto tike money

that time.
motion of Aid. Stuart it was voted
that the city clerk notify Mr. Jordan that
ibe hall "ill 1* «t hi® disposal for the
night ol Sept. 12.
Aid. Stuart then presented the following, which was adopted:
dan at

Ed ward

J. Hinckley, one of the bestknown citizens ot
Bluehill, was killed

Saturday afternoon, by being
neath

load of lumber.

a

crushed be-

Mr. Hinckley was
driving down Green’s
hill with a load of
hardwood lumber,
When the horse started to
run. It is supposed that Mr. Hinckley either lost control of the
brake, or else part of the load
shifted down striking the horse.
At the foot of the hill
the wagon went
into the ditch and was
overturned, Mr.

Hinckley being

caught beneath the lumber. He was hurried to bis home in an
but
died a few minutes after
automobile,
reaching there.
Mr. Hinckley was
sixty-five years of
age. He had always taken a
prominent
part in the social and business life of the

town,

and

its most useful and

of

wbb one

citizens.

esteemed

He

bad

served

as

selectman,

and was an Odd Fellow and
Patron of Husbandry.
He leaves a widow, five sons and two
daughters-Thomas, Edward, Mrs. Margaret Barbour and Miss Edith
Hinckley,
all ot Bluehill; Everett and
Charles, of
W

interport,

and

Carl,

of

Massachusetts.
The funeral was held at the home Monday, Revs. R. A. Barker and Charles Hargrove officiating. The five sons and the
son-in-law were bearers. 'The Odd Fellows conducted services at the grave.

On

The ctty marshal, having refused
the board as reto present himself before
quested. which refusal to obey the instrucll’hereas,

tions ot this hoard of aldermen adds to tbe
charges of insubordination already made,
and whereas neither the mayor nor city marshal has seen Ot to make answer to the
charges made by this board of aldermeo, on

MARRIED.
LEIGHTON-MONAGHAN.
The marriage of Herbert F. Monaghan,
of Bangor, and Miss Mabel P.
Leighton,
of Unionville, took
place last Saturday
morning at 6 o’clock, with napiial mass,
at 8t. Michael’s Catholic
church, Cherryfield, Rev. P. F. Flanagan, of Ellsworth, officiating. The church was pretdecorated with
tily
golden-rod and

golden-glow.
Miss Mary R. Shea, of Bangor, was
a
motion
maid-of-honor, and Arthur W. King, of
ruled, That John H. Brcanabau be dis- Bangor, was best man.
The Lohengrin
cbsrged and relieved from the duties as city wedding
march was played
by Miss
marshal, also Janitor of Hancock hall and
Myrtle A. Monaghan, of Ellsw'orth.
winding town clock, and that the city clerk
The bride wore a suit of King blue
notify John H. Bresnahan that be has been
cloth w ith a maize yellow imremoved from these positions, and that the garbedine
notify the mayor that the city
city
marshal, janitor of Hancock hall and the
winder ot the city clock has been removed.
The meeting then adjourned.
clerk

City Marshal

Bresnahan

remains

ignored,

first

on

the

opinion

that the

the ground that
meeting
three aldermen, one acting as presiding
officer, did not constitute a quorum, and
again on the ground that, even if the meeting was legal, the aldermen exceeded their
authority in attempting the removal of a
city marshal without the concurrence of
was

illegal

on

the mayor.

The city marshal and the republican
members of the board are resting easy;
the democratic aldermen have the laboring oar. Even assuming that the meeting
was legal and the aldermen did not exceed their authority in the action taken,
the appointment of a city marshal to succeed Mr. Bresnahan must, under the city
charter, be made by the mayor in concurrence

with the board

of aldermen.

Sup-

pose the mayor reappoints Mr. Bresnahan and the board refuses to confirm the
appointment, Mr. Bresnahan, as the present city marshal, still remains in office
until his

successor

fied.

la

appointed

and

honor

quali-

Suppose again, still admitting the legality of the meeting and the vote taken,
that the mayor sees fit to exercise his veto
power. It would require the vote of four
aldermen to overrule the mayor’s veto,
and the democrats have only tbree.

REPUBLICAN RALLIES.
Campaign

Now In Full Swing in
Hancock County.
The republican campaign is now in full
•wing in Hancock county. Congressman
Peters set the ball rolling last Thursday in
his automobile trip through the western
of the county, ^receiving an enthusiastic reception all along the route. This
week he is in Somerset county. Rallies
were held at Franklin and Castine last
night. Other rallies and speakers scheduled are as follows:
Brook 1 in, Aug. 26-Col. E. C. Plummer
of Bath, and Donald F.
Snow, of Bangor.
Penobscot, Aug; 26, Carrol N. Perkins,

wore

travelling suit

blue

a

and

white hat.

After the ceremony

wedding breakfast
bride. The
house decorations were sweet peas and
ferns.
Mr. and Mrs. Monaghan left by autoa

served at the home of the

was
on

duty. The action of the three democratic
aldermen in the meeting Monday evening
is

ported hand-embroidered Georgette crepe
waist and hat to match.
The maid-of-

a

mobile for

Spring

They will
“The Louder”, Bangor, after

be at home at

Sept

lake camps.

8.
the
son
of Mr. and
groom is
Charles E. Monaghan, of Ellsworth,

The

Mrs.

junior member of the clothing firm
Finnegan & Monaghan, Bangor. The
bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. I.
M. Leighton, of Unionville, and has for a
few years been employed
in Bangor.
and is

of

Ellsworth friends extend congratulations.
A Colossal Blunder.

[boston Transcript. 1
With that devastating skill which always distinguishes a democratic Congress
when it deals w ith American shipping, the
emergency shipping bill which is being
muddled
through at Washington has
reached the form most effective for doing
The
the reverse of what it intends.
middle West and South were suddenly
and painfully convinced that the country
needs ships.
This, after flouting the
arguments urged through five decades by
the coast states. The cry is, ships at all
costs. And the ominous promise is that
the cost

may

be in

a

Watervilie,
Johnson, and

law partner of Senator
E. F. Merrill, of Skowhe-

dearer coin than is

The death of Mrs. Charles I. Staples,
last Thursday afternoon, was a sad surprise to her many friends. Her maiden
name was Kena M. Ward we 11.
She was
born in Penobscot in 1868, and made her
home in that village until her twelfth
year, when, with the death of her parents,
the home was broken up.

qualified

She

teacher, finishing

as a

with its adverse decision*
Our flag flutters from the stern of a
foreign ship, which, by a contemptible
hocus pocus, we have declared an Ameri-

can

ship

in

a

manner

in various towns of this
a

splendid

record for

1893 she

In

section,
efficiency.

married to

Mr.

and

The old reliable medicine, Hood's
Sarsaparilla, gives strength and
tone to the kidneys and builds up
the whole system. Get it today.

1

packed

Pwtuno

made her a valued member oi the fraternal orders to which she belonged. At
the time of her death she was vice-grand
in Nokomis Rebekah lodge, and was also
an active worker in Irene
chapter, O. E. S.
She was loyal to her duties in these organizations, and toiled faithfully to advance their interests.
She was a constant member of the Three
B. class of the Baptist church. The funeral services, held at the home Sunday
morning, were conducted by Rev. P. A. A.
Killam. There was a profusion of beautiful flowers, bearing fragrant evidence of
the esteem of many friends. As a mark
of respect, the Rebekahs attended in a
body. Music was furnished by Mr. and
Mrs. Killam.

arc

J|

Boston'

|

Actual Size of
Sample Can

The

Capt. Joy, contained in the American
Aug. 19, the writer would add a tribute.

of
of

The

facts of the life have been already told—the birth in Surry, Sept. 2f
1814; the marriage with Miss Sarah Morrison on June 18, 1888; the birth of their
children; the life at sea, and finally the
long business experience in Ellsworth.
main

But the

mere record of events in
any
gives little clue to the real things of
that life—the things that win love, make
for friendships,
form character.
The
early formative years are passed by lightly,

life

yet those years

father’s shore he watched the
coming and going of the great tides, and
wandered in fancy beyond the encircling
mountains which bounded his view.
He was but a lad when he answered
the ocean’s call, and began the twenty
from his

years of voyaging. Rising rapidly to the
rank of master he took command of the

Altavelia engaged in coasting.
His last command was in the brig My-

schooner

ronus, used
The day of

entirely

foreign trade.
ship had not
American flag was not

the

passed then,

in the

wooden

the

stranger upon the sea, and much of
the romance and profit of the deep-sea
trade was still in evidence.
then

a

PORTLAND,

as

Advance In Retail
Material
Prices During the Past Week.
There have been no material advances
in retail prices in Ellsworth during the
past week. There has been a slight weakening in sugar in the wholesale markets,
but not sufficient to affect the retailers

of

and

settled down to another generation of

life in Ellsworth.
All his associations
this

city,

and old

newed with

joy.

Henry Joy

was

His fine

board.

w-ere

in and

friendships

As
ever

a

man

w?ere

re-

was

sorrow.

He

place

was a

in

good neighbor, having

the

hearts of those

a

warm

who have

to

one of the oldest
Sunday School Field Day.
There will be a Sunday school held day
government lish hatchof heart
at Black’s grove,
Mariavilie, Tuesday,
ery at Green Lake, died suddenly
disease Sunday, at his home on the hatchSept. 1, under the auspices of the executive
in a committee of the Hancock
County Sunday
ery reservation. He was sitting

the

chair reading aloud to his wife when he

suddenly expired.
Mr. Spenoer was Bixty-eight years old.
He had been employed at the hatchery for
about seventeen years. He formerly lived
He wss a genial,
at Ellsworth Falls.
faithful emgood-hearted man and a missed.
ployee, and will be greatly
a widow and two sons—Bert,
Green Lake, and Thomaa R. Spencer, of
Oakdale, Mass., and two daughters—Mrs.
Charles Bannock, of Green Lake, and Mrs.
Gertrude Merrill, of Bangor.

He leaves

of

CALAIS FAIR,

I

nighty nidWay.

here.

Yellow-eye beans are a luxury; hard to
get at the present retail price of 20 cents
Pea beaus are selling at 15 to 18
a quart.
cents.

There have been advances in the wholesale markets on many articles not used in
large quantities, such as extracts, olives,
olive oil, etc., though the retail prices
here have not been materially affected as
yet. If the war is prolonged, further ad-

VEGETABLES.
Potatoes, pk.
Beets, bunch.
Carrots, bunch.
Cucumbers, each.

25
05
05
02

Peas, pk.
String beans, pk.
New cabbage, tb.
Sweet potatoes, tb.
Onions, It).
Summer squash.

25
20

05
05
08310
03

School association.
The program for the day includes a
basket dinner and social hour at noon,
grove meeting at 2 p. m., with song service, symposium, round table and addresses, basket supper at 6 o’clock, and
chapel meeting in the evening.
Among the speakers will be Rev. J. O.
Backlund, of Boston, Revs. O. J. Quptill
and P. A. A. Killam, and Mrs. Annie L.
H. Quptill.

$

Superb Free

Acts.

Racing.
Base
Ball.
Classy
Big Exhibit.

|

|

|

Grand

H*'l'- V*+4M-*

PLUMBING,

Live

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and

Poultry

COUNTRY PRODUCE.
40 £42
Creamery butter, tb.
85
Dairy butter, tb.
85
Eggs, doz.
22 424
Fowl, tb.
28
tb.
£30
Chickens,
$12.00£$14.00
Hay, loose, ton.

|

The Best Down-East Fair

cents and lamb at 17 cents.

Ship poultry

to us and

get

Returns
top market price.
made day goods arrive.

Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant
St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—5.

References:
Trust Co., Boston.
Any Mercantile Agency and thousands of
satisfied shippers.
Beacon

Send Post Card for

Shipping Tags

50 £55
40 £50

Blueberries.
A FEW STAPLES.
Sugar, granulated, tl>.

08

Bolton & Hicks Co.

09

powdered.
yellow.

12£

21 Merchants Row,
Boston, Mass.

business, Coffee, tb.
and above ; Tea, tb.
manifest iu Cream of tartar, B>.

of

honest

integrity

around

ME.

j
|

of the
of

|

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

middle life came, Capt. Joy tired
exacting toil, and taking advantage
FRUIT.
a business opening, became a member
Lemons, doz
the hardware firm of Morrison & Joy,
Oranges, doz.

But

1

TwitcheII=Champlin Company,

are the seed-plots of exvances are inevitable.
perience. j
In country produce there are no changes
Those early years on the old homestead for the week. Butter is firm at 35 cents,
may have taught Henry Joy the love for and a further advance is not improbable.
are steady at 35 cents.
the outer world which he possessed. The Eggs
Meats remain at almost prohibitive
lure of the sea may have been first exerted
prices. Native veals are wholesaling at 14
as

a

We guarantee our Ilatchet Cream Tartar, Spices and
Flavoring Extracts to be of the highest quality and purity.

No

Tribute to Henry J. Joy.
To the comprehensive sketch of the life
A

Doing It!

postal card for sample can of one of the following
Ilatchet Brand Spices—White Pepper, Black Pepper, Cassia,
Ginger, Cloves, Allspice, Mustard or Nutmeg. We have decided to extend the free deal on spices to Monday, August 31.
We will send to anybody who has not already written for a
8ample one of the above spices; also our illustrated premium
list of Roger’s AA Silverware.
Sending

Staples,
shortly after they moved to Ellsworth, where they have lived ever since.
Her husband survives her, and one sister, Mrs. H. F. Wescott, of this city.
Mrs. Staples was a woman whose sympathies responded quickly to a call of
need, and both heart and hand were ready
to help the unfortunate.
Her intellect
was keen, while her
energetic' manner
was

Is

p

and made

Rockwell 8. Spencer,

employees of

t/

WHAT ?

her

09
30 £38

40365
60

40 £60
ail his dealings, and bis popularity was Molasses, gal.
supposed.
MEATS AND PROVISIONS.
In its present form, the bill admits to well deserved. His rugged honesty was
lb.
Beef,
25350
American registry foreign-built vessels maintained to the last, revealing itself !
Native veal, lb.
18£30
either ow ned complete by Americans or unflinchingly in his recent contest for the Native
25 £40
lamb, lb.
comraissionership.
by an American corporation. The terms county
Salt pork, tb.
17 §20
In his family Capt. Joy was at his best.
of this sort of transfer were threshed out
FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.
and
He
was
a
devoted
husband
father, Flour, bbl.
$6.00 §7.00
in }0O0 by the Powers in conclave, and it
kind and indulgent always.
Three chil7.50§8.00
fancy brands, bbl.
was decided, in the London agreement of
1 90
cracked
or
into
his
whose
meal,
dren
came
Corn,
bag,(wftole,
home—Annie,
that year, that the neutrality of ships so
1 70
mixed feed and middlings,
considered in- happy marriage ended after so few' years Shorts,
ordered could not be
60
Oats, bu.
In the judgment of shipping in death; Harry, in the telephone service
violable.
been with his
experts it w’ould be possible to transfer a in the West, but who has
MARINE LIST.
majority of the stock of foreign-built parents in the summer past, and Bessie,
vessels to the name of American citizens, now Mrs. Kearney, resident in the West.
ElfWworth Port.
as
well
as
to
the
little
grandand do this legally, without a cant of To all these,
Ar Aug 21, schs Nellie Grant, Port Reading,
The child, Capt. and Mrs. Joy gave constant
money actually changing hands.
Henrietta A Whitney, Perth Amboy
has
London agreement
definitely en- devotion, and the death of their first born,
Hancock County Port*.
West Sullivan—Sid Aug 23, sch Ira B Ellems,
visaged this possibility, which probably nearly eight years ago, was an unspeakable
had much to do

I I'lTl

t)

Everybody

education in Ellsworth and teaching her
first school at the age of sixteen. In all
she taught thirty-eight terms of school

—

When your kidneys are weak and
torpid they do not properly perform
their functions; your back aches
and you do not feel like doing much
of
anything. You are likely to be
despondent and to borrow trouble,
just as if you hadn’t enough already. Don’t be a victim any longer.

<U \J

V

2l6bertfBnnmt«.

—

DO YOU SUFFER
FROM BACKACHE?

^

MRS. CHARLES I. STAPLES.

lived adjacent during these later years.
satisfy the com- Capt. Joy was a graphic raconteur, inHis life
mercial conscience of the producers in our teresting to an unusual degree.
gan.
inland states. That ship has been laden at sea, his experience in foreign ports,
South Brooksville, Aug. 28—Perkins and
It is had provided rich material, and he used it
with American cotton and tobacco.
Merrill.
exactly as the nations agreed that to the entertainment of his listeners.
Ellsworth, Aug. 28-Col. Plummer and seized,
“national
Our
Naturally genial and kindly, charitable
it should be seized.
Judge Beuel Robinson, of Camden.
honor” (which saw nothing dishonorable and large-hearted, he gathered friends
of
29
Ira
G.
Bluehill, Aug.
Hersey,
Within a few months one of
in the transfer) is affronted. More to save everywrhere.
Houlton, and Judge Robinson.
these w'hom he had not seen for twentywe are obliged to
Bar Harbor, Sept. 3 -lion. Curtis Guild, our faces than our honor
And presently, for five years, sought him out at his Ellsresent the iucident.
of Massachusetts.
worth home, and it gave great satisfacno other reason than the stupid greed of
‘John
Ellsworth, Sept. 3-U. 8. Senator
For
inland producers who must have a market tion to the man thus remembered.
W- Weeks, of Massachusetts.
was a member of
at all costs, we, the only first-rate world many years Capt. Joy
Ellsworth, Sept. 12
Congressman
the First Congregational parish, and atpower not now embroiled, are fighting
Peters.
with the rest. And with no genuine tended service there w’hen in health.
His illness was long and wearing; borne
grievance.
His death
with courage and fortitude.
“Farm products cost more than they
on Wednesday morning, Aug. 19,
occurred
“Yes,” replied Mr. Corntossel.
Congress has wrought a blunder the and the funeral services took place in the
When a farmer is supposed to know the
church
on
Thursday;
botanical name of what he’s raisin’, and magnitude of which will not be under- Congregational the
Besides his
conducted
the
pastor.
zoological name of tho insect that eats stood at once. We may count ourselves immediate by
he
is
survived by his
family,
and the chemical name of what will
us
involve
Jt; it,
lucky if this program does not
brother—Austin H., and a sister—Mrs.
somebody’s got to pay.”—Washin the world war; lucky if this whitewash George R. Campbell.
ington Star.
A man whom we shall remember long
is not some day drenched in blood.
and kindly has gone from us.
R. B. Mathews.
atjbtrttormnua.
Sudden Death at Green Lake.
of

JL

OBITl'ARY.

Thing* All Their 1‘romlnont Rluehlll
nemocrnts H»ve
Man Crushed
V
for One Night.
Beneath l,oa<l of Lumber.
own Way
"•be three

A ¥

¥

New York
Southwest Harbor—Sid Aug 20, ga s Delivery
Aug 21, stm Mohawk.
Aug 22, sch F C Pendleton, Uautsport, N 8,
for Vineyard Haven

EDEN FAIR
Wednesday and Thursday
September 9 *«<> 10
Horse

Racing,
Tugs-of-War,

Suite 410, Eastern Trust Bld’g, Bangor,
Maine.

CLOTHES Reflect the Man
Do yours do you credit?
Have them cleaned and pressed by

Obstacle Races

Something doing

TEACHERS
Teachers for fall vacancies.
No fee
charged for registration during
July and August.
Send for application blank.
Eastern Educational Bureau,

all the time

DAVID FRIEND
IRA B.

COME! COME! COME!

Land

Whether it’s

Correspondence Solicited.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7.

At Cherryfield,
LEIGHTON—MONAGHAN
Aug 22, by Rev P F Flanagan, Miss Mabel P
Leighton, of Steuben, to Herbert F Monaghan, o! Bangor.
WEBSTER— CLEMENT—At South Penobscot,
Aug 21, by Rev Chester A Smith, Miss
Marium A Webster, of Sonth Orland, to
Chester W Clement, of West Penobscot.
—

DIED.
ALLEN—At Sedgwick, Aug 2, Amos H Allen,
aged 75 years, 1 month, 26 days.
CONDON—At Surry, Aug 24, Mrs Fannie Condon, aged 71 years.
HINCKLEY—At Bluehill, Aug 22, Edward J
Hinckely, aged 58 years, 2 months, 6 days.
HODGKINS—At Bar Harbor, Aug 14, Haunah
Jane, wife of John Fairfield Hodgkins, aged
71 years. 6 months, 14 days.
HUTCHINS —At Bucksport, Aug 19, Mrs
Drusie H Hutchins, aged 78 years.
LEWIS—At South Oouldsboro, Elsie, infant
daughter of Mr and Mrs George Lewis.
MADDOCKS-At Ellsworth, Aug 21, Miss
Adeleuer Maddocks, aged 67 years.
SMITH—At Sedgwick, Aug 19, Mrs Mary J
Smith, aged 82 years, 8 months, 20 days.
SPENCER—At Green Lake hatchery, Dedham, Aug 23, Rockwell S Spencer, aged 66
years.
STAPLES—At Ellsworth, Aug 20, Rena M.>
wife of Charles I Staples, aged 46 years,
7 months.

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
range

or a

fur

“Clarion”, it if
every requirement.

uace—if it is a
sure

to meet

by

Made

the Wood

Bangor.

[Dorothy Louise.]
MARlilKD.

a

J. P.

Sold

Ai O
PAW, NO WAhH*K.
All kind* of laundry work done at abort notice.
Goode called tor and delivered.

it ate y

Bishop Co.

H. a. ESTEY &. CO.
Ellsworth, Me
Building, State St..

Commission ffUrrijantB.

by

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

Ellswokth.

Emission. merchaH^7

Fox Trapping
Orland, Me.,

Walter

Engineer,
Surveyor.

ELLSWORTH

CLARION.

Anthony. |

TRENEER—At Stonington, Aug 19, to Mr and
Mrs John T Treneer, a daughter. | Edith
Reynolds. |
WILLIAMS—At Stonington, Aug 18, t© Mr
and Mrs Albert Williams, a daughter.

HAGAN, Jr.

Civil

THE—

HORN.
BUCKMINSTER—At Sedgwick. Aug 18, to Mr
and Mrs Ralph M Bucksmiuster, a son
[ Lloyd Allen. |
FOSTER—At Mariaville, Aug 19, to Mr and
Mrs Ralph Foster, a daughter.
SLEEPER—At Dedham, Mass, Aug 23, to Mr
and Mrs Leroy F Sleeper, a son.
[John

Lowest prices

Prompt work.

Bray,

fox, 34 mink;
caught
North
Thomas Callahan,
Monroe, N. H., caught 23
fox with Page methods.
Stamp for testimonials and
Warranted
terms.
land,
Bait and
water, snow sets.
scent in pintsars, for sale by
EDGAR R. PAGE, Orland,
Maine.
24

Furniture

«

WANT
\
j

Live

Poultry
and

Repaired

Farm Produce.

PAINTING, DRESSING,
FINISHING.

F. E. Tilden,

FRAN

KLIN^8TREET^th

“When I mafried you,” said Mrs. Naggers, “1 thought to reform you.” “Yes,”
answered the husband, “and like a number of reformers you seized the first opportunity to become a boss.—Kansas City
Star.

Professional

Sards.

A'l ICE lir SCOT T
SPECIALTY HADE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit ft Trust Co., of Portanil, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds

Agent Ollter Typewriter! typewriter supplies
Main and Water St a (over Moore’s Drug
Store), Ellsworth, Me.

Cor.

COUNTY NEWS.

Misses Once and Hope McKinney went
Franklin Saturday to attend the Strat-

to

FRANKLIN.
Miss Edith Bragdon left
to Portland Monday.

her return

Mrs. L. T. Bunker spent Saturday and
Sunday at Jacksonville camp-meeting.
Miss Hilda Blaisdell, who has been visiting her grandparents at East brook, is

recent

was a

Mrs. Ida Springer is the guest of Mrs.
Nina Colby at her camp at Tnnk pond.
Leslie Tripp and wife have moved to
Herman Center, where Mr. Tripp has em-

ployment.
Qussie McCollum, wife and two friends,
and the of
Boston, are visiting Harvard Oatcomb

home.

The fall term of high school
district schools also are scheduled to open

Sept.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Annie Hawks, of Augusta,
guest of Miss Myn Springer.

Miss
cn

8.

and wife.

Mrs. Alvena Pettengill, of West Sullivan, visited her brother, F. E. Blaisdell,
last week.
Mrs. Walter
Lawrie and daughter
Theresa spent Sunday with Mr. Lawrie at

Hope McKinney

re-

their home in Fort Fairfield
Tuesday. Their sister, Mrs. A. E. Ooogius,
accompanied them for a few weeks’ visit.
turned

to

Aug. 24.

ANON.
_

OOULDSBORO.
Cherryfleld.
The ladies of the Methodist church are
Mrs. Harry Springer, with two sons, of
for a fair to be held Tuesday,
Foxcroft, is visiting her mother, Mrs. preparing
Sept. 1.
Susan Bunker.
Mrs. Louise Haley was up from Hancock Point last week, the guest of her sister, Mrs. Carrie Havey.

Vernon Moore is at home after an abhe
sence of seven years, four of which
spent in Oregon and the last three in the

Mrs. Eugene Bunker and young son
Charles left Monday for a visit at Norcross, where Mr. Bunker is employed.

army.

Simon Bunker and wife, with Bernard
were up from Tank Pond Sunday to dine with Mrs. Fred Donnell.

Donnell,

Mrs. Fannie F. Smith, of Ipswich, Mass.^
and Miss Anna Mary Smith, of Rowley,
Mass., are guests of Mrs. F. Leslie Swan.
of

“Knoll Top”, Georges
crossed Donnell’s pond and
at the Red men’s camp for a few days.

Occupants
pond, have
are

F. Springer visited his daughter, Mrs. Glen wood Stephens, at Rum ford
Falls, recently. Mrs. Stephens and baby
daughter returned home with him.
L.

The

school for boys at East*
camp Monday. Teachers and
pupils in four buck boards came to town to
board the noon train for Boston.
summer

brook broke

W. E. Bragdon and wife, Miss Frances
Cragdon and Allan Butler, with Mrs. Guy
Miller, of Dorchester, Mass., enjoyed
tbeir outing at Kedmen’s camp last week.
A pleasant event last week on one of the
fine days was the picnic on the shore path,
Shipyard point, arranged in honor of Mrs.
L. H. Worcester, of Boston, who for the
past two weeks has been the guest of her
sister, Mrs. Martha Havey. Others presfrom out of town were Mrs. M.
ent
A. Browne,
Washington, D. C., and
Misses Genevieve and Charlotte Havey, of
Presque Isle. The sumptuous spread and
later serving of ice-cream were much enjoyed by the gay party.
B.
Aug. 2-1.

service in the Methodist
church Sunday, as the pastor, Rev. Roy C.
Dalzell, it attending campmeeting at
Jacksonville.
There

was no

The Sunday school picnic and clam
bake at Oouldsboro point last Tuesday
was a pleasant affair in spite of the picnickers being obliged to come home in a
rain.

The twentieth annual reunion of the
Tracy family will be held at Oouldsboro
point Saturday, Sept. 5. The reunion will
be an all-day affair. The forenoon will be
given up to the social side of the meeting,
in greeting old friends and welcoming
new ones.
At noon a picnic dinner will
be served, after that a business meeting
will be held, followed by a literary program. All connected with the family are
requested to be present. C. L. Tracy is
president, Fred Tracy, vice-president, and
Annie

Tracy, secretary.

Aug. 24.

Jen.

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Mona Gordon is teaching at West Sorry.
Hon. D. T. Timayenis has returned to
Boston.
Florence Nottage has returned to Massachusetts.
Miss Charlene Wilson returned to Boston

are

FRANKLIN ROAD.
Horace A. McFarland visited friends at
West Sullivan last Wednesdey.

Miss Margaret Faxon is a guest of Dr.
Harold Chandler at “Dalkeith’'.

Mr. Jones and wife, of Boston, are guests
George L. Stewart and wife.

The ladies’ aid society will hold a sociable and dance at the hall Friday night.
Mrs. Peterson and daughter, of Quincy,
Mass., are guests of J. F. Roache and wife
at the Preble cottage.
Ensign E. P. A. Simpson and wife, and
Miss Marion Prescott were recent guests
of George Freeman in Cherryfield.

Harold N. Stewart, wbo has been ill, has
returned

to

his

work

at

Washington

Junction.
Miss Edith Marshall, accompanied by
her nephew, Kermet Graves, and Miss
Mayo, of Brewer, visited her parents,
John X. Marshall and wife, Sunday.
Mrs. C. E. Scribner and children, Doris
and Jay Butler, who have spent the summer with her parents, Henry Butler and
wife, returned to her home at Green Lake,
Sunday. Her sister. Miss Hazel Butler,

accompanied
Aug. 24.

WEST FRANKLIN.
Fred Holder, of Boston, is spending his
vacation with his family here.
Mrs. Laura
Keniston has
returned
home, after a visit at the home of Charles
Smith.
The G. A. R. picnic will be held at
Hardison’s grove, West Franklin, Sept 7.
All are invited.
Mrs. Fred Gray and two children, of
Hull’s Cove, are spending a few days here
with Mrs. Gray’s parents, George Coombs
and wife.
B.
Aug. 24.
MARLBORO.
Mrs.

Burbank

Florida,

are

The Sunday schools for the whole town
will have a picnic at Falls point Saturday,
Aug. 29, at 10 o’clock. Everybody; ia invited.
H.
Aug. 24.
BIRCH HARBOR.

her.

M.

and

visiting

her

Charles, of
sister, Miss Grac8
son

Baxter.
Mrs. Bernice Soper, with little daughter
Marie, of Bar Harbor, is visiting her sieter,
Mrs. Harry Rodick.
Mrs. Foster, who has spend the past
moDth at the Baxter cottage, has returned
to her home in Medford, Mass.
Charles Garland and wife and Miss
Sadie Franklin, of Lakewood, were guests
of Mrs. Annie Remick Saturday and Sun-

day.
Aug. 24.

Are.

NORTH HANCOCK.
R. H. Williams, of Franklin, is visiting
Clarence Stratton and wife.
Abbott joined Mr. Abbott
in Bangor for the week-end.
Carl Stratton, wife and daughters Julia
and Catherine, Mrs. A. E. Googins and
Mrs. Bernice

Etobtttisnnnug.

Lloyd Winslow, who has spent
mer here, left Monday for his
Fitchburg, Mass.

the

sum-

home

in

The annual reunion of the Rice family
was held Aug. 20 on the old homestead
farm. Fifty-two sat down to the bountiFour generations
fully spread tables.
were represented.
After business, letters
were read from absent members, and
singing and recitations were enjoyed. Miss
Dora Rice, who has been blind fifty years,
recited a poem learned in childhood. Another recitation

worthy

of mention

was

by Pauline Crane, less than two years old.
Since the last meeting there have been
seven births, two wedding*, but no deaths
in the family. Those present from out of
town were: Rev. W. H. Rice, Limoine;
Mrs. E. F. Young and son Lester, North
Lamoine; Mrs. Robert McKay and daughter, Bar Harbor; Mrs. H. L. Myrick and
two children, Winter Harbor.
Aug. 24.
C.
_

OTIS.
Work

State road began Monday.
Mrs. Edgar Remick is visiting her
brother, Hadley Pyle, of Orrington.
Veazie

on

the

Young, of Otter Creek,!

is

visit-

A MISTAKEN IDEA

are some people who still resort
drugged pills or alcoholic syrups to
overcome colds, nervousness or general
the pure,
debility, and who know that in
Scott’s

There

home here.

N. H. Grover, wife and daughter, of
Eddington, visited his uncle, E. L. Grover,
last week.
Mrs. Anna Bunker and daughter, Mrs.
Roxie O’Ree and children, of Bangor, who
have been visiting at Jed Salisbury’s have
returned home.

Joseph Doyle
Doyle and wife,

and
of

Ellery
Medford, Mass., who
city to their former
wife,

and

toured from that
home in Franklin, called on their uncle,
E. L. Grover, last Tuesday.
Davis.
Aug. 24.
COREA.

Mrs. Joe Wood and children, who have
been visiting at Steuben and Sorrento, are

to

home.

unadulterated nourishment
Emulsion is eminently better, but refrain
from taking it because they fear it may
lead to excessive fat or obesity.
This is a mistaken idea, because Scott’s
Emulsion first strengthens the body before
making flesh. Its blood-forming properties aid nature to throw off sickness by

moved his

from its very source, and
flesh is formed only by its continueduee.

building health

Avoid alcoholic substitute* for SCOTT’S.

YOUR GROCER SELLS

Stickney & Poor’s Mustard
Tell him nothing else will suit you

Mrs.

Levi

for the

his

with

wife’s

season.

Harley Harper,

purchased.

in the

Mr. Elliot, who has been supplying the Methodist church for two or three
months, has given up the charge and returned with bis family to his borne in
Somerville, Maas.
Rev.

a

Miss Irene Cousins, of Brewer, with an
teacher in the Bangor high
school. Miss McSkimmons, spent last
week at the home of her uncle, O. W.
Cousins. One of the many enjoyable excursions the girls took was to the top of
W’estern mountain with a party of friends.

HCBBtSX).

a

Fast and Luxurious Steel
i

BANGOR and BOSTOX-Turblne steel
den and Belfast.

j

ST.

Also

The first entertainment tor the benefit
the Southwest Harbor improvement society was a decided success. The hall was
taxed to its utmost capacity, and a good
sum was added to the treasury of the soMrs. Ludwig
ciety. The artists were:
Manua, soprano; Miss Eleanor Marunt,
piano; Miss Edna Minor, violin; Ludwig Marum, violin. An exhibition of
modern and stage dancing was given by
Miss Faith L&nmon and Mrs. Mary Sheldon Lewis.
/
Aug. 24.
Spray.

!

..

to

her

The funeral

Mrs. Fannie Barton, of Winslow, has
been visiting relatives and friends here
for two weeks.

Harbor for
Later she will join her
Waltham, Mass.

gone

to

Seal

a

short

stay.
husband in

The house owned and occupied by A. S.
Blanchard was struck by lightning during the shower Saturday morning, Aug.
15. No one was hurt, but considerable
damage was done to the house. The bolt
tore off a lot of shingles, also the saddle
board, shattered the ridgepole, went down
through the kitchen ceiling, and after
tearing round the sitting-room in haphazard fashion finally disappeared by way
of the

telephone ground

progress

it tore

a

Aug. 17.

During its

wire.

thick rug half in two.
Leaf.

TREMONT.

daily

with Wireless

came

_

NORTH LAMOINE.

Nelson Y MacFarland and two sons, of
are the guests of Hollis Austin.

Lynn, Mass.,

Ralph Hagan, of Worcester, Mass., is
visiting his parents, Ira fi. Hagan and
wife.

Dangerous.
Sommer colds are dangerous. They indicate low vitality and often lead to serious
Throat and Lung Troubles, including ConDr. King’s New Discovery will
sumption.
relieve the cough or cold promptly and prevent complications. It is soothing and anti-

gist.

50c. and

$1.00 bottles st your Drug-

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Piles.

Steamships

Mas sac bo setts

along the coast

i

.— —.. ..

...

LINE

—

7

Trips

Week

a

S5.25

'•

"

8.50

8sdKwlek

*.25

**

“

7.50

to Boston,

m.

Leave* Sedgwick daily (Sunday included) at 8.00 p. m.. for
Herrick's Landing. South Brooksville, Eggerooggio,
Dirigo and Rockland.

i

Eastern
L L SMITH,

Returning, steamer leaves Rockland 5.15 a. m. week da?*
and Sunday* for Bar Harbor and intermediate landing*.
Rockland 5.15 a. m. week days and
bill and intermediate landings.

Leaves

Leaves Rockland at 6.15

HarShe was accompanied b; J. K.
rweedie and wite, who will be her guests
3or.

V.

_

I

days and Sundays for

|!

Turbine Steel Steamahlpa “Camden and Belfast.' Boston
and Bangor Line) connect with the Bar Harbor and
Blnsliill boats at Rockland for Boston.

OOUNTY

WEST EDEN’.

NEWS.

Mrs. Mabel Wilson spent the week-end
arith her aunt, Mrs. O. C. Higgins.

sen, at

Irving Phillips and family, of Bangor,
recent guests ot J. Lee Fogg and

vite.
Fred Wiggin and family, of Boston, are
risiting Mr. Wiggin’s parent, Frank
Aiggin and wife.
Charles Kittredge has returned to Athol,
Uass. Miss Mildred Mayo left Saturday

plaoe.

Master Charles Ingalls, ot Bar Harbor,
s spending the summer with his grandnutheg, Mrs. M. W. Hamor.
Mrs. Alton Hadley and children, ot
trewer, accompanied by her sister, Miss
Hina Cowing, are visiting here.
Mrs. Melville Higgins and two children,
Walter and Kuth, who have been visiting
elatives here three weeks, have returned
o Malden, Mass.
Tbe many friends of A. L. Kichardeon
sorry to learn of his illness, and hope
will soon regain
his health.
1. W.
iiggins is also ill.

1 ire
■e

HULL’S COVE.
Miss Stella Qrindle, of Franklin, is visting relatives here.
Miss Tens Keezar was at home from Bar
larbor over Sunday.

Bailroatis

anti Steamboats.

EAST SULLIVAN.

Alonzo Thomsen, of New York, recently viaited hia brother, H. Ivah Thom-

vere

Agent Blue Hill

Mrs. U. G. Will and two daughters
have returned to their borne in Newtonville, Maas.

Miss Muriel Tripp is employed at tbe
tomes house, Somesville.

same

week

A. M. HERRICK,

lor

tbe

m.

j

Dirigo, Eggemoggin, South Brooksville, Herrick's Unding and Sedgwick.

Agent Bar Harbor

a tew days.
Aug. 24.

a.

f

Sundays for Bine-

Steamship Corporation

i'turat'd to ber home in Southwest

or

SB.00

*.75

bor and Rockland.

|

Trip,

ourtd

Bluohlll to Boston,

home

patronage of summer visitors and home
folks. The tables, with their willing attendants, cffered a fine display of fancy
work, flowers, candy, food and ice-cream.
The entertainment in the evening was well
attended. The proceeds were over f 135.
Aug. 22.
Kin.

Steel

steamships North Land

Telegraph

“Hillcroft”.

Misses

Hazel
and
Thelma Hanna,
daughters of W. R. Hanna, are visiting
relatives in Belfast.

QUARRIES, FACTORY LOCATIONS, MILL SITES. FARMS,
SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS
and CAMPS

John Moran, wife and son Andy have
Boston, after spending their
vacation at H. E. Joy’s.

returned to

Bev. Mr. Moyle gave bis congregation a
great pleasure Aug. 18, by inviting Hav.
H. U. Saunderson to preach at the morn-

ing service.
George L. Osgood, wife and three
daughters, of Ayer, Maas., and Henry
Stevens, of Everett, Mass., are guests at

Located

Miss Lydia Hill, of Bar Harbor, viaited
her uncle, A. T. Hill, on Sunday. Her
brother, Walters HiU, was to leave Spain
for home Aug. 19. Nothing has been
heard from him since the European war
was declared.
Miss Mary Sawyer, who has been visither sister, Mrs. H. I. Thomsen, during
the summer, left Thursday for Providence,
K. I., to visit relatives before going to the
mountains for September.
Mrs. Thomsen
accompanied her, returning Saturday

ing

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Foster are
receiving
congratulations on the birth ol a daughter.

John Carr,

a

former

resident of this

on

tbe

line ot

tne

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity to tbo»e desiring to naitt
a change in location for a new start in Ute.

Undeveloped Water

Powers,

Unlimited Raw Material,

William Lord’s.

Mrs. Audele Wasgatt and daughter
Innie, formerly of this place, now ot
MB Angeles, Cal., are visiting here.
All
Mrs. Orrin Milan and daughter Urla, of
ire glad to welcome Mrs. Wasgatt after an
night.
Swan’s Island, visited Mrs. Mary Rich last 1 ibsence of thirty-eight years.
Aug. 24.
H.
week.
Mrs. Lydia Mayo, of Billings, Mont.,
MARIA VH.I.P.
Mrs. George Wallace and niece, Essie
vas calling on friends here recently.
AlTheo Brimmer, ol Brewer, is visiting in
Hintley, have returned
home
from 1 hough eighty years ofiage, Mrs. Mayo
nade tbe trip alone, coming by the Great town.
Machias.
sikeB, and is very enthusiastic over ber
The midsummer sale of the ladies’ aid 1 rip. Hhe has crossed the slates six times.
Leslie Frost hss gone to Waterville to
visit his brother Chester, who is ill.
society was held August 19, with usual
M.
Aug. 24.

Mrs. Leslie Rich and son
from Mark Island Monday.

—

service for cruises among the islands

daily (Sunday included), for South
Bluehlli, Brooklin.^Deer Isle, Sargentville, Dark Har-

Mrs. Ella Mason entertained at dinner

recently Mr. Stackhouse, of Boston, and
Mr. Finney, of Somerville, Mass.
Mrs. Gertrude Blanchard, who has been
visiting at Mrs. A. S. Blanchard’s, has

n

Leave* Bluehill 2 p.

years.
was held

BEECH HILL.

BOSTON-NKW YORK
and Banker Bill.

Leave* Bar Harbor 2 p. m. daily (Sundays included', for
Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor.
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting
with steamer for Boston.

\

family

in the church of
St Mary’s-by-the-Sea, Northeast Harbor,
of which she was a communicant, on Sunday, Aug. 9, a large number attending.
The services were conducted by the pastor,
Rev. Charles F. Lee. The singing was led
by the vested choir of the church. The
floral tributes were as beautiful as they
were numerous.
The interment was at
Forest Hill cemetery.

PORTLAND-NEW YORK—Steel
and Old Colony.

MOUNT DE8EKT AND BLUEHILL LINES

for many years.
Besides her husband,
Mrs. Manchester left a son, George Albert,

jr., aged eight

steamers in

Bar Harbor to Boston,

Edith Lufkin, wife of George Albert
Manchester, of Northeast Harbor, who
died Aug. 6. at the age of thirty-seven,
left not only her family, but a large circle

spared

connecting

Equipped

BANGOR

OBITCABY.

be

f

i

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

and

j

Summer tourists returning home will enjoy the short sea-trip of the Bangor Line to
Boston and the Metropolitan Line from Boston to New York—or the splendid little
sea voyage of the Maine S. S. Line direct from Portland to New York.
Full information at local ticket office.

tables made good sales.

ot

infirmities,

Seaboard with

Steamships Now in Service

steamships Cam-

JOHN-KASTPORT-LUBKC-POBTLAXD* BOSTON—
Steel steamships Governor Oobb (turbine), Governor
Dinffley, Calvin Austin on the “Direct” and “Coastwise"

All

myriad pocket parcels and the Japtea maids, were liberally patronized,

of friends to lament their loss.
She was a native of Sunset, Deer Isle,
and was the daughter of John H. and
Clara B. Lufkin, both deceased. Her
health had long been delicate, but her
death was unexpected. It had been hoped
that she would eventually overcome her

connecting the

routes between St. John and Boston.

anese

while the various

Outing?

the Maritime Provinces.

Boston, New York, and

The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist
church held the mid-summer sale Tuesday, Aug. 18, with marked success.
Thanks are due Miss Mary Bnow and her
friend. Miss Greer, for several novel features.
The fortune-teller, the witch with
the

of Your Vacation

Part

The Eastern Steamship Corporation operates 15 lines of steamers,
principal summer resorts of the Maine Coast, and linking the Maine

A church and parish meeting was held
at the Congregational parsonage Thursday evening, and by a unanimous vote it
was decided to extend a call to the acting
pastor, Mr. Mordecai, to continue pastor
for a year.
Possibly Mr. Mordecai may
not accept the call, as he plans a course of
study at Andover seminary.

satisfied.

few weeks here.

Aug. 24.

Why Not Make Your Summer Travel

associate

Edward Emery, wife and
daughter
better at once. To
Esther, and Miss Hazel Shedd, of Brook- septic isana makes yon feel
delay
dangerous—get a bottle of Dr. King’s
have
returned
to
Bar
line, Man.,
Harbor, New Discovery st once. Money back if not
after

and

First-Class Service

required.

amount

Mrs. Robie Norwood, who has been visber father, George H. Coggins, hss
Benjamin Knowles and wile, of Spring- iting
Held, Mass., is visiting Mrs. A. B. Mears.
Summer Coughs are
Mrs. Helen Stover and children, of Bar
the week-end at Wilson
Eaton's.

Splendid Steamships

village improvement association, collected by subscription the
interests of the

PA.KTK1DGE COVE.

Harbor, spent

WATER

A street sprinkler, long needed here, has

Crosby K. Young, of Cambridge, Mass.,
Campbell, of Goulds boro, has
family to Nahum Young’s house is sponding a vacation at his old home.

Miss Ina Rolfe has gone to Bangor for
treatment for appendicitis.
She was accompanied by her sister Hattie, who will
remain with her while she is there.
8.
Aug. 24.

ON THE SALT

parents, Mr. and

Charles Cook.

ing relatives and friends of his boyhood

_

•

cation

Miss Lela Gordon left Sunday for Eastbrook to teach.
Dr. Payne and wife, of New York,
guests at The Bristol.

SUMMER TRIPS

day morning.
Prof. Harley Willard, of Orono, with
his interesting family, is spending his va-

Monday.

Mrs. Fred Goodale and daughter Marion
were in Portland this week.

of

Rev. George W Peck, Unden Baptist
church, Camden, N. J., gave an excellent
sermon at the Congregational church Sun-

been

Misses Grace and

NEWS.

COUNTY

ton reunion.

and
Good Farming Land

Await

Development

Communications regarding location*
invited and will receive attention
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
are

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
PORTLAND, MAINE.
S6'omifsrmmt&

I

Hair Made Beautiful

J

Beautiful hair, thick, fluffy. lurt™*
and absolutely free from dandrun
u>
not so much a gift of nature as a

living with bis daughter, Mrs. ter of care and
proper nourishweu
George Brimmer, at Brewer, is in town Hair is like a
IP®
plant—it will not
Miss Maria Hamor has employment at visiting his nieces and
nephews. He is the healthy and beautiful unless it has
Jar Harbor tor a few weeks.
last of the family of thirteen children of tentiou and proper nutriment.
Mr. McLean, inspector ot State roads, Joseph and Elizabeth Carr, one of the
Parisian Sage, daintily perfumed
earliest settlers of this town.
n>T1?
vas at Orient Brewer’s over Sunday.
easily applied, tones up and and
ates the roots of the hair,
Aug. 24.
F
The Hull’s Cove firemen will hold their
nisbes the necessary nourishmen
( innnal
ball in Kelley’s hall Thursday
not only save and beautify the hair,
LAMOINE.
light, August 27.
also tostimulate it to grow long, he#
A. L. Tripp, wife and
Bev. Or. Cook man, of New York, was
family, of Water- soft, fluffy and radiant with me- ,,
are visiting Mrs.
be speaker in the church last Sunday. vUle,
Tripp's parents.
When used frequently and ruD
Rev. W. H. Rioe and wife.
into the scalp, it will simply
Seat Sunday Bev. Mr. Boberts, of Au8 c,
one application
Mrs. Marcia K.
1 gusta, will preach.
Chamberlain, who has wonders. Just removes
dandrun
Anns.
itching head,
Aug. 24.
spent the past six months in
dust
Europe,
reached home Sunday night. Mrs. Cham- cleanses the hair of all
excessive oiL
berlain was in Paris when word was
SEAL COVE.
recan be
which
ceived of the declaration of
Since Parisian Sage,
war, and left
o
Miss Gladys Ober spent last week in
immediately for London, where she se- obtained from G. A. Parcber
^
cured passage on the
langor.
w
steamship Campania. anyIdrug store, never disappoint*'
worn*
for
no
any
Hoad Commissioner Bumill la repairing
Aug. 24.
longer necessary
R. H.
be humiliated because of thin, ****
1 he State roads.
lifeless or unattractive hair.
faded,
"I have been somewhat
Mrs. Lelia Bumill and daughters are at
costive, bnt Doan’s
Regulete gave Just the results desired.
They
High Head, where Mr. Bumill is employed act
mildly and regulate
The merchant who docs not
town,

now

_

_

« a

the

chauffeur.

Aug. 24.

N.

bowels

per-

fectly. -George B. Krause, au Walnut Avs.Altoona, Pa—Advt

dull season maker it more
those who do advertise.
o

fdPert“*Z

profl‘aM
i

1

NEWS.

ipUNTY

family. Departures:
bury. Conn.
Aug. 20.

brooklin.
'* £l“it® lu'
B Taint”
Wardwell has moved hla family
uel
*“
Cunningham’s house.
fi LiD,
of Somerville,
a,Ml Herrick,
visiting Mis. Helen Mayo.
1,

Neville and wife, of New York,
few weeks.

a

Liva Tibbetts,
««•
"

has been caring

who

returned
,„nt, Mrs. Lucy Nutter,

»

if fler

5Boston

Saturdays

and Mr. Lewis, of Boston,
Henry Jordan

"obsve

home

irofd

two

been in town

weeks,

re-

Sundsy.
Parker,

of Boston, is
with her parents,
Parker and wife.
Brooklin library circle held a sale
o. F. hall Wednesday afternoon

MisS Gertrude
-riding her vscstlon

£,le>
L0

gdevrning. Proceeds, f82.

Davis returned to Lawuigl Fannie
Hass.. Saturday, after spending the
Dsvi. cottage,
miner st the
a bungalow at
fred Allen is building
Mr. Davit, who is spending
!_ point for
summer st the “Lookout”,
wife entertained their
j b. Bsbson and
st the (reach near their home last

J

jeniis
tursdsy. Nineteen were present.
and Mrs. Edith
Mrs. Nellie Phillips
Ellsworth 8unday
billips were called to
of Mrs. Charles I. Staples.
f the death
and family, of Beverly,
D.
Mayo
E.
for a
lus.. are at the Mayo cottage
is very poor.
»utb. Mr. Mayo’s health
Mrs. Edith Leighton, of Woodsvllie,
L|H., and Master Paul, are spending
mrtl weeks with her father, Fred Allfh
Chirles Fiyc and wife, who have been
lisiliug at B. O. Dollard, went to Stonjpon Saturday on their way to their
tome in Dorchester, Maas,
Use Femme.
dug. 24.

]

WEST BROOKUN.
Mrs. Sibley, of Boston, is visiting here.
Sidney Sellers lost a valuable cow re-

■bUJ.
Mrs. Izora Bridges spent Saturday
lockland.
Mrs. Grace Moor has been

L

in

visiting rela-

tives in Bluehill.

BROOKSVILLE.
Hills, who has been visiting
Arlington, Mass., is home.
Mrs. Nancy 8. Mills is
spending a few

weeks with her
nieces, the Jones sisters.
Leonard Oaskin and
wife, of New
York, are guests of Rev. Charles Field
Atkins and wife.

and Miss Lucy

Hale Tapley went to
Sedgwick Thursday
to attend the funeral of Mrs.
Mary Smith.
The intentions of
marriage of John F.
Austin and Mrs. Miilicent
Hutchingson,
both of Brooksville, have been Sled in the
town clerk’s office.

new
lightship Montana, and will not sail
for the West Coast until the last of the

month.

George H. Hunting and wife and William Gillis and wife, of Methuen, Mass.,
who are making an extended
trip through
Maine by automobile, were guests of their
uncle, G. H. Tapley, last week, leaving
Friday for Bangor and Burlington.
There was a happy gathering Wednesday afternoon at Mrs. Emily Tapley’s
lawn, of fifteen or more little ones, none
of whom was over six years old. They
composed Miss Laura H. Jones’ Sunday

Roland Davis has been quite ill of
and heart trouble, but is better

pluerisy
now.

Miss Linnie Davis, who is employed in
vacation

Augusta,

is

WESLEY

Beginning at a point marked by a stone
post on the north side of the main highway,
the intersection of the west line of property
conveyed by G. W. Pettingill to Benvenne
Granite Company, N. 45° 68' east 2791 8-10 feet
with land of Pettingill to a point in the line
of the Stimson
property marked with a stone
thence with a southerly line of the
post,
Stimson property north 60° 25' west 1366 feet to
a point marked by a stone post; thence north
805 east 1475 feet to a stone post; south 61° 13'
east 127 8-10 feet to a stone post, north 28° 47'
east 896 feet to a stone post, south 81° 13' east
20 feet to a stone post, north 28° 47' east 586
feet to a stone post, north 81° 13' west 83 feet,
north 45° 13' west 99 feet, north 60° 28' west 183
85-100 feet, north 49° 40' east 2092 feet, south 81°
58' east 425 feet, north 82° W east 231 feet,
south 83° 68' east 803 feet to an iron bolt in
buuld6r, same course continued 449 2-10 feet
to copper bolt In ledge. South 73° 14' east
1770.5 feet to stake and stones. South 15° 49'
west 2733.8 feet, south 78° 47' east 849 feet.
North 16° 02' east 2725.5 feet. South 74° 31' east
647.2 feet.
South 0° 56' west 3725.0 feet.
South 87° 17' west 2012.65 feet. North 69° 43'
west 1096 feet.
South 85° 17' west 1900 feet.
North .59° 31' west 507 4 feet.
North 29° 26'
east 561.3 feet.
North 7° 09' east 16a6.8 feet to
a copper bolt.
North 60° 39' west 1173.3 feet.
South 27° 03' west 891 feet to a copper bolt.
North 74° 82' west 357 feet. South 39° 17' west
662 7 feet. South 51° 41' west 2307 15-100 feet to
north side main highway
last two courses
along east of town road 30 feet wide taken
from Stimson property. Thence north 65° 10'
west along northerly side highway 131 feet to
of beginning, except any right of town
n highway along west side of two courses
above mentioned.

STATE OF MAINE.
Supreme Judicial Court.
In Vacation.
Ellsworth, Aug. 22, a. d. 1914.
Upon the foregoing libel, ordered: That
the libellant give notice to the said libellee to
appear before the Justice of our supreme
Judicial court, to be holden at Ellsworth,
within and for the county of Hancock, on the
second Tuesday of October a. d. 1914, by publishing an attested copy of said libel and this
order thereon, three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper priu ted in
Ellsworth in our county of Hancock, the last
publication to be thirty days at least prior
to the second Tuesday of October next, that
she may there and then in our said court appear and answer to said libel.
Arno W. King,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
▲ true copy of the libel and order of court
thereon.
Attest:—John E. Bunker, Clerk.
Hancock

—

DESCRIPTION OP WHARF PROPERTY:

spending

a

her

with her parents, Roland Davis

a point marked by a stone
intersection of a line between land of
Granite Company and land now or
formerly of Bunker, with high water line In
Taunton Bay, north 28° 51' east 31 feet, south
61w (MP east 284 feet, south 34° 4' west 10 feet,
south 55° 50' east 47.6 leet to an oak. South
70° 4O' east 88.6 feet, south 79° 46' east 247 25-100
feet, north 47° 44' east 383.6 feet to south side
highway; thence along tbe highway south
65° 10' east
234.9 feet; thence leaving the
highway, south 28° 17' west 167 4-10 feet;
north 68° 13' west 99 feet; south 51° 22' west
235 6-10 feet to copper bolt in ledge near east
side Stimson wharf
at highwater mark;
thence with highwater line, 'vith sides of
wharf westerly along the north side of Taunton Bay, to place of beginning, together with
the shore or Bats in front of said property'To
low water mark of tbe bay.
(In both descriptions all points, not otherwise noted or called, are marked with stone

E)st

envenue

RESPECTFULLY

j

Fred Ford, who is employed on the and wife.
yacht Aria, has been home a few days.
Mrs. J.
Henry Wharff, of Patten,
Ray Bridges, who i is employed on formerly a resident here, has been the
rtaamer Booth bay, spent Sunday and
guest of Mrs. Shirley Young. She leaves
Monday at home.
I to-day for Orono.
8.1. Wardwell hat moved his family to
George Kenney, who was thrown while
kooklin, where he will occupy Una
leading a calf last week and quite seri- posts.)
house.
Cunningham’s
Also all that certain lot, piece or parcel of
ously injured, is gaining, though carrying land,
B.
lying,-situate and being on Crotch IsAug. 34.
Mb arm in a sling yet.
land. in the town of Stonington, county of
Hancc ck. State of Maine, more particularly
REACH.
Rodney Qinn had a bad fall from a described as follows:
Beginning at a point formed by the interWhile
carrying two section
Celeste Hendrick, of South Deer Isle, is ladder Friday.
of tbe
line of the Atlantic
Ike guest of Etta

bunches of

Torrey.

Elizabeth Co fra n and Geraldine
Rich, of Derby, Vt., are guests of Mattie
S. Knight.
Misses

Mrs. L N. Watts, of Abington, Mass.,
(pent the past; week, with her brother,
i.T. Lowe.
Mr

Frank;Annis

indBes'i.' L. Annis
inni-

an

are

little daughter,
guests of F. H.

l wife.

Mrs. Emily

Po«l*r,

and

of

Fowler

and

C>ncord, N. H.f

Miss Doris
at “Mill

are

kove” cott ige.

M t. Adri. A. Miller, Wollaston, Mass.,
,a' •>»» been
visiting Etta Torrey, rellMtd home this week.
H rte-t

L>rd,

Melrose, Mass., arrived
Bunity io spend his vacation with his
P*r«nts, Joseph Lord and wife.
of

shingles up at once,

one

came

highwater

ocean

with the

west

line of land

now

of

Ryan

Company and Arthur
untied, causing Mr. Ginn to fall about At Parker Construction known
as the “Merrill
McMullen, formerly
twenty feet. Fortunately no bones were Lot”, which point is marked on the ground by
brass bolt; thence north along said west
broken, but Mr. Ginn was badly shaken aline
1012 47-100 feet, more or less, to Mill Cove
at a point marked on the ground by a brass
up and his nose was cut severely.
B.

Aug. 24.
BLUEH1LL FALLS.
B.

H. Candage, of Boston, is here

on

his

vacation.

Miss Burrill has opened “Innwood”, the
Whittesy cottage.
Mrs. Grace Meservey and daughter Berspent last week in Bucksport.
Miss Elsie Will has returned to California to finish her medical studies.
nice

Mrs. Grace Rich arrived Saturday from
a two weeks’ stay.

Cleveland, O., for

Walter and Fred Will

are

at

their

sum-

bolt; thence westerly, northerly and easterly
along said Mill Cove to the westerly line of
Bimeon L. Goss’ land; thence north 10° 4'30'
west along said west line of Simeon L. Goss’

land 161 45-100 feet; thence south 69° 25' 30" east
still along said laud 186 45-100 feet; thence
south 14- 87' 30" east still along said land
155 feet to Mill Cove; thence easterly along
said Mill Cove and the Atlantic ocean to the
westerly line of land of Sherwood Quarry,
which point is marked on the ground by an
iron holt; thence north 64° 38' west 175 5-10
feet; thence north 43° 20' west 162 9-10 feet;
thence north 61° 54' west 145 1-10 feet all along
said westerly line of land of Sherwood Quarry
to southerly line of Collier lot; thence south
36
S97 west 86 72-100 feet, along said lot;
thence north 69° 21' west 154 6-10 feet along the
westerly line of said lot; thence north 36° 39'
east 90 feet along the northerly side of said
lot to the westerly line of land of Sherwood
Quarry; thence north 31° 5' 30 west along said
westerly line 781 1-100 feet to Deer Island
Thoroughfare, which point is marked on the
ground by an iron bolt; thence westerly along
said Deer Island Thoroughfare to Atlantic
ocean; thence southerly and easterly along
tbe Atlantic ocean to the point or place of
beginning, excepting from the above described premises the two remaining portions
of Simeon Goss’ homestead lot near the head
of Mill Cove, containing arout one half an

brought their brides.
Mrs. Bertha Erwin, of Brockton, with
R>cent -.rrivsls: Frank Annis, George little daughter May, is here for a short
Hacksve, F Miniughain, Mass.; Charles visit.
fciv-. D .rcv^ter. Mass., guests of F. H.
Mr. Foyt and daughter Catherine, ol
*°ai’
fanily; Lloyd K. Allen, Rox- Cleveland, O., who have been visiting at
to '.M.
acre;
t
join bis family at A. F. “Shore Acre”, returned home Friday.
Also an tnat certain piece or parcel or lana,
U'ldeij., K. N. Knight, Malden, Mass.,
situate, lying and beiDg on Crotch Island,
Crcmbs.
Aug. 24.
town of Stonington, Hancock
▼witiiuc bis parents, Levi Knight and
county, In the
State of Maine, more particularly described
NORTH SEDGWICK.
*',e; Waiter Hanson, Joseph Jobling,
and bounded as follows:
Beginning at a point formed by the interDorchester, Mass.; Joseph Kress, New
Roland Clapp and Mr. Ray motored from section
of the Atlantic Ocean with th« northY>rk, «nrt Freeman Collins, Watertown, Boston here last week.
erly line of Sherwood Quarry, marked on the
ground with an iron oolt; thence south 88°
at ‘Oakhurst
Farm”; Raymond
Miss Harding, of Massachusetts, is the 11' 80 west 387 6-10 feet; thence south 25° 13'
Bobbies, Belmont, Mass., to join his
30 west 66 feet, thence south 7^ SS7 30" west
guest of Mrs. Foster Pierce.
thence north 18°
feet to an irt>n
mer

home. Both have

ss.

STATE OF MAINE.
County op Hancock ss.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial court next to be holden in Ellsworth. within and for the county of Hancock, State of Maine, on the second Tuesday of October a. d. 1914.
represents Laura Q.
Martin, of Eden, Hancock county, State
of Maine, and gives this honorable court to be
informed that she was lawfully married to
Harry O. Martin on the nineteenth day of
December, a. d. 1907, by Reverend Samuel
Howard, a minister of the gospel, at St. John,
New Brunswick; that her maiden name was
Laura G. Case; that they lived together and
cohabited as husband and wife at said St.
John, New Brunswick, from the time of their
said marriage until the first day of March,
a. d. 1911, thence moving to Portland, Maine,
and living together there and cohabiting as
husband and wife, from said first day of
March, 1911. until the tenth of June, 1911,
when your libellee deserted your libellant,
and she has never seen or heard from him
since, which desertion has been utter desertion continued for three consecutive years
next prior to the filing of this libel; your
libellant avers that the said libellee has been
of extreme cruelty and of cruel and
guilty
towards her,
abusive treatment
to wit,
ever since their said marriage; your libellant avers
that she has resided in the
State of Maine, in good faith, for one year
prior to the commencement of these proceedings; your libellant further avers that
the libellee’s residence is not known to your
be
ascertained
libellant and cannot
by
reasonable diligence; that there is no collusion between your libellant and the said
libellee to obtain a divorce; wherefore she
prays that a divorce may be decreed between
her and her said husband for the causes above
set forth and that her name be changed to
Case, which was her maiden name.
Laura G. Martin.
August 12, 1914.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
twelfth day of August, a. d. 1914.
E. S. Clark, (L. 8.)
Notary Public.

rioint

|

Beginning at

NORTH ORLAND.

in

STATE OF MAINE.
County op Hancock ss.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be held at Ellsworth, within and for said county on the
second Tuesday of October, a. d. 1914.
H.
COUSINS, of Larooine,
Hancock county, State of Maine, libels
and gives this honorable court information
that he was married to Hazel M. Cousins,
nee Hart, on Dec. 23, 1901. at said Lamolne,
by Rev. J. S. Blair, a minister of the gospel;
that they lived together as husband and wife
at said Lamoiue until Dec. 20, a. d. 1910. when
his said wife utterly deserted your libelant
and went to parts unknown to him; that said
utter desertion has Continued for three consecutive years next prior to the filing of the
libel; that he has never seen her since
said time of desertion; that her residence is
not known to your libelant and cannot be ascertained by reasonable diligence, and he believes she is not in the State of Maine.
Wherefore he prays that a divorce may be
decreed to him for said utter desertion.
Dated Aug. 21,1914.
Wesley H. Cousins.
Subscribed and sworn to this twenty-first
day of August, a. d. 1914, before me,
Fred L. Mason,
Justice of the Peace.

follows:

Capt. Robert M. Tapley, who was to sail
from New York Aug. 15 on the
steamship
Mexican, has been given command of the

printing office

Sullivan Jane 16. 1912 in book 4, pages 424 to
469, each inclusive.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
broken, by reason whereof the said Broadway
Trust Company hereby gives written notice
of its intention to foreclose and claims
foreclosure of the same and gives this notice
for the purpose of effecting said foreclosure.
Broadway Trust Company, Truster.
By Peters A Koowlton, its attorneys.
Ellsworth, Maine, August 22, 1914.

BROADWAY

part hereby mortgaged:
All the certain plots or pieces of land,
situate, lying and being at West 8ul1ivan,
Hancock county, Maine, owned by the Benvenue Granite
Company, purchased from
Mrs. O. A. Stimson and G. W. Pettingill, and
more particularly bounded and described as

OtiB Farnham has Bold his house to
William H. Smith, of Bangor.
He has
rented the Roy Webster
house, and
will soon move there.

school class, and the occasion was the annual picnic given by their teacher and Miss
Millie M. Tapley. The lawn was most
beautifully decorated with flags and pennants. The little tots were served with
ices, cakes and candles.
Tomson.
Aug. 24.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.

STATE OF MAINE.
Supreme Judicial Court.
In Vacation.
Ellsworth, Aug, 14, a. d. 1914.
Upon the foregoing libel. Ordered: That
the libelant give notice to the said libelee to
appear before the justice of our supreme Judicial court, to be holden at Ellsworth, within
and for the county of Hancock, on the second
Tuesday of October, a..d. 1914, by publishing
an attested copy of said libel and this order
thereon, three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in Ellsworth in our county of Hancock, the last publication to be thirty days at least prior to the
second Tuesday of October next, that he may
there and then in our said court appear and
answer to said libel.
Arno W. King,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the libel and order of court
thereon.
Attest:—John E. Bunkrr, Clerk.
Hancock

I

ss.

OF
FORECLOSURE
MORTGAGE
OF
REAL ESTATE.
Manly G. Kirk, of Brewer, in
the county of Penobscot, State of
Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated January
31, 1914, and recorded in Hancock registry of
deeds, vol. 504, page 452, conveyed in mortgage
to
the undersigned, Charles H. Hart, of
Holden, In the county of Penobscot, and State
of Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land, situate in Bucksport, in said county of Hancock,
in said State of Maine, and bounded and deIt being the
scribed as follows, namely:
south quarter part of lot numbered one
hundred and eighty-two in the short range
of lots east of Brewer Pond, and being
the same lot of land described in a deed
from Laura E. Hodges et als. to Thomas
Kirk, dated November 2, 1900, and recorded
in said Hancock registry of deeds, vol. 431.
page 208, and whereas the conditions of said
mortgage have been and now remain broken,
this notice is therefore hereby given for the
purpose of loreclosing the same as provided
Charles H. Hart,
by law.
By his attorney, Matthew Laughlin.
Dated at Bangor. Maine, this nineteenth day
of August a. d. 1914.

WHEREAS,

310 75-100
bolt;
Charles Allen and Curtis Young spent 52' west 148 45-100 feet, all along land of Sherwood Quarry to Deer Island Thoroughfare,
the week-end at Indian Point.
which poiut is marked on the ground by an
iron bolt; thence easterly along said Deer
Norman Staples, of Campello, is the Island Thoroughfare to the Altantic Ocean;
thence southerly along the Atlantic Ocean to
guest of Mrs. Avery Anderson.
the point or place of beginning; together with
Mrs. Harold Grindle and daughter Mar- all and singular the buildings and the machinery, engines, derricks, locomotives, railgaret have returned to Melrose.
road-tracks and equipment of the quarries
Nellie
Anderson, Fay erected and being on any of the said real
Hattie Allen,
property.
Out for Orcutt and Virginia Allen w ere in RockAlso, all railroads, tracks, rights of way and
all appurtenances to its railroad in anywise
land Saturday.
the
belonging or appertaining; all locomotives
of the Public.
Mrs. Webber, of Stonington, has re- and cars; all ouildings, super-structures,
bridges, culverts, erections and fixtures
turned home. She has been with her sis- of every kind and
nature
whatsoever;
it just the
all engines, boilers, machinery, derricks,
same in Bangor as here in
ter, Mrs. Emma Hooper, a few weeks.
tools, implements, fuel, and material; all
G.
under
leaseholds,
leases,
leases, or
July
rights
our friends there
speak out in
under contracts, covenants or agreements,
NORTH BROOKS VILLE.
terms or parts of terms now owned or here
lbe same
glad, earnest way as so many
after to be acquired by said corporation in
A. H. Gott and wife are at home from connection with its quarry business at said rpHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
grateful Ellsworth men and women have
X she has been duly appointed adminisproperties and elsewhere;
Dark Harbor.
Together with all improvements or addi- tratrix D. B. N. C. T. A. of tne estate of
•poken in these columns for
is visiting tions made or to be made to any or all of said VIRGINIA D. AUSTIN, late of LAMOINE,
of
Beulah
Bangor,
Green,
years past.
property, estates, quarry or quarries and I in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
relatives here.
**• C. H.
their appurtenances by the said party of the
8 Blake PL, Bangor,
bonds as the law directs. All perfirst part, or by others. And also all and j given
and
an
the estate
sons
engine
having demands against
Emory Snow was hit by
every estate, interest, property or thing of said deceased are desired to present
“About three years ago I w as bad his knee
of
the
first
owns
which the said party
part
pan broken.
and all indebted
same for settlement,
the
•fflicted with kidney
and holds or may and shall hereafter acquire thereto are
to make payment imcomplaint and sufMary Moor, Maurice Lord and Mr. and and hold, necessary or convenient for the mediately. requested
Alice H. Scott.
,er«d from pains across
and eujoyment of
the small of my Mrs. Merritield, of Waterville, were guests use, occupation, operation
12, 1914.
EUswoith,
Aug.
said quarries aud business hereinabove doweek.
last
^ friend
wife
and
Lord
C.
with
all
and
E.
or
of
of
together
scribed.
them;
sutscnber
any
nereDy gives notice that
finally advised me to try
rpHE
singular all other real estate, personal prop- X he has been duly appointed adminisDoan b
Prudence Grindle, who has been visit- erties franchises, buildings aDd all other trator of the estate of
Pills, and 1 did so. They
her parents, K. S. Grindle and wife, property and estates belonging to, or in any JULIA A. WALLACE, late of LAMOINE,
me from the
first, and before long ing
way appertaining to the party of the first
bas returned to Providence, R. I.
county of Hancock, deceased, and
i?°t great relief.'*
part, and to any of the franchises or other in the bonds
All peras the Jaw directs.
herein
also all given
C.
described;
properties
24.
Aug.
Drlce 50c, at all dealers. Don't
real, personal and mixed, con- sons having demands against the estate
property,
simply
tracts, rights, privileges and franchises of of said deceased are desired to present the
^ for a
and all indebted theieto
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
every kind and nature, wheresoever situated, same for settlement,
remedy—get Doan’s Kidwhich the party of the first part shall here- are requested to make payment immediately.
Wilbur C. Wallace.
is at home.
as fully
of
which
shall
be
Hendrick
all
after
acquire,
gaujg
had.
Roy
Mrs, Torrens
Lamoine. Aug. 12,1914.
embraced within the provisions hereof and
Maude Robbins is home from Boston.
subject to the lien hereby created to secure
Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
the payment of all of said bonds issued herehe haB been duly appointed adminisC. M. Pert, wife and son Cecil are home under and secured hereby, together with the
trator
of
the estate of
interest thereon, as if th»- said property were
from a visit in Liberty.
CHARLES H. BOWDEN, late of BUCKSnow owned by the party of the first part and
Ruth
Miss
Hatch
and
Grace
described
herein
and
conwere specifically
Miss
PORT,
veyed hereby, all of which it is hereby
Parsons are visiting here.
covenanted shall enure by way of accretion to in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
as the law directs.
All perbonds
given
and
of
the
of
the
he benefit
advantage
party
Charles Bray and wife are receiving conhaving demands against the estate of
second
*or Corns for three
by way of further and better sons
said deceased are desired to present the same
d*ys as di- gratulations on the birth of a daughter, security part
hereunder.
and 00 the fourth
Said mortgage is from the Benvenue Granite for settlement, and ail indebted thereto are
M...
day you can Mabel Btedman.
to make payment immediately.
y htt out
Company, a corporation organized and exist- requested
your Corn-all of it.
Fred R. Page.
IMFunder the laws of the state of New York,
Aug. 17.
ing
26 ““t
Aug. 11, 1914.
Bucksport,
every
for
to the Broadway Trust Company, a corporapackage of Ezo
Feet
" ^^teBt
tion organized and existing under the laws of
of all remedies for swolthe state of New York, as trustee for the
len
Constipation Causes Sickness.
por- {
The newspaper which has no uniform
Ur,"n®> painful, sweaty feet is a
Don't permit yourself to become constifully described in said mortgage which rate
Iret x
to
s dated May 1, 1969, is acknowledged
°* ®*° *or ^°rn9’
begins
for advertising space, and is satisMay 11,
immediately
aa
your system
O you prefer pated,
to h
and
is
1909
waste
1909
recorded
26,
in
Hancock
the
May
backed-up
poison from
fied to take what it can get for it, is a
°Dly *“zo *or t:orne> the price is absorbed
matter. Use Dr. King’s New Life Pills and county registry of deeds in book 459, page 181,
btit
cent8’ *t all druggists. It’s tine for keep well. There is no better safeguard and is also recorded in the town records of cheap advertising medium, and the adbon
take one dose to-night. the town of Stonington May 81,1912, in book 4, vertiser need
and cal ouses also. Q. A. Pab- against illness. Just
expect nothing but cheap
pages 21 to 52, each inclusive, and is further
25c. at your Druggist.
Es’
for Skin Eruptions. recorded in the records of the town of results.—Lawrence bur*? (Ind.) Press.
Salve
Arnica
Bucklen’s

Stomtannfiufc-

|

Bangor Residents Speak
Welfare

24._A.

Ellsworth;

Torrens,

^eM*ays;

beJped

Kidney

_

kidney
afeyPiUg_4he

J^kr-Milburn

THE

WRNS DROP OUT

IN FOUR DAYS

!1

f>oses

10°

‘r

Ellsworth.

lUjjal

Hcgal Notta*

3M ctirrs.

To all persons interested in either of the
tates hereinafter named:

NOTICE.
T, FRBD V. STANLEY, of Hallowell, Kennebec
X
county, Maine, administrator of
the estate of Edith M. Stanley late of Mount
Desert, Hancock connty, Maine, deceased,
hereby give public notice that pursuant to a

es-

At a probate conrt held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on tbe fourth
day of August, a. d. 1914.

following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered: That
notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth in said county, on the first day of
September, a. d. 1914, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

license issued to

THE

—

Paul Clifford Tapley and
wife, who hav&
been visiting here, left tor their
home in

Philadelphia Saturday.
O. L. Tapley and wife

legal Notice*.

TRUST COMPANY, a
corporation organized and existing under the laws of the siate of New York, hereby
gives public notice that it has a claim by
mortgage upon certain lots or parcels of land
situated in the county of Hancock and State
of Maine, together with certain personal
property situated in the towns of Stonington
and Sullivan in the county and state aforesaid, all of which property is described in
said mortgage as follows:
All the right, title and Interest of the party
of the first part of, in and to all and singular
the estates, rights, property, privileges and
franchises of the party of the first part hereinafter described, to wit—the real property
of the party of the first part, situate at Crotch
Island sua West Sullivan, in the State of
Maine, including all mines, quarries and
quarry and granite dressing equipment, said
real
property being more fully hereinafter
described by metes and bounds:
The following is a description of the real
estate now owned by the party of the first

Miss Alloe
In

legal ITotlns.
rpHE
X

WEST

c

for
„ town

Arthur Crane, Water-

1

cause.

me as such

administrator

by

the probate court in and for said Hancock
county, dated July 7,1914,1 shall, on Monday,
the fourteenth day of September, 1914, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, at the store formerly
occupied by Edith M. Stanley, deceased, at
Otter Creek, iu the town of Mount Desert,
Hancock county, Maine, sell by public sale,
subject to all incumbrances, the following de-

scribed real estate:
First Lot—A certain lot of land situated in
the town of Eden, Hancock county, Maine,
decribed as follows:
Bounded on the north by land of John
Stanley; on the east by the road leading from
Bar Harbor to Seal Harbor, on the south and
west by land owned or occupied by Frank
Davis.
Second Lot—A lot of land with the buildings thereon, situated in the town of Mount
Desert, in said county, bounded as follows;
Beginning on the west side of the old
county road at the northeast corner of laud
owned by C. Wellington; thence following
said Wellington’s north line and the north
line of land of 8amnel J. Walls north eightytwo and one-half degrees west nineteen rod*
and twenty links to the east line oi land of
William T. Walls; thence following said east
line north three and one-half degrees west
fourteen and one-fourth rods to a stake;
thence south eighty-two and one-half degrees cast twenty-sis rods to a stake on the
west side of said old county road; thenoe
following said road southerly fourteen and
one-fourth rods to the first-mentioned bound,
containing two acres.
The above described real estate is subject to
a mortgage for maintenance given
by said
Edith M. Stanley to Frederick A. Stanley,
dated September 6,1907, and recorded in the
Hancock county, Maine, registry of deeds
in book 443, page 182.
Feed V. Stanley,
Administrator of Edith M. Stanley.

8ylv!a M. Saunders, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased.
A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of said deceased, together with petition
for probate thereof, presented by Abby Foster, the executrix therein named.
Eliza L. Homans, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament and
codicil thereto of said deceased, together
with petition for probate thereof, presented
by Reginald Foster and Robert Homans, the
executors therein named.
Sarah F. Noyes, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. A certain Instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Ethel B. Noyes,
the executrix therein named.
George B. Scammon, late of Franklin, in
said county, deceased.
Petition that Sherman f* Scammon or some other suitable person be
administrator of the estate
appointed
of said deceased, presented by Sherman S.
Scammon, brother of said deceased.
James H. Richards, late of Eden, in said
Petition that Mina G.
county, deceased.
Town or some other suitable person be apadministrator of tbe estate of said
Mina G. Town,
eceased, presented by
daughter of said deceased.
Elzira A. McNeil, late of Franklin, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
H. P. Blaisdell, administrator with the will
STATE OF MAINE.
annexed, filed for settlement
Lewis Somes, late of Mount Desert, in said
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held
a
county, deceased. First and final account of Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock
Emma J. Somes, executrix, filed for settle- on the fourth
of August, in the year
day
ment.
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Horatio N. Joy, late of Ellsworth, in said fourteen.
county, deceased. First account of Charles
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
W. Currier, administrator with the will ana copy of the last will and testament of
nexed, filed for settlement.
MARY
NEVINS MAYO, late of the county
Augusta S. Harden, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. First account of Edand state of NEW YORK,
ward H. Harden, administrator, filed for set- deceased, and of the
probate thereof in said
tlement.
state of New York, duly authenticated, havAnn Mercer Stratton, late of Hancock, in
ing been presented to the Judge of probate
Second account of for our said
said county, deceased.
county of Hancock for the purCharles E. Stratton, administrator, filed for
pose of being allowed, filed and recorded in
settlement.
the probate court of oar said county of HanB.
late
of
in
Deborah
said cock.
Orland,
Corner,
county, deceased. First account of Theodore
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
H. Smith, administrator, filed for settlement. all
persons interested therein, by publishing
of
Helen and Henry Herrick,
Penobscot, in a copy of this order three weeks successively
said county. First and final account of Mil- in the Ellsworth American, a
newspaper
ton W. Herrick, trustee, filed for settlement.
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of HanEdward Kellaran Harris, late of Palatka, cock,
prior to the first day September, a. d.
Florida, deceased. Petition filed by Annie 0. 1914, that they may appear at a probate court
Harris, executrix, that the amount of inheri- then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for said
tance tax on the estate of said deceased, be
county of Hancock, at ten o'clock in the foredetermined by the judge of probate.
noon, and show cause, if any
they have,
Gideon L. Joy, late of Hancock, in said
against the same.
county, deceased. Petition filed by Alice H. JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of Probate.
Scott, executrix, that the amount of inheriA true copy of the original order.
tance tax on the estate of said deceased be
Attest:—T. F. Mah oney, Register.
determined by the judge of probate.
Osman A. Bridges late of Woonsocket,
Petition filed by
Rhode Island, deceased.
STATE OF MAINE.
Lutie M. Bridges and Victor C. Bridges, prayHancock as.—At a probate court held a
ing that the appointment of said petitioners
will
and
testans
trustees
in
the
last
named
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock
ment of said deceased, may be confirmed by
on the fourth day of August, in the year of ou
said court.
Lord one thousand nine hundred and four
in
M.
late
of
said
Peters,
teen.
Bluehill,
Augusta
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
county, deceased. Petition filed by Nora E.
a copy of the last will and testament
Peters, of said Bluehill, praying for the appointment of Edward C. Barrett, of said and codicil thereto of
Bluehill, as trustee, under the last will and MARIA DEWITT JESUP, late of the city
testament of said deceased, no trnstee being
county and state of NEW YORK,
named in said will.
Annie L. Swazey, late of Bucksport. in said deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
First
account
of
Eliza
P.
deceased.
of
New York, duly authenticated, havstate
county,
Swazey, executrix, filed for settlement.
ing been presented to the judge of probate for
Rachel Scott, now deceased, of Ellsworth, our said county of Hancock for the purpose of
First and final account of being allowed, filed and recorded in the proin said county.
Everett S. Means, guardian, filed for settle- bate court of our said county of Hancock.
ment.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
Sarah E. Wright, late of Bucksport, in said all persons interested therein, by publishing
Petition filed by Linnie a copy of this order three weeks successively
county, deceased.
i W\ Keyes, administratrix, for license to sell in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
certain teal estate of said deceased, as de- printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hanscribed in said petition.
cock, prior to the first day of September
Thomas Bisset, a minor, of Bluehill, in said a. d. 1914, that they may appear at a probate
Final account of Edith M. Chase, court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
county.
executrix of the will of Edward E. Chase, said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the
guardian of said Thomas Bisset, filed for set- forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
tlement.
against the same.
Rebecca W. Hale, late of Hancock, in said
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of Probate.
county, deceased. Petition filed by Elizabeth A true copy of the original order.
Hale (also known as N. Elizabeth Hale),
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
praying that the appointment of said petitioner named as trustee in the last will and
SHERIFF’S SALE.
testament of said deceased, may be confirmed
Hancock County.
State of Maine.
by said court.
Almena J. Flint, late of Winter Harbor, in
this eleventh day of August a. d.
Petition filed by
said county, deceased.
an
dated August 11.
on
execution
1914,
Charles E. Stratton and Bernard F. Merriam,
1914, issued on a judgment rendered by the
praying that the appointment of said peti- Ellsworth Municipal
for the said
court,
tioners named as trustees In the last will and
county of Hancock, at a term thereof b**gun
testament of said deceased, may be confirmed
and held on the first Tuesday of August, to
by said court.
wit, the eighth day of August a. d. 1902, in
Mary J. Pettee, late of East Sullivan, in favor of L. F. Giles, of Ellsworth in said
Petition that Will R.
said county, deceased.
county, against Edgar Springer, of Lamoine,
be
Havey or some other suitable person
ap- in said county, for twenty-four dollars and
pointed administrator of the estate of said six cents,
debt or damage and eight dollars
deceased, presented by Eugene C. Hanna, a and ninety-one cents
costs of suit, and will be
creditor of said deceased.
at public auction at the office of L. F. Giles
sold
Thomas Bisset, late of Bluehill, in said
in said Ellsworth, to the highest bidder, on
P.
that
William
deceased,
petition
county,
the fifteenth day of September, a. d. 1914, at two
Bisset, of said Bluehill, or some other suit- o’clock in the
afternoon, the following deable person be appointed administrator of scribed real estate and all the
right, title and
the estate of said deceased, presented by Otis interest which the said
Edgar Springer has
Littlefield, a creditor of said deceased.
in and to the same, namely:
■Emma S. Alley, late of Dedham, in said
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
county, deceased. Petition filed by Llewellyn | said Lamoine, with all buildings thereon, and
P. Alley, administrator, that an order be
bounded northeasterly by land now or formissued to distribute among the heirs at-law
of R. R. McDonald: southeasterly by land
of said deceased, the amount remaining in erly
now or formerly of William Killen; souththe hands of said administrator, on the setwesterly by land now or formerly of George
tlement of his first account.
Gault and estate of B. F. Phillips, and northWilliam P. Gatchell, late of Orland, in said
land owned by Lewis Hodgkins,
that Ora I. westerly by
Petition
county, deceased.
and being formerly the Thomas Springer
Gatchell or some other suitable person be aphomestead, and containing fifty acres more or
de
bonis
non
with
the
administrator
pointed
F. O. Silsby,
less.
will annexed of the estate of said deceased,
Sheriff.
presented by Ora I. Gatchell. mother of the
sole beneficiary under said will.
STATE OF MAINE.
William P. Gatchell, late of Orland, in said
Petition filed by Ora I.
county, deceased.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Gatchell, of Bluehill, in said county, praying
in
and for said county of Hancock,
Ellsworth,
for the appointment of Ora I. Gatchell, as
the lourth day of of August, in the year of
trustee under the last will and testament of on
our
Lord
one thousand nine hundred and
said deceased, J. Tyleston Gould, a former
fourteen.
trustee, being now deceased.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Court.
a copy of the last will and testament of
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register. HELEN L. GOSS, late of Fresno, county

Solnted

A

A

TAKEN

A

and state of
STATE

OF

MAINE.

Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
the fourth day of August, in the year of
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
fourteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of

on
our

A

|

CAROLYN H. WHITTLESEY, late of the
county of Kings, and state of NEW YORK
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
county of Kings, duly authenticated, having
been presented to the judge of probate for
our said county of Hancock for the purpose of
being allowed, filed and recorded in the probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, Tbat notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a
copy of this order three weeks successively iu the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed at Ellsworth, in said county
of Hancock, prior to the first day of September,
a. d.
1914, that they may' appear at a
court, then to be held at Ellsworth,
n
and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register

Jirobate

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
WILLIAM B. MITCHELL, late of ELLS-

THE

WORTH,

county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
in the

said deceased are desired to Dresent the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Edgar A. Mitchell.
Ellsworth, August 6, 1914.
subscriber

notice that
adminis-

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
trator of the estate of

JESSE D. ATWOOD, late of BUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
haviug demands against the estate
of said
deceased
are desired to
present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im
Theodore H. Smith.
mediately.
Bucksport, Augusts, 1914.

CALIFORNIA,

deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
couutyof Fresno, duly authenticated, having
been presented to the judge of probate for our
said county of Hancock for the purpose of
being allowed, filed and recorded in the probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all
persons interested therein, by publishing a
a copy of this order three
weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to t he first day of September a. d.
1914, that they may appear at a probate court
then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for said
county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the foreif auy they have,
noon, and show cause,

against

the same.

JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judg? of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest—T. F. Mahoney. Register
ritHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
JL be has been duly appointed executor of
the will of
ALMENA J. FLINT, late of WINTER

HARBOR,
in the county of Hancock, State of Maine,
deceased, no bond being required by the terms
of the will. All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement and*
all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately. Being a resident of
the city of Boston, Suffolk county, commonwealth of Massachusetts, and not a resident,
of the State of Maine, I have appointed Luere
B. Deasy, of Eden, Hancock county, Maine,
whose postoffice address is Bar
Harbor,
Maine, my agent and attorney for all purin section 48 of chapter 66 of
poses
the revised statutes of the State of Maine.
Charles E. Stratton.

specified

subscriber,

Frances Drown, ef
hereby gives
duly appointed ad-

Mary
Brookline, Massachusetts,
THE
notice that she has been
ministratrix of the estate of
ANNA L. HUDSON, late of

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imMary Frances Drown,
mediately.
%Charles Wood Bond,
631 Tremont Building,
Boston, Mass.

August 7,1914.

In 8pit» of tho Proof.
An American lady, living in China,
had been teaching a class of young
Chinamen. One day a native prince
called ou her in his fine robes and
talked to her with some embarrass-

"Madam," he said, “I

artists of Berlin tfvery
two years get up a ball In which only
women are allowed.
Not a single man
women

large number of the
however, don male attire, and

Is admitted.
women,

A

It is an imitation of men's attentions
to the fair sex on the part of these
female

men

that occasions the chief

diversion of the evening.
Now, in Berlin lived a

•

young man
named Kerstner—Herman Kerstner—
who was a scribbler. He wrote stories
sitting in his window overlooking the
garden at the back of tbe house, while
a girl painted pictures at another window at the back of another house on
the other end of the same garden.
Louisa Beninger painted for the love
of art; Kerstner wrote for bread and
butter.
It was Just as natural for these two
to come into communication as for the
It was not long begrass to grow.
fore a system of telegraphy was established between them, and the messages that came over the wires were
Gladly
those usual between lovers.
would the yonng man have gone to see
the frauiein, but she, not being permitted to meet any one of whom her parents did not approve, did not ask him.
One day the girl telegraphed that
ebe was going to the artist women’s
She would not be allowed to
fete.
go alone; her mother would go with
her.
If be
An idea occurred to Herman.
could go to the ball impersonating a
woman in man’s dress he could clasp
his Louisa to him in the dance instead
of looking at her from a distance.
This he telegraphed her and observed
that after she received his message
she did a great deal of thinking. Then
she got up and went away from the
window, and when she returned she
dropped something white on to the
The day was fading,
and as soon as it was dark Herman
went out of a door opening into the
garden. Jumped over a fence and. under Louisa's window, picked up a
ticket.
Going buck to his home he
looked at it by lamplight. It read:

ground below.

Admit Frauiein Louisa
artist women’s fete.

Meninger to the

Herman's heart danced with delight.
He was ready to take any risk. There
were but a few hairs on his face, and
his cheeks were red as two JacquemiHis mouth was delicate,
not roses.
and he wore a lady’s No. 6 kid glove.
Appropriating a costume of his sister’s. on the night of the ball he went
there in a carriage and was admitted
Havon Frauiein Meninger’s ticket
ing gained an entrance, the room was
free to him. He looked about him till
he saw her with her mother, then
So long as he
went boldly up to her.
was supposed to be a woman the field
He and
was perfectly clear to him.
Louisa ran away where they might be
free to talk together without being
overheard.
Now. If Herman Kerstner had been
older or less In love—at any rate, had
bad his wits about him—he would have
Been the impropriety of thus going

expected,
having knowingly Incurred the consewhere only

women were

or.

quences, he would have been every
moment on his guard, instead of this,
he led the fraulein away to a window
seat, pulled the curtains In front of
them and proceeded to make lovfl without considering that. if not seen he
might at least be heard. As his ardor
waxed stronger his voice grew louder.
A couple of girls passing heard, listened and. going to the manager of
the ball, told that a man was present.
There is a certain faculty peculiar
to women—the faculty of listening to
two speakers at once—that must have
been possessed to a marked degret^by
Fraulein Louisa, for she not only heard
Herman making love to her; but, her
eyes and ears being open, she wag cognizant that the two girls had gone oft
to Inform on her lover. She threw up
the sash and by means of a light shawl
she carried let him down from the window. which was on the second story,
to the ground. Then she closed the
window and was walking unconcernedly across the floor, where she saw
the managers harrying to the retreat
from which she and her lover had just

escaped.
Confident that -having been sitting in
the dark, she had not been seen and
realizing that there is safety in a hold
front, she followed in the wake of the
outraged managers, and when they
pulled aside the curtains, expecting to
find a victim, or, rather, the victims.
Und were disappointed, she Joined in
the babel of Inquiries as to what was
the matter.
The girls who bad furnished the information were firm in their belief
that
they had heard lovemaking
■which could have cq^ne only from a
Imitation lovemaking was comman.
mon in the ballrooms, and the managers were convinced that the informers had mistaken one of these cases
for the genuine article. It was much
better to put this construction on the
matter than to probe it further at the
risk of bringing about a/scandal. This
%-as fortunate for Fnnrfein Louisa, she
naving called for a duplicate ticket on
the ground that she bad mtslald the
her., -'
It is not *fo be supposed that a love
affair involving so much assurance and
resource would come to naught. It
ended In an elopement, the pair were
married, and Frau Kerstner returned
with her husband to her home and was
one sent

forgiven.

you to
see you about a matter that is very
sear to me. You have been teaching
that the world is round."
"Yes." replied the instructor, "and I
have been offering the proof."
“I know." said be, "but that is not
what I came to see you about. It is all
very good what you say, but. madam.
I have always been taught that it is
flat. I want to know if you would feel
bad if I continued to think it flat?”
“Oh.” replied the teacher, “it is not a
matter of how I feel, but a matter of
evidence. 1 demonstrate that it is
round: 1 offer the proof: if you accept
the evidence you think it round; if you
reject it you think it flat.”
Our intelligent friend was still unmoved, still more concerned about the
object of bis visit. “I understand.” he
said, "that all you say, madam, is good
and reasonable. But would you mind
if 1 still thought it flat?”—The Masses.
came to

Ready With a Reason.
Some time ago a man from the city
spent a few days in a country town,
and while there a real estate dealer
tried to interest him in suburban scenery. Returning to his hotel that night
the city man saw the agent in the
lobby.
“Look here, old fellow,” remarked
the city man. “1 thought you told me
that you didn't have any malaria down
in this section V
“That's just what I told you." was
the prompt declaration of the agent,
"and I told you right"
“Maybe you did.” doubtfully returned the city man, “but Just the same I
saw a man down the road a few minutes ago with chilis and fever.”
“Oh. I see now." smiled the real estate man. with a look of enlightenment. “That was Smith. He was shuddering and shaking to think what his
wife would say to him when he got

home."—Exchange.
A School For Spies.
In St. Petersburg there exists to all
intents ami purjioses a real university
of the science and art of espionage It
consists of some six independent but
harmonized faculties or departments,
training and controlling the immense
army of spies and "agents provocateurs" ail over the empire and its Innumerable centers ail over the world
The art of opening letters, deciphering
various codes and forging various
handwritings; the histrionic art of personal disguises and of shadowing suspected persons and the science of manufacturing explosives and bombs for
the supply of "agents provocateurs” in
order to better entice would be revolutionists or simply for the sake of “dis-

ELLSWORTH

Dangerous Short Cut.

[Boston Transcrtjtf.}
There is an old saying to the effect that
“short
farers
be

ment

The

A

Herbert Tucker and wife, of Cherryfleld,

spending tbe week here.
cuts*7 are liable to land wayMartin Hastings, of Bingham, has been
in bogs. The United States will visiting his father, Henry C. Hastings.

consequence of

ocean-going merchant marine
by purchasing foreign steamers laid up in

crease our

ports by the war.
The so-called shipping
on

that

Samuel

agreement77,

ions of

our own

belligerent could
bill of sale to

a

and

partially

not

give

an

on

Miss Dora Moore, of Bucksport, has
been visiting her cousin, Miss Trances
Moore.
Mrs. William H. Brown left Tuesday for
Boston to visit her daughter, Mrs. Eva
Fitz Morris.

Leroy Haslam and wife went to Bangor
Tuesday to spend a few days with friends

decis-

effect that

courts to the

a

and

invulnerable

vessel transferred

during

an

enemy vessel to

a

The community was saddened on learning of the sudden death of Rockwell
Spencer on Sunday at his home st the
Green 1ake hatchery.
Friends of Leroy Sleeper and wife, of
Dedham, Mass., will be interested to learn
that a son was born to them last Sunday.
Mrs.
Sleeper was Miss Gertrude McCarthy, of this place.
The annual Sunday school picnic was
held at Contention Cove on Saturday, instead of Friday, on account of tbe rain.
About 100 attended, the majority of the
children going by hayrack, while the
adults went by buck board and private
teams. Fish chowder and picnic dinner

neutral

Gag, effected after the outbreak of hostilities,
is void unless it is proved that such transfer
not made in order to evade the consequences to which an enemy vessel is exwas

/
posed.*
There are some qualifications annexed,
but there is in the very substance of this
article the material for legal contentions,
in the course of wnich the United States
might find itself in the awkward position
of endeavoring to secure a reversal of a
decision which
it struggled long and

Fifty years ago the supreme court gave the ruling, at the
solicitation of our government, that a
steamer Hying tbe British flag and engaged in mercantile traffic, which had
hard to obtain.

were

pounds representing

one

horsepower

for one minute. A stream of water
when flowing over a weir five feet in
length by one foot in depth at the rate
of one foot a second and having a fall
of twenty feet develops eleven horse-

A Lively Corpse.
Joseph G. Grow, a member of the
United Stares diplomatic corps, tells a
story of Bunsen. the German scientist.
who was often mistaken for bis cousin,
Chevalier Bunsen.
"When be was traveling in England
be met a lady who asked him. 'Have
you Quished your book. "Itible Work.’’

yet?’
’X regret
“’No, madnme.’ be said.
that my untimely death has prevented
my doing so.’ ’’—Detroit Free Press.
Social Caste In Berlin.
German royalty is rigid in its exclusive etiquette. The Prussian nobility
form a caste entirely apart from the
rest of society, and Berlin, socially
speaking, is composed of many different worlds, none of which mingles with
the other.—London M. A. P.

Any Old Excuse.
Big Sister (who wants to be left
alone a moment with her sweethearti—
Fritz, the house feels so stuffy, go Into
the next room and open the window,
will you? Fritz—The window is open.
Big Sister—Oh. well. Rhut it again, will
yon?— FUegende Blatter.
That’s the Answer.

"Why is your husband so Irritable at
home?” inquired tbe amazed visitor.
"Because he knows it’s safe to be.”
answered the long suffering wife;—St
Louis Republic.

and

games

and

sports

were

_

NICOLIN.

a

telephone In-

Forrest O. Dickey, ot Hull's Cove, spent
the week-end with hie family here.
of Trenton, spent
week with Mise Dorothy Leland.
John M. Crenshaw and wife, of Auburn, are guests of M. L. Allen and wife.

Mis^ Sarah Coosins,

last

Mrs. Clara Somes Is spending a tew days
Sullivan with her brother, Jauiee Meynetl.
Roger H. Allen left last week for
Presque Isle, where he has a poaition in a

at

bank.
William T. Somes and wife have returned to Frankfort, after a visit at their
old bd!be.

Keith end eon,. W. L.
Wocter and aon>, and
Miss b
ter, ail lor MaaaaehuaetU.

MerriiT^TT5*•
_C

Woo,‘

t^pt. J. W. Htinson and son, wh„
here some time
b‘"
shipping '.
have returned to
Prospect Harbor "l,B'
been

Ospt.

G. W. Colwell, wile
„nd d
“8h,w
Clarence Colwell and
Mis, ,

and

Prospect Hsrbor,

«

were

guests
K' 8.
Colwell's Sunday.
Little Arthur Colwell,
«ho
badly scalded lest week by lalii,w .q0,te
pai.ol ho, water left upon
r’

improving rapidly.
Aj‘-24

w.

______

BAY8IDE.
Mrs. E. M. Gordon and
daughter Fmu
Melrose, Mass., were week-end
8Q*“
ol Mrs. Gilman Wakefleld.
ol

Mrs. Beulah

Jordan, ol Ellsworth iw™
and Sunday with
her
P*,‘

Saturday night

m

ents, W. A. Trim and wife.
Merritt W. Alley, of New York
trr,tM
here last Saturday to visit hi,
Samuel Alley. Mr.
Alley made
p
in bis automobile.

fathir fi”
lt)’ Jr

Mrs. Cora A. Smith, formerly ot this
village, now of West Newton, Mats., is
Rev. Albert J. Lord and
visiting her mother, Mrs. James Bran- leave Pleasant beach to-day forfamily
scorn.

Frank EJy Abbott, esq., has returned
Cleveland, O., and ia at tbe Pray cottage with his family for tbe remainder of
season.

Mrs. Stanley Cox, with infant daughter
Pbebe, of Holyoke, Malta., is visiting at
••Yama Ouchi” with her parents, Rev.
Horace H. Leavitt and wife.
8.
Aug. at.
_

BLUE HILL.
celebrated
her
Leah Abram
Miss
twelfth birthday Friday, Aug. 21, delightfully entertaining her friends.
Edward P. Tucker is spending his
tion with his family in town.

vaca-

win

Ellsworth,

visit Mrs. Lord's father, H. B.
Pnim™’
a few days, before
returning to Meriden’
Conn.
to

from

**

L. H. Cushman and George
Crosby am.
from Bluebili Saturday night to tbe
Co,bman cottage, and
spent Sunday,
ing Sunday night accompanied
by Mrs
Cushman and Mrs. Crosby.
24.
Ang.
8

return'

FRENCH BORO.
Miss Jessie Perkins bts retorned
from,
visit in Waldobnro and

Boothbay.

Sylvia

Mias
Lunt, who spent a month
with relative, in;Rockland and
Camden
is home.
17.
Aug.
p
_

On account of tbe condition of Sewall
P. Snowman, who suffered from a fall a
short time ago, his house and stable will

Mrs. Annie Teel, who has been in
Rockland a few days, is home.

Mrs. Ida Dondiiand children, of
Rocknot be open to tbe public during the fair,
land, are visiting Mrs. Willie Teel.
Evelyn DeWitt spent last week with as has been the custom in years past.
relatives in Bangor.
Rev. P. C. Prescott, who spent s
week
lawful prize of war.
Deputy Sheriff W. W. Weaeott asks ail in
Blanche Leland, of Bar Harbor, is visitCambridge with his parents, naa reForeign-built vessels are not to be adpersons to take especial care in driving
turned.
her grandmother, Mrs. Francis Mcon Sept. 1-2-3, as tbe traffic will be much
mitted to our coastwise trade. That is so ing
Gown.
Joseph Cornell, of Boston, has joined
much saved from the enemy.
heavier than common on those days.
Had .not
his wife and children at her
Adele Hadeen, of Chicago, 111., spent
this barrier been maintained, we should
PLKAK1SO COXCB8T.
brother's,
Nathan Osier.
have seen every shipyard in the United last week with her uncle, Rev. Nelson
ball Monday
The concert in town
Hadeen.
Aug. 23._0
States closed. As it is, there is no enevening was a gem, and tbe large audience
couragement in tbe new legislation for
Augustus Seaborg, wife and daughter was well pleased. Each artist was enPENOBSCOT.
our shipbuilders to construct large vessels
Edith, of Brooklyn, N. Y., are at Frank R. cored several times. The program follows:
Fred Perkins, of Cambridge, Maas., jj
While American-built McGown’s.
for foreign trade.
Moaologua...Selected visiting his
brother, James C. Perkins.
vessels must come under severe inspecBernard Small, who is employed at Mt.
Mrs David Clarke
Miss Nina Varnuin returned to her
tion, the President is given power to Desert Ferry, is
spending a lew days at la) Air.?T....ftach
waive the inspection of foreign-built ves- his home here.
(b) Serenade.•••■Haydn work at Togua Wednesday, after a vacation here.
Helen Jeffrey. Marianne Kneieel, Gerald
sels purchased by Americans.
of Brockton, Mass.,
George
Maddocks,
Kunr, Marie Roemart
Tbe free ship provision of the existing
Misa Alice Bridget and friend, of Portis visiting his parents, Benjamin Mad- A
Mammy Tale....Mra Clarke
law is broadened by the elimination of
land, were guesla of Miss Bermct Varnum
docks and wife.
(a) Inlerludium. ••.... Olaiounon
the requirement that foreign-built vessels
last week.
.Granger
Mrs. E. H. Tabbutt and
daughters lb) Molly on the Shore
shall not be more than five years old to
Quartette
George Perkins and Mr. Bennett, of
be eligible to American registry.
It is Kathryn and Helen, of Everett, Mass., are A Bit of
Philosophy
Manchester, N. H., were guest* ot H. C.
boardened to such an extent as to let in visiting at Willard Phillips’.

purchased of tbe confederates who
had employed her. as a cruiser, was a
been

Miss Marlor
Kite
(e) Little Pigs
Mrs Clarke

(a)
Child Dialect (6)

Reuel McGown and wife, of Berlin, N.
“crocks”
worn
out
under their
! H., who were called home by the death
original flag and for sale cheap.
Apart from the doubts as to the success of Mr. McGown’s brother, J. Howard Me*
old

of the

expedients

which turn

on

interpre- ! Gown,

tations of the law of nations, there

returned to their home

Friday.

Mrs. St an wood Coamey and two children, Beatrice and Marion, of Omaha,
Neb., who have spent August with her
parents, Sven Anderson and wife, will
leave this week to make a shirt visit in
Bangor before starting for their home.

are

Perkins and wife last week.
Leo M. Sellers, of

Miss May Ober deserves 1 be thanks of
people of Bluehiil for giving them the
opportunity to hear such artists.
H.
Aug. 24.
the

DEEB ISLE.

the

N. E. tcn lection-

ery Co., Boston, is spending hi* vacation
witb I>r. M. A. Wardweil and wife

Aug. 21.

WhODLOCgE.

NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Miss‘Jeanette Croxford, ot Brewer, is
visiting here.

Mrs. Egbert, of New York, wno his
Capt. Alfred Greenlaw has sailed in his
ment, food and quarters are better and
yacht for England to bring home the been boarding with Mra. George Letch,
more expensi\^ in the American merchant
will return to her home Thursday.
family of bis employer.
MOUTH OF THK K1VKR.
service than in the carrying fleet of our
Miss Elsie Haskell, who is employed
Misses Hazel, Ethel and Mildred OrinMrs. DoVa Conant, who tup» spent a with Ginn &
There are scores of Americanrivals.
Co., Boston, is spending a dle gave a delightful [arty to the young
owned vessels now
registered abroad month with her mother, Mrs. Mary few weeks with her people.
people of North Penobscot Thtinidiy
simply because it costs tbeir owners less Betts, returned to her home in Dedham,
Mrs. George Haskell and family and evening at the home of Mr. and Mrsto operate them as foreign vessels than as Mass., Friday.
Miss Merle Small are guests of Mrs. Henry Harriman.
American vessels.
Waiter Chapman, of Bocksport, is visitH.
Aug. 21.
George Saunders at Islesboro.
ing at Capt. F. B. Sadler’s.
Treat and wife, who have been
Sydney
NORTH CASTING.
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Fred Stone, of Lawrence, Mass., is votspending the summer at their cottage
Fred Staples and friend, of Waterville,
C. M. Leach and wife returned Friday ing here.
here, left for Boston this week.
are at Frank
from Northport.
Staples’.
Arthur Fullerton, after spending two
Harold Greenlaw, an electrical engineer
Mellie Grindle, who has been employed
Mrs. Fred Conner has gone to Cleveland, weeks w ith his uncle, Clifford Fullerton, who has been
his
vacation with
spending
at Dark Harbor, ia home.
returned to his home in Surry Sunday.
O., to visit her son Edwin.
relatives here, returned to Boaton ThursMiss Jennie Grindle. of Bluchill, ia the
Arthur Jones lost a horse last week. day.
Harry Peterson and wife returned Satof Miss Nan J. Grindle.
Earl Smith also lost a horse recently.
urday to Somerville, Mass.
Frank Dean, of Quincy, Mass., who has guest
Mrs. Burton and two daughters went to
Francis Perkins, who has employment
a
cottage here, has Just' bad built at
in Castine, is home because of lameness.
WEST ELLSWORTH.
Friendship a fine yacht, which was Great Works Saturday to join Mr. Burton,
brought into the harbor this week. She who is employed there.
John P. Leach, of Camden, spent SunGeorge Libby and wife, of Bangor, vis- is commanded by Capt. Hiram Howard.
L
Aug. 21.
day with his mother, Mrs. Mary L. Leach. ited Mrs. Libby's aunt, Mrs.
Henry Hig- He intends to take a trip South in her this
_

Mrs. A. J. Pare, with her little son Winfor her home in Brockton, Mass.

gins, last week.
William Carlisle has been visiting his
grandparents, H. W. Cunningham and
wife, at Btuehilt.

ford, left Saturday

power.

served

enjoyed.

covering" imaginary dangerous con- others that should check exultation of tbe
spiracies—these are the main subjects friends of the bill. It is one thing to buy
taught in this unique university.— a foreign-built steamer at a bargain, and
quite another to operate her cheaply
Anglo-Russian.
under the American flag.
Pay, treatPower of Water.
The power of water is enormous. A
tiny jet of water descending 1,000 feet
traveling at the rate of 100 yards a
second cannot be cut into with an ax
or a sword. It will fracture the best
blades of Toledo steel. It will hurl an
ax through an oak plank. It is quite
impossible for a mao to cut this stream
through. To compute the power of falling water it is necessary to multiply
the volume of flowing water in cubic
feet per minute by its weight C2.5
pounds, and this product by the vertical height of the fall in feet and divide by 33,000, the number of foot

attend the fair.

Mrs. Mertie Perkins
and
daughter
Pearl, of Lowell, Mass., have been visiting
here the past week.
George C. Fernald and wife, of Sooth
Paris, are visiting Mr. Fernald’s parents,
Frank E. Fernald and wife.

the continuance of hostilities.
The tenor of the “London agreement77
is that a transfer made after the beginning of the war is exposed to many hostile
presumptions. For instance, one article
of tbe “agreement”, which Great Britain
has not accepted but the United States
has ratified, reads:
The transfer of

Candage and wife, of Seal Har-

bor, have been guests of A. W. Ellis and
wife.

we

but to purchase a vessel of one of the
belligerent nations to give her the unimpeached status that belongs to a vessel
built and registered in this country.
There sre grave doubts as to our ability
to obtain a good title to a vessel so acquired since the war began, doubts based
partially on our acquiescence in the “Lonhad

don

O. Perry Rich has had
stalled in bis residence.

ton.

bill has been

glib assumption

the

Miss Gertrude Flood returned Saturday
a visit in Cherryfleld and Harring-

from

its

passed

Mrs. Fred E. Rounds and children left
for a visit at Veazie and Enfield.

Roy J. Leland has employment at the
Bonn • boose.
Mrs. Harry Haynes spent a tew days ot
last week in Trenton.

Saturday

hasty attempt to in-

a

MOUNT DESERT.

are

fortunate if it escapes this experience

as a

COUNTY NEWS

FALLS.

Arthur P. Guilford went to Vinalhaven
a few days spent with bis

Tuesday, after
family here.

Mrs. Nellie Nevells, with daughter
Hazel, who has been visiting her mother,
Mrs. Lois Trueworthy, bas gone to North
Ellsworth»to visit her sister, Mrs. Eugene
Moore.

Misses Lillian and Margie Leach, of Pewere recent guests of Mrs. Emma
Ward well.

nobscot,

_

Perkins and wife, of New York,
who have been visiting his mother, Mrs.
Alma Perkins, have returned home.
Millard

DEDHAM.
Miss Effle Phillips spent a few days with
Mrs. G. W. Brewster last week.

Mrs. Augusta A. Leach was in BucksBasil Thompson, of Orrington, is visitport Friday to attend the funeral of her
sister, Mrs. Druzilla Hutchins, who had ! ing his uncle, Gerald Thompson.
been ill a long time.
\ Herbert Gray, ol Saeo, spent last week
1
John Ward well, a
prominent ship- with his parents, G. A. Gray and wife.

Rockland, with his wife, was
here recently, reviving old memories, this
being his birthplace.
L. J. Shepherd, of West Sterling, Mass.,
with his wife and family, Mrs. Mary C.
Wilson and daughter, of Orono, and Mrs.
Mary L. Leach, were guests at the home of
Duncan Dunbar and of Capt. M. W.
builder of

Grindie and wife last week.

Aug.

24._L.
BROOKSV1LLE.

Miss Prudence Saunders, of North Bluehill, is visiting her grandparents, J. H.
Billings and wife.

Misses

Hazel

Green Lake,
Cow ing.

are

and

Helen

Merrill, of

guests of Miss Hazel

W. Black and granddaughter
Helen have returned from a visit to retaMrs. W.

i

lives in

Bangor.

Miss Mkrcia Burrill has gone to Dorchester, Mass., for a visit with her aunt,
Mrs. Hurd Brown.
H. Richardson is building a house
the town hall, aud his son Melvin
one on the Holden road.
Aug. 24.
B.
S.

near

fall.

Aug. 24.

WEST SURRY.
RKX.
_

WINTER HARBOR.
Miss Marion Tracy is visiting in Newport.
Mrs. Rubio Tracy was
visitor at Old Orchard.

a

recent

business

Work is progressing rapidly
on the
bungalow being built by Wilson Sargent.
Shirley Joy, wife and son Stewart are
guests of Mr. Joy's parents, Fred Joy and
wife.

Greely Weston, of Boston, spent his
cation with his

va-

parents, U. K. Weston and

wife.
James Webber has the cellar dug and
on tbe site
preparatory to building
house.

lumber
a

Dora Lindsey, of Boston, is spending a
with her parents, A. Merchant
and wife.
few weeks

J. O. Foss and Miss Edna Hamilton, of Porto Rico, are guests of their
sister, Mrs. Charles Grover.

and wife, of Bucksport*
visited relatives here recently.
Joseph Friend and wife, of Bangor,
called on Mrs. F. N. Trundy Sunday.

Capt. E. L. Dorr

Miss Mildred Gray and brother Elwin,
Bucksport, are visiting their aunt. Mrs.
Guy Carlisle.
L.
Aug. 21.
of

SURRY.
The new pastor of the Methodist church.
Rev. Dr. Bennett, extended an invitation
to the Revs. John D. McGraw and J. W.
Tickle, who were in the village, to speak
to bis congregation Sunday and theyso-

cepted.

_

Anxious Mistress—Jane, have you given
the fish any fresh water lately? Jan*"
No, mum. They haven’t drank the water
gave them last mouth yet. Puck.

iUraertiftcmcntfi

Mrs.

Aug.

SOUTH HANCOCK.
H. M. Hodgkins and wife attended the
Hodgkins reunion at Blunt’s pond last
week.

A

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY

That Has Lasted for 60 Years

g.

Otherwise,
must be very, very good.
it couldn't stand this test of time.
Since lS5u “L. F.”

cine

has

Atwood’s Medi-

been a leading household
For 03 years it has proven

Miss Louise Hodgkins, of
Bangor, Is remedy.
visiting at the home of her uncle, H. M. its worth as a remedy for all stomach,a
I
liver and bowel troubles —and as
Hodgkins.
effect.
returning Sunday.
L. A. Penney, wife and
Snell at Camp Taylor.
daughter, of tonic of exceptional
to
1
Miss Emma Gray and Miss Bernice PerMrs. Cutler’s letter simply adds
Mrs. Allen E. Freeman and two chil- Bangor, spent Saturday night and Sunday
kins were taken to the insane hospital at
at R. H. Young’s.
the
evidence:
dren have returned home from a week’s
overwhelming
Bangor last week, for treatment.
Miss Carrie Brown, of
visit at her old home at West Tremont.
Portland, who Farmington, Me.:
Aug. 24.
A.
has been a guest at Mrs. Annie
“I tiave had quite a long experience
E. C. Robbins and wife have returned to
Smith’s,
*
with 'L. F.’ Atwood’s Medicine.
their home in Camden, after spending a returned last week.
SUNSHINE.
have used it for years as a family me
Mrs. Lizzie Whitehouse, of
week with friends here and at their old
Ithaca, N.
a laxative, and for the stoniac
Mildred Sellers, of Stonington, is visit- home at
Bartlett’s Island.
Y., has been the guest of Mrs. R. W. iclne,
I use nothing else for the children,
ing her cousin, Alice Davis.
Grant
a
ta
few
weeks.
25.
Aug.
G.
know of no medicine that could
___
Mrs. Amanda Sellers has gone to OceanMrs. Robert Diver has gone to Dorches- the place of ‘L. F.’ Atwoods MMJ
No matter bow careful one may be a deville to care for Mrs. Walter Stanley, who
ter, Maas., for a visit with her husband, cine as a household remedy.”
licious cake is sometimes ruined when
is ill.
who has employment there.
(Signed) Mrs. F. J. Cutler
<
it from the pan. When the cake
turning
Mrs. Flora Turner and children and
The Big Bottle—At I)ealers-35
M.
A.
Capt.
wife
and daughter,
Young,
sticks set the pan on a cloth wrung out of
Miss Beatrice Sadler, of Minturn, are visMail-FPi
Trial
who
Bottle—By
have
the
spent
past month at R. H.
warm water and leave for a few minutes.
iting here.
The cake will then turn out without
left for New
York Sunday. "L. F.” MEDICINE CO.,
any Young’s,
Pickle.
Aug. 24.
trouble.
Other departures have been Mrs. E. A. Me.

F. W. Orcutt and Elmer Orcutt, of South
Brooksville, went to Bucksport Saturday

PRETTY MARSH.

Mr. and Mrs. Skinner and Misses Mary
A. and Lorelei Skinner are guests of Mrs.

_

■

Better Days.
Wife—I wonder if Mr. Van Dusen
hasn't seeu better days? XXusband—
Ob. yes. Van Dusen wasn't always
married, i don’t think!—Chicago Record-Herald.
Tbe cheerful live longest in years and
afterward in our regards.—Bovee.

Jj

